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PREFATORY WORDS

ON

WRITERS, READERS, AND PREFACES.

The imagination was docile enough so long

as it was not honored by frequent and extrava-

gant worship. While it was made light of, and

considered a subordinate power, to be addressed

casually and at long intervals, nothing could be

more tractable, and it was then content to em-

brace, as admirable and perfect illusions, objects

whose gross reality looked through the investing

shreds at a hundred places. In the infancy of

art, a single feature of resemblance diverted at-

tention from a multitude of discrepancies : all

must admit that the clumsiest puppet-show im-

presses the mind of a child with a force never

afterwards attained by the most minute and
thorough perfection of representation. (It is

modesty which persuades me to introduce thus

parenthetically to the random and unoccupied

thoughts of the philosophic gentry—I would
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not for much interrupt their important rumina-

tion of worthier condiments, and offer it merely

for the dessert, as a bonbon that will melt away
in facile sweetness, praying them nevertheless to

keep it contiguously with the palate until it may
be ascertained if there is a fruit within to be

manducated,—this notion, videlicet, that man in

his primitive state, when the companion of na-

ture, had no intuition, or conception, or conjecture

of this glorious faculty of imagination, to which

we owe so many delightful sorrows
;
and that

the first imitative work of his own hands, origi-

nated the gradual, the wonderful, the boundless

developement of that beneficent and thaumatur-

gic power which we see careering and curvetting

so gracefully in the war of civilization. Yerb.

sap. sat. But in the improbable case that no

philosopher will accept my foolish word, and

promulgate an hypothesis whose numerous and

dazzling suite of proximate deductions should be

obvious to the grossest insipience, why then I

shall myself—and I now engage thereto the very

elite of my abilities—appropriate the rejected

gift, and adorn with it the philosophical pandect

which I intend bequeathing to the twentieth cen-

tury, under this title, The Pure Critique of Im-

agination.) What was I saying ? Oh! that the

imagination is enraptured in the beginning by the

most artless, spiceless preparation of viands, just
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as the savages who discovered fire and its uses

were in ecstacies with the flesh of the first ani-

mal they roasted
;
and that with every meal it

becomes more fastidious, until (as now) its cuisine

is a little world in itself. Bat though more fas-

tidious and less keen, this faculty becomes vora-

cious 'as it is pampered : thus feminine vanity is

intoxicated by the first flatteries to a degree no

after-opiate can equal, hungers more and more

for the stimulant while it is less and less affected

by it, and at length requires and sustains a dose

fit for Jupiter. What I am aiming at is to show
to myself that the imagination in its infancy, with

its rare feasts and longf digestive intervals of tor-

por, is favorable to the growth and well-being of

its sister faculties. But when it obtains the as-

cendancy, the others are soon degraded to the

state of pensioners, and subsist by the crumbs

that fall from its board. Could I but find some

practicable fording-place, and make my way
through this spring-tide of metaphor, I would

soon be at the terminus of this preliminary ex-

ercitation. Metaphors are like the pageants of

princes : the princes come forward slowly. Were
they always captives of rank, and exotic wild

animals, and trophies and treasures of art or na-

ture ! for all such predecessors lend (factitious)

dignity to the slow-advancing hero. But let him

beware lest tinsel and commonplace and the af-
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fectation of pomp retard and disgrace the proces-

sion. Now surely I toucli the shore.

There have been periods when a grave and

venerate author might make his books all com-

pact of wisdom, and display in every page his

determined and incorruptible ignorance of the

existence of such a member in the mind’s parlia-

ment as Imagination
;
nor would his books be

the less read. It is barely possible that this ob-

solete deference was shown to his superior and

veridical wisdom, compared with, which the wis-

dom of his successors of the present day is spe-

cious, fragmentary and adulterated. But how
unplausible, and how injurious to the respectable

fraternity, is such a suggestion ! Assuredly, it

is not permissible to obtrude such an explanation

of the change indicated, or in process of indica-

tion, when so many a sufficient and less ob-

noxious one is at hand. Heart-breaking is it to

the poor author to play tire Jester to the sovereign

people, and impart wisdom only in laborious

facetiae and under parabolical disguises : but such

are the imperious conditions imposed by the ram-

pant imagination of the present age, for which

—

as for the Censor in European states—everything

must be written and obsequiously adapted. It

must be acknowledged that it is rather a forlorn

hope, that of civilizing the savages by giving

them strong drinks
;

still, if it is the only allure-
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ment for them, the hope hath its grounds. So

the author must administer fiction to the general

mind
;
having brought it to a placable and amia-

ble state, he may insinuate instruction, proceed-

ing the while with great wariness, with strategy

and circumspection.

It reminds me that I must use this circumspec-

tion and not betray myself to the reader. Lest

he should already suspect me, I will now side

with him and rail against those tainted with the

pestilent madness of wishing to instruct. It

would seem that there is scarce a mortal but has

his philosophy; let him but write, ever so little

it oozes out. Wo to him, if he cry Eureka and

explore the current and reach the well-head, and

devote thereto his unfortunate life for the illusory

benefit of his species. He might as well believe

in Ovid’s fable of that lake, where, when a man
threw himself into the foul waters, he got wings

and soared the skies. Your authors are the bond-

slaves of men, and do their work on the whole,

with sufficient conscientiousness : but they wot

not how sometimes they divert their lieges inex-

pressibly, with the airs of superiority ihey assume

and affect to dissemble, with their smiles of scorn-

ful compassion, and their dignified demeanor of

admonition and reproof. At best they are the

hired singers of the pacha, the public
;
and what

is more ludicrous than to hear them intermingle
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their chants with the grave maxims of the mufti?

It will be a great day for mankind when the wise

men flee again to the deserts of the Thebaid.

The cry of the tormented and Job-like age is

this : Deliver us from our instructors. Glorious

was the age when there were seven wise men !

still more glorious the age when wise men were

three ! but now that their name is legion, now
that each man thinks himself born only to en-

lighten his species, what else awaits us but the

marshy and unfertile level of primeval, besotted

ignorance ? One may read in Jean Jacques of

the brute creation : Qmand 1’ espece devorante

se sera trop multiplie aux depens de l’espece

devoree, alors, ne Irouvant plus de subsistance,

il faudra que la premiere diminue, et laisse it la

seconde le temps de se repeupler. And what is

the race of authors but a devouring species,

preying upon the general wisdom of mankind?

Designed by nature to effect and not disturb the

equilibrium of the moral world, their duty and

their policy were, now that they are surfeited, to

withdraw to the desert and grant a recreative ar-

mistice, till the earth teem again with new wis-

dom. Enough : a parallel so flattering to the

reader will not be critically measured in regard

to its equi-distances.

Laudare se vani, vituperare stulti este, said

Aristotle or somebody for him
;
and it is, was
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and will be for ever impossible to write a preface

without manifesting one of these characteristics.

Fortunately both are venial, for I have displayed

both. Barques have been known to dash suc-

cessively on Scylla and Charybdis : so difficult

is the strict line of propriety. It is considered

no unprofitable wisdom to perpetuate the memory
of follies and the names of their inventors

;
yet

who can tell me the name of him who wrote the

first preface, and gave the most deplorable ex-

ample of the obtuseness, the very amaurosis of

human intellect? For what are the purport,

purpose and visible ostent of a preface ? What
else than to betray an author into exposure of

himself, unavoidable as with slaves in Constan-

tinopolitan bazaars, eager for masters? And is

not the single condition which renders tolerable

the vocation of author, this, that he may conceal

his humanity? his participation in the thousand

foibles against which he directs his Pythian

shafts ? his subjection to any of the sins he so

eloquently philippizes? his individual experience

of the miserable wants of material existence

whereon he so tauntingly harps to the utter hu-

miliation of men? his fallibility of judgment?
his subordinacy to the centripetal law of earthly

error ? that he may, in fine, stand supreme upon
the opinions of men as on a Yendome column ?

(Who now shall insure him that mankind will
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not, in cruel sport, relegate him there corporeally,

an involuntary Stylite ? Precedents are against

him, and he may, moreover, remember one and

another luckless author, who, impatient of aerial

honors, languishing for the leavened comforts of

mortality, tempted from their pride of place and

detected at length in the purlieus of frailty, have

been visited by opprobium louder than the pre-

vious acclamation, and heaped with all the dis-

honor men spare themselves.) The invention of

prefaces was then indisputably a rending of the

vail in the temple of letters, whereby a glimpse

was given the polloi of a cheerful and quite

habitable sekos, of priests grave with no sancti-

mony, feasting upon the sacrificial fruits with

mundane, insatiate appetency, and manifesting

the profanest joys and sorrows, and cares and de-

sires, and pains and puerilities.

How did the afore-mentioned inventor of the

Preface escape being, by the very difficulty of

reaching a conclusion and proper issue enlight-

ened regarding the fatal daedal us in which he

had entered ? A difficulty it is of such magni-

tude, that to this day no Ariadne of a gram-

marian has ever appeared with a serviceable clue;

and more than one unhappy wight has nearly

ended his labors in the intricacies of this laba-

rynthine forecourt. For consider that the sub-

ject is Self, a word no sooner sounded than a
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thousand pampered and lazy thoughts start up

vivacious and interquerulous for the honor of

the floor, creating a commotion and embarrass-

ment sufficient to confuse Time himself. But

nature, august nature, teaches us that a preface

may be ended even in the simple and severe

style of her own life-leases, thus,
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THE PUPIL OF RAPHAEL.

CHAPTER I.

Finche della speranza mi rimembre, ,
'

,

Che coi fior venne e con le prime foglie,

Venne 11 di cho la chiesa fu per moglie
Data a Leone, e che alle nozze vidi

A tanti amici mici rosse le spoglie,

Ariosto, Satira VII.
O Rome ! sors de tes mines,
Grande ombre, renais a sa voix :

F’aiB revivre a jamais 1’ orgueil des sept collines.

ChUnedolli.

The eleventh day in the month of April, fifteen hundred
and thirteen, had been designated by the new Pope,
Giovanni de’ Medici, Leo the Tenth, for the ceremony of

his in auguration ancTsoIemn procession to St. John in

Lateran ; and it.was Avith great eagerness and great ex-

pectations that the population ol Rome, now unceas-
ingly augmented by arrivals from the neighboring states,

awaited the coming of this day. The promised shows
were to be on a scale of unprecedented magnificence ;

and legions of saints were hourly invoked, singly and
collectively, to interest themselves in the solemnity
and avert every disaster. So much wealth and
timehad been lavished upon the preparations, such
profound research and singular ingenuity been taskeJ
to render them notable,—and yet upon how many and
how trivial a contingency does fruition depend ! But
each fulfilled his part, and took a good care of life and
health

; for life, as you may have remarked, rises in

2
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value when some hour of great diversion is at hand, and
many common, diurnal hazards are then avoided which
before were unperceived or disregarded.

Hours glided by, and even the long dajs revolved.

The sun did not omit to rise on the eleventh of April

;

what was next in importance, he rose in an unclouded
sky.

Soon the great mass of the inhabitants thronged the
central avenues of the city, and none save the bed-rid-

den, the misanthropical and the disconsolate remained
in the more remote, silent quarters. Griping penury,
despair, famine, loosed their hold, and from the most
miserable hovel those crept forth, who rejoiced that in

this day at least none should starve.

We will suppose that in all that joyous crowd there

was no carping philosopher, surlily moralizing on the

vanity of pontificial shows, and no unsuspected pro-

testant, no stern pre-lutheran, inwardly maledicent of
the Catholic hierarchy : but that all who had their com-
plement of senses, felicitated themselves thereon, and
were only embarassed to know how best to use them.
At brief, unequal distances on the prescribed route

were triumphal arches of various form and magnificence,

erected and embellished by the best artists of the time;

decorated, some with statues of pagan divinities, others

with images of saints and martyrs, others again with
living nymphs and adolescents, who recited, from their

elevated niches, panegyrical verses abounding in classi-

cal allusions and comparisons derived from heathendom.
Indeed the ethnic hierology rather predominated over

the Christian : but we will not be censorious.

A thousand fantastical inventions divided the curiosity

and admiration of the Romans. You may read their

descriptions in the chronicles of the day. The great

pageant of an epoch is sure to find its commemmorator

;

the most virtuous action is not so sure.

Before each noble mansion, fountains of wine and dis-

tributions of money demanded and rewarded the unceas-

ing activity of the populace ;
while they who were un-

affected by these allurements, feasted their eyes upon
the groups of beauty that filled every window and every
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balcony, or struggled for the flowers showered down
from fair patrician hands. Bands of musicians in superb
attire paraded the streets, but their strains were over-

borne by the incessant clamor and frequent cries of
‘ Viva Leone ! Palle, palle !

’ A people so willingly, so

cordially does honor to the one who procures it amuse-
ment. It is reasonable to suppose though, that Leo’s
accession, following upon the reigns of the martial Julius

and the atrocious Alexander, awakened general and sin-

cere gratulation. During his earlier residence in Rome,
he had distinguished himself by the zealous cultivation

of literature and patronage of the fine arts, and es-

pecially had won the people’s hearts by frequent mani-
festations of his liberal disposition.

Among those whose endeavors to celebrate becomingly
the public inauguration of a new pontiff, had elicited

most attention, was Messer Angelo Rossi, an old Roman
of great Avealth, whose passion for antiquities, while it

engrossed every faculty and inclination of his mind,
threatened at no very distant period to leave him im-
poverished. The present, however, was to him one of

unalloyed happiness
; not that he in the least degree

cared whether John de Medicis, or Pasquin the tailor,

were pope ; but he exulted in the opportunity this day
afforded him, of exhibiting his wonders of ancient art

to the gaze of admiring Rome. In good sooth, he had
not neglected it, but turned his entire museum out of

doors, and now, as he looked from his balcony, his coun-

tenance beaming with uncontrollable delight, his eye
could Avander lovingly over the much-cherished statues,

the imperial busts and elaborate bas-reliefs, elevated

upon pedestals, and arranged in files that reached to

either extremity of the small street in which his house
was situated.

He himself seemed to be an equal object of admira-
tion to the idlers below, Avith any Greek in his collec-

tion : and deservedly, for a more grotesque figure it were
scarcely possible to find. One of those men Avhose ac-

tivity augments Avith their years : his head and body,
legs and arms, being in a constant and distinct state of

agitation, as though to each belonged a separate and in-
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dependent vitality. This remarkable mobility was of
course no where more apparent than in his face ; never,

than when he was in a singularly good humor, as at

present : its tendency was to create in any unprepared1

company, alarm, but in those who knew him, constant

diversion. Moreover, he was continually making an
effort to subdue the expression of his satisfaction, and
this strife between his physical and moral nature, or ra-

ther between his nature and his sense of propriety, only
served to aggravate the ludicrous disorder of his phy-
siognomy. His lax and tensile features he would con-

tract till they were all conglomerated in the centre of

his face ; but nature would immediately triumph, and
of a sudden they would spring asunder at the pleasure of

all imps oflaughter, with an expressiveness ofglee whose
contagion no one could resist. One decidedly good feature

slightly modified the effect of this general instability;

a large, deep set eye, which scintillated with an un-
weariable enthusiasm. Withal, a kindly, sympathetic
being, when his dominant passion was not concerned

;

convivial and hospitable ; and his house was a favorite

resort for the young artists then so numerous in Rome,
and for all genuine lovers of antiquity, especially his

antiquities.

His suit was of an obsolete mode, quaint and anti-

quated, besides being threadbare ; on such a day as this,

you could hardly have persuaded a beggar to wear it

:

but Messer Rossi seemed to have lost all personal iden-

tity, and for the merest object of vhtu to cherish more
regard and affection than for his individual self.

It was owing to this singular habit of abstraction that

the shouts of obstreperous laughter from the crowd be-

neath his balcony, rose quite unheeded by him. His
whole attention was directed to those who were con-

templating his statues, and he scrutinized their coun-
tenances for the meed of approbation which he could

not hear them utter, or counted the numbers in each
group, in the intent to ascertain if the popular taste as-

similated with his own.
Gradually, however, a decided diminution of these

became evident. One and another fell off, and at length,
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the Dianas and Apollos, the Minervas and Mercurys re-

mained in solitary conclave. It now required no effort

to bring into stern juxtaposition Messer Angelo’s fea-

tures: with an anxious eye he in vain searched the

street in either direction—not a mortal.

Finally, by inspiration as it were, he became sensible

of the uproar beneath him, and, looking down, pene-
trated at once the mystery ; the enigma was expounded ;

here were all the missing groups assembled in one dense
mass to do him honor, to celebrate his liberality and
testify their admiration of his incomparable collection.

Their merriment had now reached its highest pitch.

A Neapolitan buffoon who had been wandering through
the streets all the morning with indifferent success, had
finally reached this, where upon the balcony, such an
admirable study was presented to him. He immediately
commenced practising the looks, gesticulations and con-

tortions of the old gentleman with such felicitous

mimicry, that the applauses of the mob became abso-

lutely deafening. Messer Rossi, surmising nothing of

all this, and profoundly impressed with the idea that

they Avere collected to manifest their approbation of his

museum, doffed his cap and began bowing and mutter-
ing his thanks Avith incomparable suavity and heart-

winning graciousness.

As soon as he could obtain a hearing, he addressed,

his auditory. As he prided himself not a little upon
his oratorical powers, it is but proper to give a brief

specimen of his address.

“Fellow-citizens! Romans! Fellow-antiquarians!
Dearer to me than an ovation is the homage you render

to the divine spirit of antiquity that glows in these

marbles. Far be it from me to appropriate your ap-

plause, or rashly to believe that to my OAvn unAVOrthy
person these tokens of approbation are addressed. No!
I recognize in your acclamations the language of a peo-
ple exulting to have found the right object of its avot-

ship. I Avelcome you individually and collectively to

the bosom of antiquity, divine mother of the arts. You
have said among yourselves, the plant that Avould soar

must strike its roots deep into the soil
; to unfold the

2*
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principle of intellectual growth within us, we must go1

far into the past. We must humble ourselves before

the primitive generations who entertained so lively £
recollection of those skies whence Prometheus brought

down the soul of man, as enabled them to represent

their habitants in indestructable marble, immaculate
alabaster and imperishable bronze. Time himself, even
the parent of Jupiter, teaches us by his example to re-

spect these noble works. For has not the destiny of

Greek sculpture been like unto that of the Palladium,

found intact among the ashes of the temple of Minerva
in Ilium ? Ruin devastated the moral world : genius
even in its celsitude of place was thrown down anu
trodden upon by Barbarism ; but you, my fellow-citi-

zens, are this day a proof that the spirit of sublime anti-

quity hath slept among the ruins of the temple, and did

not, as many opined, take its flight to heaven. It is

said of some hybernating animals that they only grow
emaciate after awaking from their winter sleep

;
let it

not be recorded of the genius of ancient art, aroused
this day from so long a repose, that its decline dated
from its renascence. Go, my fellow Romans, return to

the contemplation of those noble works, and let not the
enkindled flame of enthusiasm die away within you for

lack of nourishment.”
About this time several youths appeared at the en-

trance of the street, the most of whom were shown by
their characteristic costume to be artists. They ap-

proached the house of Messer Rossi and stood awhile,
very much amused by the spectacle before them, with
the exception of one of their number. This was a
young man whom you could not well notice without
remembering, though not every one would notice him.
His head was such as Titian delighted to paint, ample
without excess

;
in a certain-character of nobleness lay

the chief attraction of his face. A critical eye would
have detected the evidences of a nature equally medita-
tive and imaginative

;
perhaps too, the traces of some

sorrowful experiences. A critical eye ;
for his ordinary

mien seemed intended to conceal any such traces.

The sight of Messer Rossi had called a smile to his
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Countenance, which was dissipated when he perceived

the buffoon, who so vainly strove to caricature him, and
heard the mob so boisterously applaud, now the origi-

nal, and now the mimic. To disperse the inconsiderate

rabble was his first impulse and movement ;
but his

attention being attracted to the perfect unconsciousness

and equanimity of the old citizen, he checked himself,

and, with his companions, entered the house, for

thither vvere they bound.
They joined their host upon the balcony, and were

received by him with a cordial but hasty greeting.
“ You come most opportunely. Aid me, Lionardo,”

said he, addressing the artist who has been specially

mentioned, “aid me to convince these enthusiastic

citizens that their extravagant and somewhat clamor-
ous commendations are more than satisfactory ; that

they are losing precious moments; have scarcely ob-

served the new Bacchus, or the exquisite Ganymede
;

bid them go, in God’s name, and look well at the ala-

baster Diana.” And in the intervals, he continued his

deprecatory inflections, smiling most courteously and
waving his cap.

But the sound of trumpets, and prolonged shouting
from the distance, and the discharges of artillery, an-
nounced the approach of the procession. The buffoon
disappeared

; the crowd dispersed, all hurrying to se^

cure favorable positions for viewing the pageant
; and

Rossi’s visitors disposed themselves, some on the bal-

cony, others in the embrasures of the windows. He
himself occupied the most prominent position

;
and

near him Lionardo, Francesco Penni, and an old monk,
known as Padre Tommaso, took their stations.

At the head of the procession came the representa-
tives of a hundred noble families of Rome and the
Roman territory

;
among them rode, side by side, amid

the acclamations of the multitude, the reconciled chiefs
of the Colonna and Ursini houses. They were fol-

lowed by the senators of Rome, in magnificent robes,
and these by the vanguard, composed of Greek mer-
cenaries, whose dress was a mixture of the national
costume with the pontificjal livery. Dignitaries of the
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pope’s household then appeared, distinguished among
whom were the barber and the tailor of his holiness,

bravely mounted.
And now came in sight a numerous troop of Floren-

tines and other strangers of distinction.

“A gallant company,” exclaimed Francesco Penni.
“ It behoved the Tuscans to allow none to eclipse them
at this inauguration of their compatriot : and truly,

it would be strange if we should see a finer display
than they make. What variety, and what magnifi-
cence, of costumes and trappings and banners and
liveries ! But why is that cavalier in mourning ? Do
you see, Padre ? The clasps of his cloak gleam with
precious stones; yet to wear sables on such an occa-
sion can only be esteemed discourteous.”

“ I will tell you who he is,” answered the Padre.
“ Long as it is since I have seen him, I easily recog-

nize him. He is Count Filippo, of the noble Siennese
family, the Buonsignori, and he wears this mourning
in obedience to some foolish vow, made long years
ago. So soon as an individual whom he honors with
his enmity shall have ceased to live, he will put aside

this garb.”
“ And, no doubt, he considers,” answered Francisco,

“ that his religious observance of this vow will ab-

solve him should he chance to take the other’s life.”

The subject of these remarks was now beneath the

balcony. Raising his eye listlessly, it fell upon Lion-
ardo. He checked his horse with such abruptness that

the animal reared till there was danger of liis culbut-

ing
;

and with a look and gesture of surprise, ex-

claimed :

“ How, Giulio, do I see you again? and here ?”

“ And I you, Filippo ?” was the laconic reply. The
count passed on.

“ Why, Lionardo,” said his friend Francesco, “ is

not a day to pass without throwing around you some
additional mystery ? It was but yesterday that I

heard Colocci—by the by, we must not forget the en-

tertainment he gives this night—I heard him speaking

of you, and wondering where your time had been
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spent before coming among us. He knew nobody of

your years, possessed of such acquirements. In litera-

ture he meant, for he has but a mean opinion of your
artistic abilities, and expressed his astonishment that

you should devote yourself to an art in which you
have so many compeers—to use his words, such a
slight chance of distinction, while so many other paths
invite you.

“ Mark that, my young friend,” said Messer Rossi.
“ Have I not said the same thing to you ? Colocci’s

judgment is contemptible upon some matters, but on
others it may pass.”
“ Colocci’s literary talents are acknowledged,” replied

Lionardo, “ and I should be glad to deserve his en-

comium. So is his taste in antiquities, by all except
our excellent friend Rossi. But to his judgment in

painting I do not wholly defer, nor am I to be affected

by what you repeat.”
“ It is not of this, nor of him I wished to speak,

but of this Siennese gentleman with whom, to reason
from the manner of your salutations, you have been
hi habits of intimacy, at some past period.”
Lionardo acquiesced.
“ And how chanced it,” continued the persevering

Francesco, “ that he gave you a name by which we
have never known you ?”

An evasive reply was all that Lionardo chose or
was able to make.

“ Are you aware of the cause of his vow,” said the
Padre, “ and the name of his enemy?”

“ I am ignorant of both.”
“I,” resumed Padre Tommaso, “ am not of either.

You shall hear. His foe is the Prince Giuliano of
Lastorta, avhom you might have seen among our
nobles at the head of the procession. The cause of
their hostility is an interesting story, though, I con-
fess to you, it is somewhat long.”

“ It is indeed, if you allow it,” said the host. “Re-
serve it for this evening. Do you think our minds can
comprehend all that is supplied by the sense of sight
to-day, with one of your chronicles, to boot ?”
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The Padre, a little humiliated, resigned himself to

his evil destiny.

In the meantime many civic and military bodies
had defiled through the narrow street. In deep
mourning for his uncle, the late pope, Julius the Se-
cond, came Francesco Maria, duke of Urbino, and
close upon him appeared the young Lorenzo de Me-
dici, in whose favor he was so soon to be deprived of
his duchy. Upon a steed of spotless white, beneath
a sumptuous canopy, attended by five and twenty
acolytes bearing lighted tapers of wax, came the eu-

charist. Alfonso, duke of Ferrara, an ally of the
French when they at Ravenna took prisoner the pre-

sent pope Leo, then cardinal, but who to day had held
the stirrup for him to mount the very charger he had
ridden in that battle, followed in great state, escorted

by several hundred barons and cavaliers.

Suddenly, Messer Rossi cried out, with his usual
vivacity, “ Ho ! Peruzzi ! Surely that is Peruzzi. Has
either of you seen him before, since his return ? Has
he explained the singular circumstance of his disap-

pearance ?”

Lionardo replied:
“ I was a witness to his re-appearance in terra cognita

the other night, and the manner of it was as wonder-
ful as the suddenness of his dereliction or deportation

at the commencement of the carnival. It was a warm
and a bright, starry evening, and getting on my horse,

I rode out upon the road that winds under Mount
Aventine. It was an hour at which that avenue is

considered unsafe
;
and seeing three horsemen coming

rapidly towards where I was, I turned into the shadow
of some oaks, and waited till they should pass. They
did net come so far, however: I saw them stop, and
two of them dismount. These then aided their com-
panion, who, as I now observed, was blindfolded, to

alight. Leaving him by the wayside, they, without

loss of time, re-mounted and rode hastily oft' in the di-

rection from which they had come. Not a little sur-

prised by the occurrence, I approached the person whom
they had left, and addressed him. The tones of hi
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voice were familiar ; I aided him to remove the bandage,

and recognised—whom, think you ?”

“ Not Peruzzi ?"

“None other. ‘Speak,’ I said to him, ‘whence do

you come ? What wonderful adventure have you been
the hero of?’ But he, laughing, refused absolutely to

satisfy my curiosity; mounted, and rode homeward by
my side, industriously confining the conversation to the

events which have transpired among us since his de-

parture. Upon separating, however, he promised to

give me an account of his adventure, the first time that

he should be again inspired by Messer Rossi’s Greek
wines.
The host instantly despatched a servant after Peruzzi

with a special summons to supper for that evening.
“ Bartolo, his old domestic,” said one of the young

artists, “ has been made very unhappy by his master’s
unaccountable absence. Among the paintings that Pe-
ruzzi left in an unfinished state, was one, the subject of

which was Proserpine, surprised near the Cyanean
fount by Pluto. The head of Ceres’ daughter was all

that remained incomplete. You remember a Paduan
who was here, a necromancer, who could conjure you
up the spirits of the dead. - The maestro having jesting-

ly said that the conjuror should obtain for him a sight

of the king of Hades, nothing could dissuade old Bar-
tolo, after Peruzzi’s disappearance, from a rooted con-
viction that he had been spirited away by some demon
whom this sorcerer had exorcised.”

“ It was quite unnecessary to resort to magic,” said

Messer Rossi, “ if the characteristic portrait of his

majesty was alone wanted. I know one who could
sit for it as his proxy.”
Padre Tommaso was notoriously ugly

;
but it was

amusing to hear old Rossi indulge in .any such allu-

sions. Du reste, they were insunderable friends.

Many other companies had passed by, each chal-
lenging attention while defying description, by the
magnificence of costume, the number and splendor of
the banners, by the felicitous tfevicesand the gorgeous
caparisons in which the steeds were enveloped. The
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chronicles of the day make .rapturous and verbose
mention of the suits of velvet and damask, ermine and
brocade, the tissues of gold, the profusion of inestima-
ble gems, the brilliant liveries and endless retinues.

Probably so lavish an expenditure had not attended
any procession in Rome since the triumphal days of
the Caesars. Leo was determined on this occasion
to deserve his reputation of prodigality. One ensuing
fact is noticeable : during the six succeeding pontifi-

cates ihe inaugural ceremony was omitted. Nor
should it be forgotten that this was the last inaugura-
tion, at which all Christendom was represented.

Rossi had an eye for every one, and, as often as his

favorite Diana elicited the approbation of a passer-by,

his imprisoned glee burst forth anew, much to the dis-

comfort of many a grave prelate who deemed it fit to

exhibit a dignified demeanor, and who was annoyed
by his inability to resist the contagion of Rossi’s

hilarity. The youthful cavaliers had generally a smile
and a word for him as they passed his balcony

; but
his answers were often ludicrously inapposite, as when
he made answer to one who enquired concerning his

neighbor, la belV Angiolina , that she was gone to Mi-
chael Angelo’s studio to be "restored.

At length the Helvetian body-guard appeared, in the

fantastical costume recently invented for them by Ra-
phael. The pontiff soon followed. Leo the Tenth
was mounted on the superb steed (brought originally

from the desert plains traversed by the Eorysthenes,

)

which, as has been said, he rode at the battle of Ra-
venna. Of that battle this day was the first anniver-
sary, and it is to be presumed that his thoughts fre-

quently adverted with complacency to the wonderful
mutations which his fortunes had undergone in the

brief interval. If with piety, doubtful ; he was more
conspicuous for other virtues.

Upon his Thracian steed then,; and on his head a

tiara, refulgent with precious stones; and over him
the most gorgeous of baldachins, sustained by the

honorable Conservators of the city. And as he passed,

he gave his gracious benediction to the kneeling mul-
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titude, who all responded with deafening shouts of

“Viva Leone !” and with the Medicean cry of “ Palle,

palle !”

The clerk of the apostolic chamber came now with
two coffers at his saddle-bow, containing the new
coin, which, ever and anon, he flung by handfulls

among the contentious rabble, regardless whom he
hit. And it was admirable to see the devotional spirit

that reigned among the people ; they who were strict

en on one cheek, were sure to turn the other. Some
enthusiastic youths would not be prevented from fol-

lowing him the whole distance
;
such holy influences

attached to this august ceremonial.
Four hundred bowmen closed the procession,—no,

the Florentine chronicler of this show has wittily and
pithily recorded his own absurd appearance at the
close, on foot, with tom hose and ragged doublet, and
calamitous poverty looking visibly out from him : and
I would fain believe that they whom he panegyrized,
and whose names he handed down to posterity, took
readily the hint, and gave the worthy doctor a new
suit. Really, that calza rolta distresses the sympa-
thetic historian.

The sun was declining: but some hours were yet to

elapse before that appointed by Messer Rossi for his

supper.

Most of the young artists availed themselves of the
opportunity this interval afforded, to visit the triumphal
arch erected by the Tuscan merchants resident in
Rome, which was adorned by many of their paintings;
but if I invite you to follow with me the one they call

Leonardo, you may be sure that I have excellent rea-

sons for it, and that you can hardly do better than ac-

cept. His manner, indicative of the pleasing nature of

his anticipations, is an encouraging omen.
3

3
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INTERMEZZO.

We—
In the beginning was the theocracy of letters, when

poets had their Olympus and nations burned incense in

their honor; then came the leudal times and the
baronial aristocracy of literature, when your author
sat under his dais and retained the formula of sove-
reignty and wrote ‘We’; but now that the world o£

letters is a republic of letters, and no altars and no
thrones tolerated except such as are built over the
dead,— (of the howdahs I speak not, inasmuch as an
elephant or a populace, amiable as it may be, will have
its occasional siesta,)—and patents of nobility are with-
held, and each individual restricted to his single vote
—(the chief advantage which his plurality gives the
king or gave an author is to be detected, I fancy, in the
prerogative of contradicting himself without being ex-

posed to contradiction,)—now that things are in this

state and this sentence clamorous for a period. I de-

clare solemnly that the monosyllable which heads this

chapter disguised under the name of Intermezzo, im-
plies no egotistical resumption of an expired privilege,

but simply denotes the fellowship existing between
thee, 0 Reader, and myself, and that we are to act,

suffer, laugh, and be rueful in admirable simultaneity

and harmony.
Do not understand this to be an election to a merely

honorary post. It has its responsibilities. The worth
of these pages must as often depend upon thee as upon
their author. Thy vocation is exigent of many things.

Congeniality is one, that so an author may be ingenu-

ous, and be not forced to confine his exuberant nature

in a formal, week-day style, but may show himself as

endimanchz and as camivalesque as it please him.

Another is the faculty to educe the right moral when
the hero and the biographer omit to doit. For, a rea-
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der of genius may extract a quite respectable code of

morals out of the most insignificant or most decried

duodecimo
;
and it is a stolid or a depraved reader whom

I sometimes hear sighing that he cannot distinguish

in the wide world of contemporary fiction, an improv-
ing Mentor. The ancients made their drunken slaves

serve a moral purpose
;
and the shameless antics of

certain romance-writers have the additional merit of

being voluntary.

One undeniable result of the continual and universal

disguise of all emotion and of all susceptibility, to which
society condemns its constituents is this : men very soon

succeed in disguising to themselves the faculty of being

moved by the beautiful in life. Consequently, one may
be reading a work that seeks to demonstrate and illus-

trate those kindly and best affections of ournature which
it is conventional not to expose in the world, may be
reading it in the privacy of his chamber, and yet will

scoff as though he stood in a crowded circle ; as though
not conscious in his heart’s depth of a fellowlv acquaint-

ance with those affections, and not convinced of their

eternal truth
;
as though, in fine, the acquired nature

was a higher nature, the original, a b er.

We—to return at last— will folk ' the youth Lionardo
to a house situated between the Viminal and the Capito-

line hills. A house two stories in height, flanked by
terraces on a level with the second. These terraces are

adorned by such a variety of admirable native plants as

almost excludes from notice the few rare and beautiful

exotics. A. dwarfish, widowed palm-tree is sufficiently

conspicuous from the street, over which it bends with a
southward inclination, drooping its broad leaves, and
hanging its clusterless head in a way to make you think
it sensible of its captivity, and mindful of its brethren

over the Mediterranean, its happier brethren standing
erect and fruit-laden about some placid lake. Ordinarily

quiet, this street is to-day silent and deserted in an un-
usual degree, not being on the route of the procession

;

and our hero—in earth's younger days it was something
to be one, but in these, the world having slept into the

valet-de-chambre’s shoes, sees only the man in the hero,
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nay, sometimes only the coxcomb ; concedes, however,
the use of the word to romanticists, stipulating that no
heroical quali’ies accompany the name, (so lucus a non)
—surmising not that he is followed and persuaded that

no eye is upon him, prepares to enter the broad, unob-
structed, hospitable door-way.

Here, even at the threshold, „ gentle tap on the shoul-
der arrests him, and a soft voice bids him turn.

Author. Consider, dear Hero, that we witness the

progress of an action of whose commencement we are-

unintelligent, with feeble interest and a faint expectation

of profit.

Hero. Detain me not. The moment is auspicious.

She is alone and hearkens for the sound of my footsteps.

Know you not that when a strong ray of light illumines

our present, something of it is reflected on the past ?

Author. If the human mind were bifrons—
Reader. I hold an artificial mystery in utter abhor-

rence. I respect none other than that of the inscrutable

future. Things of the past are so many realities con-

quered from Time, the occult guide of our days, and my
patience fails me when I perceive the motion of an he-
retical hand to shroud again those realities in the cloud

from which they have happily emerged. The ignorant

mind, to be sure, ignores that anything is incomprehensi-
ble, and imagination is its only wonder-monger and
fabricant of mysteries. But we, in our present degree

of enlightenment, assert an inalienable property in the
by-gone

—

Author. What he desires is that the action be visi-

bly and perspicuously manifested from its commence-
ment.
Hero. But who shall determine this? The origin

of time is the only origin, so interwoven and interde-

pendent are all our experiences. Where is the cause

that is not a result ?

Author. We will be contented to erect the starting-

post without retreating too far. As I was saying, were
the human mind bifrons—
Reader. There is so much to be read in these

days—
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Author. And so much to be written

—

Reader. That we are loth to remain any length of

time with our eyes intently fixed upon the blank page
that precedes the title, searching for that of which we
are ignorant and that which is essential. Impart to us

then, succinctly as it may please you, the commence-
ment, growth and present stage of this passion, or pseu-

do-passion which gleams so impatiently from your eyes.

Hero. Follow me. Ascend these steps. This ter-

race is pleasantly shaded, and the air is rife with inter-

mingling perfumes, and here beneath this blossoming
fig tree, here where last night, beautiful and with elo-

quent looks, and sighs that were inexplicable till re-

cognized as the first tribute paid to a long-suppressed

sorrow, borne long in magnanimous silence and now for

ever dismissed, sighs that bespoke not more truly the

sadness of past years than the joy of me present hour

—

I know nothing more difficult to interpret than some
sighs of women—
Reader. Shall we sit here ?

Hero. Here, beneath this fig tree, where the air is

cooled and the eye gratified by the pretty fountain op-

posite. Do not interrupt me, I entreat.

Reader. You seem more inclined to interrupt your-
self, in accordance with your role of Primo Amoroso.
Hero. I knew her in another land—-but no, I have

only known her within these four and twenty hours,

and perhaps when I see her again, I will think that I

then know her for the first time. In another land,

where I regarded her as distinguished among women,
not above them. Meeting again of late, it was as

friends who had been long separated, and this house is

among the few which I have frequented in Rome.
She was one in whose society an hour never passed on
sluggish wings, but of whom, in hours of absence, a
thought never recurred to make the time wearisome by
contrast. The disposition to a certain kind of innocent,
cheerful satire, common to both, was the main, sympa-
thetic link between us, and a slight one. No one com-
mands or deserves more general admiration

; and the
variety of character and deportment in her many
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suitors supplied unfailing objects of the sportive rail-

lery in 'which we secretly indulged. I never saw the
possibility of my becoming one of them, though I dis-

cerned in lura nature of infinitely higher worth than
she revealed to the world. Her beauty and her accom-
plishments, as they were singular, were appreciated by
all

;
but these would have failed to fix my attention

—

an object of general admiration being an object of my
special avoidance—had it not been for the intellectual

qualities which she, systematically, or perhaps from
an impulse of her nature, withheld from the perception
of the many and gradually disclosed in her intercourse

with me. A wit that few could cope withal she sel-

dom condescended to exercise, and those who surround-
ed her were far from conjecturing the perspicacity that

detected not more readily their undisguised vices, than
their artfully concealed foioles.

Reader. It may have been policy of a subtle spe-

cies, one indicative of a more extended plan than
usually directs feminine action. It were praiseworthy
art in a woman to Hatter you by manifesting qualities

of which she has not the reputation, of which the repu-
tation might avail her little

:
yet still were art.

Author. A pyrrhonist, I fear me. One of those
skeptical Readers who demur at every portraiture of
human excellence, as though they were personally in-

jured by it. One of those cold, unsympathizing hearts

that contract when you would fain touch their nobler
pulses.

Reader. No.
Hero. Still beneath all this, latent and unsuspected,

was the divine faculty that gave perfect beauty to her
character. I would have staked all my self-esteem

upon the certainty in which I stood, that she was with-
out sensibility. There was so much else to approve in

Iter, that I could pardon the defect. It seemed as if the

existence of such a trait would have been in complete
contradiction with all her apparent characteristics. Yet
it was my destiny to discover its existence and to dis-

cover that it elevated her above the rest of her sex.

Author. Yes, there are few things that so enchant
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us in our walks as the discovery, in one whose more
conspicuous Strength has demanded our admiration, of

a still more admirable Weakness. The loveliest vallies

are sometimes found embosomed in the highest moun-
tains, and they fascinate by the contrast. We should be

grateful for a religion that proclaims the All-powerful to

be All-loving.

Hero. And it was here, beneath the stars of yester-

eve, that the new knowledge broke upon me. If another

sentiment could now have access to my mind, it would
be one of humiliation for ihe obtuseness that kept so

long from my perception, this fine faculty of her nature.

Had I been told that she for years had been engrossed

by an attachment, ardent, devoted and unhappy, that

the only virtue I supposed wanting to her was indeed

her highest, though another and not myself was die ob-

ject of it, I should at once have been conscious of a pas-

sion scarcely less violent than that I now acknowledge.
But I, even I myself, was that object. Me had she

loved, for years, devotedly, hopelessly, silently. Me
whom no act or word of her’s, or temerarious hope of

my own, would ever have enlightened, whom nothing
but a most blessed chance could enlighten. Ask not

what this was. There are secrets of which the heart

is so jealous, that not even to spiritual listeners may
they he communicated. Blessed the chance and the
night and the stars that looked upon us, and the benign
influence of the hour ! Trivial in itself, had I not per-

haps been affected by the scene and the time, and dis-

posed by a conversation whose tone and tenor, serious,

sad, melancholy, distinguished it from those we were
accustomed to have together, and subdued by a feeling of
half-unconscious admiration, more ardent than I had yet

experienced for her, I should have failed to perceive as
I did, the suggestion, the half light afforded by that

incident, to act upon it, to whisper words such as never
before passed my lips, to see the glorious beauly that

an unlooked-for happiness assumed in her lineaments,
and to hear those sighs that betrayed to me the past
sorrows ; sighs, which to remember, moves me now be-

yond expression, and fills my heart to overflowing with
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love and regrets that this love has been so long delayed.

Oh, surely a love at once more passionate and more re-

morseful was never inspired than by those slow and
broken and whispered words that told me how, since a
long, long time, I had been the object of her mute
affections, and how she had mourned and hoped and
mourned again, and then contended with a world of ob-

stacles till she had induced her parent to quit their na-

tive land and repair to mine ;
and how, upon seeing me

again, she had mourned once more, inexpressibly, al-

most despairfully. From her lips such words !

Reader. Yes, and yet all

—

Author. Silence

!

Hero. From her’s ! In whom I had supposed that

birth, and extraordinary personal advantages, and a
mind superior to her sex, had but developed a certain

mnate principle of pride, incompatible with anything
like ardent and seb forgetting affections. No, I cannot
represent to you with what an idolizing and subdued
heart I listened, while she confessed and evinced a
sensibility beyond all that I had accredited to the female
character.

Reader. I have met in the course of my vocation

with multitudinous delineations of the female character,

and, unless I flatter myself, am not without a deep in-

sight into it. Vv
rhen one tells me she loves me

—

Author. Heavens! When?
Reader. I do not rashly credit her assertion. A

woman whom the world has agreed to flatter, who is

accustomed to hear nothing but protestations, and to

witness only the most absolute homage, is ever irri-

tated by the sight of any partial triumph, and weeps
when a single breast presents to all her arts impervious
panoply. N olhing is more insatiable, and nothing more
minute than her ambition. It is her only passion, and,
unfortunately, it can simulate ail. It is equally sus-

ceptible of concentration and unlimited uiifuseness.

When a person of so much pride that his humility
were a soothing object of contemplation, of such an
order of intellect that his deference were the most grate-

ful incense offered at her shrine, when he remains blind
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to her charms, and indifferent to her artifices, there is

no endeavor that she will not make, no dissimulation to

which she will not condescend, and no resistance that

can outweary her patience, until she may have accom-
plished the task for which all else is abandoned. True,
this restless need of new successes more often charac-
terizes the frivolous, the silly; but it may, in an extra-

ordinary instance, be united with such powers as mark
the superior woman, since she is still a woman. Such
an one will study and thoroughly penetrate the character

of the indompted ; will win his esteem and accord her
friendship; and then with a redeeming frankness, dis-

play to him the many faults and weaknesses of her na-
ture. From that period, since she cannot sink, she
will necessarily rise in his regard

;
and when finally,

hy a master-stroke of art, a stroke of genius, she,

with her first and only insincerity, lures him into the
belief that she has never been other than insincere

with him, with tears confessing a world of virtues,

that her pride not her humility had induced her to

conceal, how can he but succumb?”
Hero. Should, as I fear, my attempts to convey

a just idea of the singular moral constitution of this

person be unsuccessful, no less vain must be my hope
to inspire a due appreciation of the sentiment which
she confessed to me. To many women their passion
gives dignity; she gave it to her’s. A nature in this

like my own, that whatever is best and most dis-

tinctive in it, enthusiasm, melancholy, an aspiring

and a loving heart, a heart made ardent, not chilled,

by its isolation, all, the late discovery of which filled

me with wonder and with love, are most solicitously

disguised from the common eye. Not even is it con-
ceded the crowd to know that she can be sometimes
sad, and all consider it perfectly natural that she
should be ever gay, whose enviable lot it is, to be
greeted by no looks and accents but those of admira-
tion. One slowly learns that her gayety is rather a

physical law than a moral tendency, and that thoughts
of sorrow are the only familiars that have access to

the divine penetralia of her unconjectured mind. In
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the opinion of the world, a charming woman ; of the

few, a superior woman ; but it was reserved for me
to see revealed in her a childlike, angel-like sensibility,

and then was the breath of a new morning blown in-

to my heart ;
like that divine breath which of old

moved over the wateiy waste, it caused there an un-
suspected region of flowers to spring up in instanta-

neous bloom and Iruition.

Author. Oh, I conceive it all, all the loveliness of

such a character, of a mind where the most beautiful

attributes, like holy men of old, dwell in their hidden
hermitages. I catch from your words the sense they
merely indicate, not contain, and unspeakably am I

affected by it. Of even such a nature have I dreamed,
when I dreamed that earth was not without its para-

dises. Nor is. But like the invisible city reared by
superhuman hands upon the desert plain, they for the

most part escape our sedulous pursuit; or we stand
within them and know it not. Thou happiest of
men ! whose eyes are like those in fable, which,
touched by a magic unguent, beheld vast inestimable
treasures in the transpicuous hills, and within the

pervious soil, avail thyself of this hour, look abroad
upon the earth and see its beauty, and upon the skies

and see them beautiful, and into the heart of man,
and recognize how wonderful and how worthy thy
love are some of its elements, see all this and forget

it never. Make fast the conviction of it, and treasure
it zealously in thy memory, so that in thy hours to

come of sorrow and despondency, it may prove to

thee a well-head of inexhaustible consolation.

Hero. No, life hath now no empoisoned shafts;

for me there will be nothing mortal in whatever ad-
versity may befal. Hope with its oasis may vanish
from my Future, but in the Past an inexorcisable
fairyland will be ail my own, at all times my own.
Reader. There is nothing which man may not

forget, and no joy in his memory which he may not
some day deny and scornfully insult. I admire the
audacity which urges him to judge his past sensations,

and strip from them the beauty which intoxicated
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him in their presence. He embalms with more so-

licitude his griefs than his pleasures, as the old

Egyptians embalmed their ibises and their crocodiles

with costlier spices than hey did their fairest virgins.

Though a man were actually as Mahomet in his

dream, rant to heaven, and permitted to hear the con-
versation of celestials, and should then return to

earth, there would come a day in which he would
forget the visions and divine lessons of that hoar. ,

Hero. Disappointments had wearied me of hope,
and I had begun to surmise that the noblest impulses
within me would beat in vain, or were only given to

be the premonition of another life. Like the Anti-
podes, who had to v ait so long for their sun when
Joshua retained it in the firmament, I rejoice now and
felicitate myself upon this belated Aurora in my ex-
istence, as though a weary life was ended, a new and
lightsome one to be commenced. I had begun to fear

the night perpetual. A life-long night may fall, yet
gleams from this hour will irradiate it even to its

extreme verge with a pure, consolatory light. In vain
does a host of adverse circumstances press upon me,
and environ my path with difficulties; no phantom in

my future can shake my strong self-confidence. My
courage is as though one of the most gifted in the
hierarchy of spirits, had placed in my hands the sig-

net whose virtue defends from the approaches of evil.

Reader. A man should never be unmindful of this

fact, that there can be no degree of enthusiasm, no
amiable passion, no excess of piety that has not been
oft and again inspired by a most artful delusion.
There is doubtless a something in our composition to
he subjected only with much pains to the sway of
reason

; but in every rightly-constituted mind, it is

extinguished long before the full maturity of intellect.

There need be no better proof of its perniciomness.
Author. A disinterested, fercent passion, though its

object should prove other than it seems, should prove
unw'orthy or altogether worthless, such a passion can
have no pernicious effects, or ever cease to be in itself

commendable and sacred. It is the passion, or dis-
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gust, or contractedness that succeeds, which alone is

pernicious and alone to be regretted.

Hero. When I consider that my destiny, perchance
my inglorious destiny is to be her’s, I tremble; when
I remember that she voluntarily, and with smiles,

accepted it, I can scarce sustain the oppression of in-

tense feelings, mingled of joy and gratitude and ad-

miration. Upon the apparent humbleness of my
station, no one of all who seek or have sought her
hand, but would glance with unfeigned scorn. To
share this station she must abjure rank, opulence,
paternal affection, a multitude of friends, the ap-
probation of the world, a most envied position, and
all those solaces indeed that she now deems valueless,

because she^has been accustomed to believe them in-

dispensable. In lieu of these, and to balance the per-

secution that she may draw upon herself, the hatred
of relatives, the cares of life, the wearisomeness of
obscurity, I have but my love to offer

—

Author. And your ambition. In this she has con-

fidence, and will re-inspire you with it, should your
heart at any time fail you.

Reader. As though there had existed an individual

in whom, at some time, Ambition had not lighted its

greater or less flame. Look around you upon the
mass of men, the men whom you despise, of whose
number you, like the Pharisee, rejoice not to be, and
know that iD each of these disregarded and base-
minded beings, there has once glowed a kindred flame
to that which you vaunt, the ardent hope of lifting

himsslf above his fellows. And each fancied that he
alone possessed this yearning, and that the remainder
of mankind was involved in its insignificant cares, and
engrossed by the pursuit of unimportant ends beyond
which no aspirations went. Look thus around you,
and know that those obstacles which you overlook
are not all unsubstantial, and that many of those aids

upon whose flatteries you build, are visionary.

Author. Ambition, in the true sense, is not uni-

versal, and indeed is scarcely less rare than successful
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achievement. The Wish is popular, the Will a most
limited franchise.

Reader. Your apparent station, was an expression

that fell from you* Is it not then your real ? And
do you believe that your incognito could conceal this

from the penetration of one who made your character

her study, and who would naturally be interested in

the past history of your life ?

Hero. Those sighs! Remembering them, I forget

my joy. Is nature so poor in expression that for the

most extatic joy, and the most profound woe, the tokens

are the same ? They were voices from departed
)
ears,

and told a history so melancholy, I almost feared lest

even the oblation of my heart, and of my life, with all its

visions and many vows addressed to my future self,

should be a scarce sufficient indemnity. How wonder-
ful that upon a contingency so slight, a discovery should

have depended, without which my life had been no life,

her’s a vain one ! She said that now she saw the hand
of a guiding spirit ; until now she had merely trusted

in it, without beholding it. She would be superstitious,

and believe in a fore-ruling Destiny, and in guardian
spirits that stood invisibly beside us, and rejoiced :o

see the happy consummation of their long-protracted

endeavors. There is no reticence when a long-con-

cealed passion is once out-spoken
;

but with the in-

tenseness of our feelings, speech was unaccordant. In
few and solemn words we interchanged vows which to

hear, methought the stars above us scintillated with
joy, and the winds rustled near us with gladness like

our own. And in the long and still-renewed fervent

embrace, our spirits seemed to interweave those fila-

ments, whose woof no power can again dissever.

Reader. Alas, that there should be no such human
'bond, and that man should possess even less capacity
'to deceive than to be deceived by his own heart. More
are the victims of subtle wiles they practise upon
themselves, than of the machinations of others. One
of the few things at which I permit myself to wonder,
is, that every man should think he has some belief

which in very truth he has not.
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Author. After having heard you ejaculate doubts
of her love, I am prepared to hear you deny his.

Reader. A day may come when he will seek to

soothe himself with that very denial. You know not
all the imagination’s fallacy. Once in a state ol revolt,

there is no outrage it will not offer to its former sove-

reign, Reason.
Author. You, its enemy, are incapacitated from

judging it. Under what an ignoble simulacrum is Rea-
son worshipped in the world ! The lion at her side

should not be represented as bridled by her ;
but as

restored to the true regally of his nature, irresistible

yet innocuous ; not her slave, but companion.
Reader. Innocuous only while his appetites are

innocently fed ; his great hunger knows no distinction.

Author. Men do well to extol moderation; but ill

to flatter themselves that abstinence is nearer akin to

it, than fruition. That which you fear or predict were
a less evil than it obviates ; that icy smoothness of

the heart which reflects nothing, and which admits
nothing.

Reader. There is a mellowness of the fruit which
shows that morbidness is within. Oh, did youth but

know that its worst enemy is he who intervenes be-

tween it and the stern judgment of men !

Hero. Away

!

Now was heard the sound of approaching footsteps,

a gentle sound, and the rustling of a robe, and

—
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CHAPTER II.

Thyself thou gav’st, thy own worth then not knowing,
Or me, to whom thou gav’st it, else mistaking

;

So thy great gift, upon misprision growing,
Comes home again, on better judgment making.

Shakspeare. Sonnets.

She who appeared was above the common height,

with neither stateliness nor indolence nor elasticity in

her carriage, but a something and a combination of all

these ; and in her eye, her dark, large-orbed eye, a
sparkle which with a slight, slight degree of self-ap-

proval, mingled a restless desire to discover in every
thing what might contribute to her joyousness—the
physical or instinctive disposition to gayety which has
been mentioned

;
with a complexion scarce pale enough

to accord by contrast with the unrelieved black of her
attire ; with one hand crossing her bosom, and the other
(it held a flower) swinging rather energetically by her
side as she composedly advanced.
She was certainly handsome. From the contour of

her face (an elongated oval), and from the glossy, jetty,

profuse, though not fine, hair, one might suppose her
to be Andalusian. The most pleasing expression was
about her mouth, which, not in the least envious, in-

cessantly disclosed remarkably brilliant teeth ; but
there was an expression in the very way she carried

her head, in the posture it assumed relatively to her
shoulders, in the curve described by the outline of her
neck. Her costume was simple enough, but her beauty
was not of the order that loses by adornment

; it was
of a kind, on the contrary, that is enhanced by accessso-
ries. Magnificently drest, I am sure she would b<r

magnificent.
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An interview that succeeds one to which the 'ex-

hibition of ardent and unrestrained emotions gave an
extraordinary character, is usually distinguished by a
less than ordinary effusion of sentiment. Indeed, such
is our jealousy of the best feelings and the best thoughts
we are conscious of, that when, in some unguarded
and subduing moment, we have betrayed them to a
friend, we are almost sure to hide them deeper within
us, and protect them from his approaches, at the next
hour of meeting. The topic that awakened our en-

thusiasm, and elicited our impassioned words, we
sedulously forbid ourselves to renew, or we renew it

with the affectation of indifference. So consistent and
so courageous are we. Or, it may be, we are. advised
to this by some intuitive sense or the depreciation to

which frequent expression exposes these finer feelings,

of the facility with which they can be blunted at the
rude contact of unequal sympathies—for we are less

shocked by the contradiction of absolute insensibility,

than by the 'response of a sensibility some little less

vivid than our own, as we see miserable hovels among
the noble ruins of an antique city with less displeasure

than works ofa pretentious modern architecture—by the
innate sense, in fine, that they are invigorated when
they console, and enervated when they but flaunt

abroad. It must contribute to the charm of an attach-

ment when the two, at every meeting, tacitly consent

to forego the advantage of the preceding interview,

when their greetings, compared with the passionate
separations, wear an air of estrangement, when they

consecrate their freest intercourse by mystery and laba-

rynthine approaches. For spiritual pleasures are not

less surely impaired by abuse than those of sense.

Why I thus inveigle you into a philosophic excur-

sion, is merely that your attention may be diverted

from the lovers who now meet after the long absence
of a day. Though, in truth, when love-declarations

have been made, reciprocal sureties given, all fear and
expectations renounced, when the confidence is un-
limited; and the heart overflowing with happiness,

there can, I believe, be no such thing as absence. This
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belief is hostile to the tenets of a multitude of poets,

I maintain, that the sentiment whose integrity and in-

tensity distinguish it, endures with least complaining
the privation of personal presence, and can even recon-

cile with itself a certain feeling of pleasure consequent
on the word ‘farewell.’ Else why separate ? If your
happiness is there, why depart ? If there your day,
why voluntarily relinquish it for the gloom of the

world ? The heart is large enough for all happiness,

and you may pour in for ever ere it will cry enough.
But because the excess is not happiness, it cries enough
and takes its siesta. And so we can understand that

otherwise incomprehensible scripture, that angels de-

scended on the antediluvian earth, and played fantastic,

tricks before reprobate mortals : which earth was ap-

parently as little worthy of the honor, as that of the
present century.

During the short interval of their separation, Lion-
ardo had come to one resolution that, if so disposed,

you may approve. The fear that perhaps she might
fancy him to be other than he seemed, and to occupy
a station into which, from some caprice, he had step-

ped from one that better harmonized with her own,
and to conceal under a pseudonym some tittle, that by
itself commanded honor, was a thought that he did

not heartily welcome, and which he immediately dis-

credited when he recalled her image as it had stood
before him the preceding night, in the indisputable
radiauce of an angelic, sorrowful, long-hidden affec-

tion. But he determined, nevertheless, to suspend for a
moment the action of his joy-beating pulses, to expose
to her his past life, and show that whatever else ho
may have been, he was now, and must henceforth con-

tinue what he seemed, no more ; that he could wear
no honors which he might not, by his single energies,

-

achieve
;
and frankly confess to her the number and

stem nature of the difficulties visible in his future.

He was even minded to magnify the embarassments
of his position, and to deepen the gloom of his life-

path
;
that so, if her courage and her love failed her

aot, and to share with him a destiny dark and un-
4*
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promising, she cheerfully would abandon her own ac-
customed, rose-bestrown paths, he might have argu-
ment for any extravagance, and any duration of his

passion. This he resolved.

And this he did, and she listened serenely, with
downcast eyes, while he briefly told the story of his
life. As the lady is at present the important object of
contemplation, his narrative must be reserved for

another place, and its concluding words alone here
noted.

“ Unfriended, homeless, isolated, a vagabond among
men, destitute of all save the will to rise, and perhaps
the talent, doubtful even of this, I would have let the
passion I now entertain consume me and all the hopes
itself had engendered, before have offered so unenvia-
ble a lot to one in whom I did not surmise an equally-

exalted passion. But the discovery in you of a love
so devoted that it asks for nothing more than an equal
return, asks, with this, nothing of what the world
names honors, advantages, fortune, no other happiness
than it will itself confer ; so bold that it wavers not at

the aspect of misfortune, nay, awaits its approach with
wreaths, its own fair wreaths to crown it,—but I for-

get my part, and celebrate the greatness of a sacrifice

which I would have you re-considerA
“ Take this step, and it will never he in your power U>

retrace it. It demands far greater sacrifices than any
that I have made. To sustain me, I have the belief in

my own energies, and in their eventual success ; if this

belief be a delusion, it is a delusion from which I will

only awake in my death-hour. On the same belief must
be based all your own expectations, and your confidence
must necessarily be more precarious than mine, inas-

much as it is not, like mine, founded upon a conscious-
ness, or imagined consciousness, of those powers on
which we will have staked our fortunes. I, at my
last hour, but you, how soon may you awake from
that delusion ! Not under a single or a second disap-

pointment will you succumb: but when repeated mis-
fortunes befal, and you remember all that you resigned,

t-be love of a mother, of friends, of ^hose who are
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recalled to you by every pleasant recollection of your
younger days, of your happier childhood, of your coun-

try
;
when you recal the regard and grateful respect,

and the assiduity of the many, the fulfilment that

waited on your slightest wish, the luxuries that antici-

pated the wish, and the nuptials that would have se-

cured to you all these, and many more contributions to

a serene and happy existence ;
when thoughts of these

things arise, may they not tempt you to loathe the

humble, the embittered lot for which you exchanged
them, and to repent of the rash love that made such
sacrifices ?

“ Oh, when I think that an hour may come wherein
I shall behold thee, thee on whom I would fain bestow
all the happiness with dreams of which I have fed my
uncontented fancy, thee, most meritorious of loving-

natures, in suffering and privation and necessitude
answering my looks with uncomplaining eyes, my
blood is chilled by a prophetic remorse, and I feel that

it were better to lose thee now in my perfect joy, than
live to see that hour. Fear it, I conjure you: be pru-

dence your virtue ; tell me that you have hearkened to

my admonitions, and to those of your better destiny,

and upon myself I take the reproach and the endless
sorrow. I do not think I will love you less ;

I know
that I shall love you ever. Say, then.”
The tone in which lie spoke, showed what these

words cost him. AVhat higher proof could he have
given of the dignity, the sincerity, and the force of the

sentiment which he professed ? To a woman who re-

presented the generality of her sex, it would be, it is

true, an equivocal proof. She would attribute the
strange language to a sinister motive, and doubt the
truth of a passion that could renounce the proffered

requital. But it was addressed to one unto whom no
such doubt could suggest itself.

She remained silent, however.
Surely, she were odious among women, who, ap-

E
reciating the sentiment that dictated such words,
nowing it to be the response of her own, recognizing

in the extraordinary concessions made to her supposed
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welfare, its high character, its purity, its singleness,

should nevertheless not hesitate to profit by those con-
cessions, nor to recede from the vista painted with
such self-negation. The opportunity to manifest a
great virtue is so infrequent in this world, that it is

wonderful how one can omit to profit by it, without
compunction.*
Of what more beneficent destiny could the woman of

true sensibilities be ambitious, than was now at her
bidding, before whom Lionardo held up the portraiture

of an obscure, joyless future with indistinct horizons?
Will not her smile declare the consciousness of its

own magic influence, of the influence of an unwavering
fidelity, the exulting sense of a power which can ir-

radiate the obscure, smooth the rugged, give a form
to the indistinct, and nourish the fitful flame of ambition
with divine sympathies true to their office as the virgins

who by the altars of Persepolis watched the sacred fires ?

She remained silent.

A sudden despair seized him. He felt now that he
had invited a stroke against which his boasted strength
could scarce bear up his spirit. He wondered at him-
self that he should have hazarded a description so ex-

aggerated and so alarming, of his probable destinies,

and so unlike the more flattering one which he was
used himself to contemplate. No doubt, beneath all

the sincerity and the fervor with which he warned her
from her danger, there was a lurking but earnest hope
that she would deny the danger or defy it. A hope
based not so much upon the desire that she might be
won to him, as that he might thus have an imperisha-
ble assurance of her moral worth and unbiassed affec-

tion.

The suspense was no longer tolerable. Lifting his

eyes from the ground, and looking into her face, he
saw there a smile of a peculiar character. But its in-

terpretation was easy. She considered the portrait he

* By great virtues is merely meant 1 rare virtues.’ Many hold
themselves in reserve for them, and despise those of which each
waking moment is an occasion

;
as the Spaniards, who sought an

Eldorado, rejected the gold dust tendered them by the way
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had drawn, and the exhortations he had addressed to

her, to be matters scarcely pertinent to an occasion

like the present. It conveyed a half reproach that

other thoughts than those of love should occupy his

mind. It half mocked him for the extravagant colors

in which he had presented to her their respective posi-

tions. It derided the word sacrifice. In fine, this

smile of many meanings indicated not so much, resig-

nation to the described ills, as disbelief in them, or a

conviction that it would be for her an easy triumph to

dissipate them.
To describe the feelings of Lionardo would be as

difficult as it was for him to utter them. That union
is happy, I care not what array of hostile circumstances,

opposes it, which has tested the respect upon which it

can alone be founded, and proved it* to be intact, in-

tegral, incorruptible. The heart is not so rash but that

it eagerly obtains every new warrant for its prodigality ;

but his was now content, and would have despaired
of its own worth bad she assumed a new virtue.

His manner was now rather marked by timidity, re-

serve, a most tender respectfulness, a something de-

monstrative only of the reverential nature of his feel-

ings, than by the effusion and fervency of passion dis-

played in the previous interview. He pressed his lips

to her hand, and marveled that he had dared, the past

night, to touch with them her own.
Her manner was different, and was a study.

Nothing fascinates like that calmness, that passive-

ness, that tranquil joy, which at the same time veil,

and beautifully contrast with, sensibility in woman.
As though despairing of the ability to express her own
sensations, she abandons herself, in charming resigna-

tion, to the delight of listening and of contemplating.
Did I know more of the female character, I should be
able to. explain to myself why she evinced not the
same degree of timorous reserve that Lionardo’s man-
ner exhibited

; but unhesitatingly imprinted upon his

eyelid a kiss that left him blind for some moments.
And how strange, that the action should be accom-
panied by the same passive, pensive, half-abstracted.
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look ! It is not possible that her thoughts should be
elsewhere.

Better follow my narrative, however ; it will doubt-

less instruct us more than any such perplex specula-

tions.

Conversation rather languished between them, at

least what you call conversation, and he took upon
himself the chief burthen of it. But occasionally she
would revert to some hour in the melancholy past,

when love and sorrow and hopelessness were in her
heart, and gayety in her demeanor, gayety which his

own compelled her to assume. She recalled it that its

shadow might stand in contrast with her present hap-
piness ; and did not reflect how it tormented him with
self-upbraiding. But this the thought of the future

alleviated; and the vows made silently to himself,

banished the reproachful shadow.
And now let me record the chief result of this con-

verse, and take the readily-granted leave. They re-

peated the engagements which they had taken to each
other, and took an additional one, net the least im-
portant

;
namely, to keep them religiously a secret

from all. For secrecy is essentially important to all

engagements of the kind, and in general you will be
justifiable in making answer to one who discloses to

you a reciprocated passion, that he knows not what it

is, and may as well (unless it otherwise please him)
cease to delude himself.

They mentioned no limit to the duration of this

secrecy. The understanding was tacit and common,
that each should labor to remove such hindrances as

were susceptible of removal, and neither felt that pa-

tience was a virtue that could at all conflict with their

happiness.
To their happiness let us leave them ; and since as

a great and good poet observed, a surpassing, unal-

loyed joy, and the purest devotional feeling invest the

human countenance with the same expression, let us

think it piety in us to envy them, and concede them,

our worthiest sympathies.
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CHAPTER III.

Or che stiamo in festa e : n giolito,

Bei di quei to bel crisolito,

Ch’e figluolo d’ un mngliolo

Che fa viver piii del sulito.

Francesco Redi.

“ Pleasure !” cried Rossi, “ pursue it far and wide-,

and yet it is as near to you, and as much your slave as

your own right hand. Have you but a true tendency of

mind to it, a genuine, untrammeled inclination, keep
you open the entrances of your heart as you would
your casement to the tempering South in March, and
it will obey your beck, your whisper, your faintest vo-

lition. I laugh at all who fancy it to be a something
existing in abstract, peculiar, positive, tangible or un-

attainable, to be sought and toiled for like the phi-

losopher’s stone, rank, wealth, consideration. Why,
to be ignorant of pleasure, implies moral cecity

;
your

vision must be couched of these pestilent humors,
dull, foolish cares : then, multifarious as the degrees

and hues of light, joy will be reflected to you from
every object of contemplation. Men imprison their

joys within them ; and then complain that they can-

not find them. Oh ! here is Lionardo. Why so late ?

Say, am I not right, Lionardo, in asserting that misery
is self-inflicted, and altogether optional ? But first

taste this Syracusan : it is of a noted vintage.”
“ I would willingly be a convert to your philosophy,”

replied the artist
;
“ but does your doctrine prove any-

thing besides your own admirable organization, subject

only to favorable influences, and gifted with an elas-

ticity that repels each care as it falls ?”

“ Can anything be more heretical ? you blasphema
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against Nature. Many deplore her partiality in en-

dowing some with rank, wealth and beauty, while
others are born to penury, calamity, deformity : but
how much more odious her injustice if she lodge in

me an inherent, inextinguishable susceptibility to plea-

surable sensations, and curse you with a constitutional

gloom ! No, believe and acknowledge it
;
the peasant

is not less endowed with the faculty of enjoyment,
(which includes the means) than is the prince ; and
this it is, which neutralizes the seeming partiality of

birth and accident. I think you would have me to be
an exception to the universal law of humanity, an
anomaly, an eccentricity ; but you, whom I see so la-

boriously smiling, and so vain of your success in looking

happy, as though such were man’s highest and unsur-

passable achievement, you, I maintain, are the apostate

from divine Nature. By Puer Bacchus ! I believe it.”

Lionardo laughed at the sally, and appealed to In-

ghirami—surnamed Fedra from his tragedy—who sat

beside him.
“ What are you disputing about ? Whether plea-

sure flow spontaneously from the mind, independently

of external influences, or be extrinsic, involved in cir-

cumstance, itself a circumstance. I incline to the

opinion of our Amphitryon, and so may you when the

sense of the word pleasure is once determined. It

cannot be gayety, for here is our friend, the Chevalier,

who would not exchange his savage thoughts and bel-

ligerent propensities, for even your own happy humor,
my good host. There are men whose only pleasure

consists in brooding upon imaginary woes ;
who fancy

themselves the expiatory victims of mankind, ordained

to bear the sum of calamities which should have been
distributed over the entire generation; and who en-

tertain a slight grudge against every man they meet,
because the man’s just sham of misery is put upon
them : but offer these men what you conceive to be
happiness against the surrender of their own unjoyous
identity, and you offer in vain.”

“ The only conditions,” said Francesco Penni—Fran-
cesco was quite subject of late to fits of melancholy—
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“ the only conditions under which life appears tolera-

ble are, firstly, not to define by any extravagant, in-

ordinate degree of pleasure the word happiness, and
secondly, to put a high value upon the moments in

which we are released from positive pain. Allow ill-

ness to be the common state of life, ourselves to be all

moral invalids : then estimate each hour of respite as

cheaply purchased by months of suffering. Consider
the hour an ounce of pure gold, for which we willing-

ly give many hundreds weight of base lead.”
“ Liber defend us !” exclaimed Rossi, “ is the world

gone mad, and have I alone escaped the taint ? At
least, I hope this is one of your golden hours. But
enough of these definitions. Such discussions may
suit the commencement of a feast : like acrid liquors,

appetizing; but the mere taste suffices. What game
are they pursuing there with Peruzzi ?”

“ Have you forgotten what I mentioned this morn-
ing,” said Lionardo, “ his promise, namely, to com-
municate the causes and circumstances of his late ab-

sence ?”

But Peruzzi would not remember having made any
promise, and resisted for some time all importunities.

At length he consented, or was compelled, to tell the
story of his adventure ; wines of Cyprus circulated ;

Messer Bossi assumed with some energy a listening,

quiescent posture, as though meaning to preserve it for

a number of minutes—(at table he was verily ubiquit-

ous, and it was difficult to determine his presence in a
certain place, at a certain moment,)—and the narrator

thus began.
“ You may remember that before my departure from

among you, I was engaged in painting the cupola of a
chapel in Santa Maria della Pace. I had given my
word to complete it before Christmas, but the eve of

that festival arrived while I was still at work upon it,

and one of the principal figures unfinished. Alone
upon the scaffolding—for in such emergencies I can
always accomplish more by myself than when attended

5
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by pupils and assistants—at least, I imagine it—I la-

bored diligently, and could confidently anticipate that

my task would be fulfilled by midnight, and thus my
promise kept. Gradually the altars, the dome, and
the choir of the church were lit up, and the nave be-

gan to be thronged ; 1 felt inspired by the hour, the so-

lemnity, and my own conceptions, and my colors enter-

ed the warm plaster rapidly, and, I may say, felicitously.

When, at length, the ceremonies commenced which
usher in the holy morn, and I heard the voices of of-

ficiating priests, and the choral chaunts burst on my
ear, I beheld my work completed ; the last stroke had
been given ; I reclined on the platform, and gazed with
scrutiny and some satisfaction on my performance. If

the public could but look on a work of art with such
dispositions as the artist at the moment of its comple-
tion, it were well. To proceed, the chapel had been
barred, and supposing myself utterly alone, I was
much startled when I heard a voice at my side, echoing
the laudatory soliloquy in which I had complacently
indulged. ‘ Certainly nothing can be finer, and even
in this proximity, it appears faultless ; it will contribute

much to your already-enviable reputation.’
“ There was nothing very alarming in such an ad-

dress ; should a ghost come with similar commenda-
tions, he would be generally welcome ; but there was
something in the abruptness of this unsolicited com-
panionship that took me by surprise. The lights threw
all their effulgence upon the ceiling, and the scaffold-

ing was left in comparative darkness ; but I saw that

my strange friend was so enveloped in a cloak, that

even had it been otherwise with the light, I would not
have been able to distinguish his features.

“ I inquired the object and the manner of his intru-

sion. ‘ I am come,’ replied he, ‘ to make you a pro-

position,’ and this, in a subdued voice, but careless and
rather haughty tone, he proceeded to disclose. He in-

formed me that among the numerous villas of the

neighboring campagna, was one that for the beauty of
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its position, its grounds and embellishments, might
challenge comparison with any other soever: he de-

scribed it, indeed, in terms so glowing as to awaken
quite a desire in me to view this paragon of villas. It

was the abode of a young person who sought amuse-
ment and variety in every pursuit that tended to enrich

the understanding, and refine the taste. If the descrip-

tion of the country-seat excited my curiosity, the por-

trait of its occupant did not diminish it, I assure you.
An ardor for painting had of late taken possession of
the person alluded to, who, consequently, desired in-

struction from some able master in the art and the
stranger concluded by inviting me to come and take up
my residence in that charming place for a month or

two, and give tuition to that amiable person. I should
have my studio and nearly all my time to myself ; as
soon as the solitude became irksome to me, I should
be free to depart. It was necessary now that I should
accept or reject this proposal without hesitation : it

was accompanied by most liberal offers ; I accepted
without hesitation.

“ Certain conditions were then stated, however, that
somewhat abated my alacrity. ‘You must remain ig-

norant of my name,’ said the stranger, ‘ as well as of
that of your pupil ; even the designation and locality

of the villa you are not to know
;
you will be con-

ducted, blindfolded, thither and back ;
moreover, you

must be prepared to depart with me immediately, this

hour. No promise of secrecy will be exacted, and
therefore is it that all this mystery is observed. Such
are the terms, do you accept V

“ I liked them not. But my curiosity was piqued,
and I was more tempted by the real advantages of the
offer, than repulsed by the strange conditions. My
scruples yielded, and I acquiesced in the stipulations.

“ The sacred functions were drawing to a close. We
descended and issued from the church. My companion,
I now saw, was masqued. He would not permit me
to return to my rooms ; a wardrobe and an artist’s im-
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plements, I would find all where I was going. So I

followed him through the Via di Parione and the Via
del Pellegrino to the Campo di Fiore. At one time
I was ashamed of the foolish-seeming adventure

; then
I remembered that it was Carnival-time. At another,
I was struck with' apprehension of some insidious de-

sign, and began almost to repent of my rash com-
pliance ; then I reflected that no one could hope to

profit much by my capture. I resolved to pursue the
enterprise, or rather, as is usual, I could not resolve to

relinquish it, and so followed my unknown guide
through the dark streets.

“ In a vicolo adjoining the Campo di Fiore, we found
three horses with an attendant, mounted and imme-
diately rode off. We passed through one of the south
gates, the guard being, I know not how, induced to

grant us egress. My eyes then were bandaged, and
we resumed our journey at a speed that I found by no
means necessary, being quite unaccustomed to gallop,

blindfolded, over an unknown road.
“ It is root easy to compute the lapse of time when

your eyes are shut, and you move in absolute silence,

and I am unable to conjecture what distance we tra-

velled. We finally entered a gateway and dismounted,
and I was conducted by a servant to a chamber where
my eyes were freed. A voluptuous couch was the
only object that caught my attention, and I was di-

rectly in a slumber so profound, that the nest day was
pretty well advanced before I succeeded in fairly shak-
ing it off.

“ Soon after I had risen, and been served with break-
fast, the same domestic ushered me into a saloon, hung
with fine arras, and adorned with several exquisite

works of art, and there left me alone. I began to

fancy myself one of those heroes of romance who have
the monopoly of strange adventures and fortunate in-

cidents. The notion was far from being dispelled,

when the door opened, and two females entered, of

whom one was the companion or the governess of the
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other. Of the last I know not in what terms to speak.
She was, no doubt, beautifully attired ; but I cannot
remember taking any notice of that ; I recollect only
that there was a harmony in her dress, the grace
of her movements, and her indepicturable beauty, which
seemed beyond any thing I had ever seen, and only to
be compared to some of my artistic dreams. I would
describe her, hut my extravagant terms would call

forth your derision. Oh, were I but some ten or twelve
or fifteen or twenty years younger 1 Ah !”

And hereupon he fell into a revery or speechless
rhapsody, which greatly amused the other guests. Fix-
ing an intensely eloquent gaze upon a point in the or-

namented ceiling, he seemed lost in the most complete
abstraction, and totally unconscious of the exclamations
addressed to him, the laughter inspired by his de-
meanor, or the witticisms which referred his exaltation
to the Greek wines in which he had been rather freely
indulging. By and by, he aroused himself and mingled
again in the conversation

;
but, touched merely upon

incidental topics, alien Irom the matter of his narra-
tive. He was enforced to return to it, however ; all

subterfuges were disallowed him, and he thus re-com-
menced.

“ It was for me the beginning of an epoch distin-

guished by the most pleasing episode of my life. Daily,

during the space ot an hour, I saw this captivating
person, gave her instruction and painted with her:
she was already somewhat proficient, and her progress
was very rapid. Though knowing little of what we
call the world, she conversed with ease on every sub-

ject. But it was not her conversation, or even her
beauty, which gave such a charm to these hours ; it

was that grace that is born of the exquisite appre-

h< ns on of i eauty, so unfailing as to seem intuitive, so
habitual as to be unconscious. When not in her so-

ciety, I employed myself upon several paintings that

were yesterday sent carefully home to me. Among
them is a Sibyl, you must see it

;
you will wonder in

5*
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seeing it. I amused myself, besides, in painting the
plafond of a saloon, and occasionally recreated myself
ivith books from a well-furnished library. Often, in

the evening, I would hear delicious minstrelsy, and a
voice that I knew could only be her’s. During the
months that I remained there, I saw no one besides

herself, her duenna and a small train of servants.
“ The grounds were encompassed by high walls, and

I had no opportunity, but also no curiosity to discover

in what vicinity was this enchanting spot. I forgot

entirely the world beyond, my family and you, my
friends, and lived as ^some tempest-tossed traveller

cast upon an Indian isle, where no storms interrupt the
pleasantness of careless existence.”

The narrative was broken off by the entrance of a
countryman, who, pleading urgent business with Sig-

nor Rossi, had been admitted to the banquet-room.
The host withdrew with him to an extremity of the
apartment, where they conversed in a low tone. Upon
his return to the table, he was visibly in high glee

;

his physiognomy in vain struggled to conceal the ex-
pression of it, and all demanded to participate in the
glad intelligence. He bound them first to secrecy, and
then informed them, that the countryman had commu-
nicated to him the fact of his having dug up, on the
preceding day, a marble statue, in a small field which
he cultivated in the vicinity of Castel Gandolfo. Com-
ing to Rome, in quest of a purchaser, he had been
advised to visit Messer Rossi. The latter, after re-

ceiving the congratulations of his company, hinted that

he would gladly start immediately to examine the
treasure ;

but his guests, representing the heinous in-

civility of such conduct, as well as the difficulty of
quitting town at that hour, and mentioning the neces-

sity of seeing the antique by day-light, dissuaded him
from the notion. So, the peasant was bid remain till

next day, and the convivialities were resumed.
Peruzzi had nothing to add to his narration, and it

was submitted to the comments of the auditors. These
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were of various complexion. Some accused him of

exaggeration and romance ; others insinuated that it

avas altogether a fabrication, designed to disguise some
less llattering adventure. The painter became warmer
and more extravagant in his praises of the lair un-

known, and finally asseverated that neither on canvass
nor in nature, existed elsewhere such perfection as be-

longed to her.
“ Peruzzi,” said Messer Angelo Rossi, “ is not one

to waste his imagination upon such inventions, and it

is not to be questioned that he has really narrated

what befel. If he has added a few touches of the

ideal to his picture, he is to be pardoned. There is

nothing like a little of the mysterious to dim the per-

ception, and to enhance the worth of tire object per-

ceived.”
“ Is it in pursuance of that opinion,” asked Lion-

ardo, “that you keep the Venus which you so extol,

under lock and key ? If so, you have proved its

truth, for no one speaks of Messer Rossi’s Venus with-
out speaking of it as the paragon of Venuses.”
“And it is the paragon of Venuses,” said Rossi, with

seriousness. “ I do not choose to expose her either to

vulgar admiration, or to incompetent judgments.”
“ I can corroborate,” said Fedra, “ the eulogies which

Peruzzi has made of the fair Olympia. My relation,

Bartolomeo, who you know is to be professor in the
Ginnasio ,

—

”

“ Olympia !” cried Peruzzi, “ how come she known
to you ? Explain, I pray.”
“Am I not explaining? Bartolomeo, my relation, I

say, had the charge of her education, some time last

year. He was preceded by Merino, to whom she owes
her musical science ; and I have heard both expatiate
in her praise, even as you have done.”
He proceeded to state that both were not less ignor-

ant of her condition, and of her relationship to him
who had conducted them to the villa, than the painter ;

neither did they know the name of the conductor. An
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equal mystery had been observed with respect to tneir
journeyings there and thence, and of the situation of
the villa they had not the most remote idea. They
had not generally divulged the causes of their absence
from Rome, under a vague apprehension that some
insinuant stiletto might rebuke them for their garrulity.

This suggestion somewhat startled the excellent Pe-
ruzzi

; he turned pale, besought the company to lorget
all that he had said, and endeavored, with a singular
alacrity, to divert the current of conversation far from
this subject.

“ Francesco ! Lionardo ! Pierino !” cried Rossi, “ be-
ware, my young friends. This may be all a conspiracy
to set you scouring the adjacent country. And with
this admonition let the subject end ; and may this

generous wine from rocky Scio introduce a more fitting

theme.”
The narrative had made something of an impression

upon Lionardo, and he allowed his imagination to pur-
sue it, until his thoughts found their way to the cur-

rent whither they invariably returned. It is strange
that in a day like this, a day in which self-communion
and memories and Elysian dreams would, methinks,
make solitude preferable, he should seek the society of
boon companions. The mind, you once heard it said,

is its own place. Plardly, since it is human. For by
what a multitude would the multitude of evils then
be less ! It would be its own paradise, being heaven-
born. But his principal motive in coming was the
hope that Count Filippo, who had seen him in the
morning on Rossi’s balcony, might return to this house
in quest of him. His relations with this nobleman,
and the singular destiny which forbade the two to live

in the same land, are yet to be explained.

He was addressed by one of his fellow-artists.
“ Come, Lionardo, why are you to-night in such a

reflective mood? Your sombre looks dishonor the

cheer, and are an obstacle to the due flow of con-

viviality. Do you know what Raphael remarked yes-
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terday of some of your works? ‘You invest your
figures,’ he said, ‘ with an ideal grace and beauty that

are truly admirable. Your conceptions are such as to

deserve the envy of artists of the highest reputation,

while your want of technical and rudimenlal know-
ledge, your deficiency in (so to speak) the material

portion of the art, would ever prevent the achieving of

any for yourself. A mediocre painter might, by bor-

rowing from your works, raise himself to distinction.

They exhibit marks of genius, he even said; but

added, that genius was nevfer yet of any avail without
industry, and it is exactly in the least seductive, the

grosser branches, that industry is chiefly requisite and
chiefly difficult. If you wish ever to stamp it in cha-

racters not enigmatical upon your works, you must
during some years, abdicate your genius.”

“ Is it, alas ! by such commendations you would en-

liven my spirits ? However grateful and unexpected
be the praise conveyed in these words, is the censure
they include, not calculated to dissipate my hopes and
paralyze my energies ? For what is more difficult than
to repudiate the knowledge we have acquired in any
pursuit, and recommence our studies anew, and pass
long months or years in the principia that we over-

leaped in our first career ? Not to speak of the danger
we thus incur of losing nerve and energy in that com-
parative drudgery, and the power of imparting a style

and character of originality to our designs. No ! I

will struggle onward, though these impediments will

render my task, like the employment of Sisyphus, more
laborious the higher I ascend.”

“ You have not had Francesco’s advantages,” said

Peruzzi, “ you have not passed the whole of your youth
in a studio, and become familiarized with the means
before you were intelligent of the higher sense of Art.

In a word, you did not, as he, begin by mixing the
colors for another.”

“ Lower than that,” said Penni. “ Everybody knows
that when a boy, I was the maestro's domestic servant.
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I rejoice at it, if to that circumstance I owe the limited
ambition of being distinguished as his pupil. Glory
enough too. I cannot understand the feelings that
prompt so many to seek the first place in a small town
in preference to remaining in the society of that won-
derful man.”

“ There is Polidoro,” continued Peruzzi ;
“ I hear

that he was employed to prepare the lime for you at

the Vatican some years back: his Niobe now gives

promise of great excellence. How many similar in-

stances are known to us f Is man made of new stuff

in these days? No, but there is something divine in

our Raphael : he radiates genius. What would you
have been ? What Polidoro ? His fifty pupils indeed,
what would they have been? Or what myself?
Whatever renown I have achieved, especially whatever
I shall achieve, will be mainly attributable to him.
Consider then, for how many centuries his genius must
scintillate, to how many thousands impart its creative,

promethean fire ? How many will take glory from
his, which will but gain by that participation, as light

gains intensity from all that it illuminates.”

“Hear now, Lionardo !” began Messer Rossi, “I
have another criticism upon your talents to commu-
nicate to you, and it is one that, I have no doubt, will

make you refer with some satisfaction to the eulogium
of the Master. It comes, however, from his and our
enemy, Sebastiano de’ Luciani, and proving, as it pro-

bably does, more the bitterness of his malevolence
than the accuracy of his judgment, I suspect you will

not be greatly affected by it.”

“ I regret,” interposed Francesco, “ that you should
have mentioned that unjust, foolish and outrageous
censure : but since you intend repeating it, let me first

make a confession to Lionardo, and persuade him to

forgive me for having, without his warrant, exposed
his St. John, (by the way, one of the very pictures the
Master,based his good opinion upon,) among our works
at the Florentine arch.”
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“It is not what I would readily have forgiven

another,” answered Lionardo
;
“ but it'does not mat-

ter. I am sorry that it has been exhibited, because it

is not permitted unto those who have no reputation,

to be original, and it was audacity in me rather than a

virtue to imagine the Baptist otherwise than he has

been prefigured by our Masters. What said Signor

Sebastiano ?”

“ All that could make it ridiculous in the eye of the
by-standers,” said Rossi. “ For my own part I laughed
till the tears ran from my eyes, and I am convinced
you yourself would have been convulsed to hear him.
It is long since I have heard such piercing wit. Not
an anatomical error that he did not find in it ; I forget

whether it was the extravagance or the poverty of the
coloring that he so felicitously derided ; but the in-

vention and the expression he represented to be most
absurd ; and to crown all that had gone before, and
raise to the highest pitch the glee of his auditory, he
conceded most extraordinary merit to a little hlue-

brown hill in one corner of the landscape. Whatever
came into his imagination, he transferred it to the pic-

ture
;
and what is surprising, he made it visible there

to us all. In fine, such was the boisterous, the unap-
peasable laughter inspired by his humorous rhapsody,
that all the neighborhood came to the spot. I believe
that your name has been as much bruited through the
city this afternoon, as the most inordinate desire for

notoriety could impetrate. I have not the faintest

doubt that a large concourse is at this very moment
waiting at the door to see you come abroad.”

Rossi, dull as was his perception for any pleasantry
directed against himself, honestly imagined his face-
tiousness to possess a singular point, and his sense of
the ludicrous to be exquisite. With infinite gusto, he
continued for some time to repeat the cruel jests of
Messer Sebastiano, and to intersperse them with crude
jocularities of his own. Being without mu h reverence
for any other than the statuary’s art, and being, more-
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over, strongly impressed with the notion that Lionardo,

whose attainments in a number of sciential branches
.were without contradiction, had merely taken up his

present pursuit as a diversion, and not as a profession

upon which he relied for maintenance and distinction,

the antiquary indulged his humor without stint and
without compunction. But as soon as he became
aware, heaven knows how, that the luckless painter

was writhing under his words, he entirely altered his

tone. His profuse apologies and evident contrition

tended only to exacerbate the feelings of our disgraced

hero. What had been said or repeated jocosely, might
have been rendered bearable by a continuance of the

same manner. But the -explanations made in a serious

and deferential and solicitous tone, had the unfortunate

effect of aggravating the infliction.

He could not contemn or forget the censure of a man
whose praise he would have disregarded. His temper
unhappily had not yet been brought under such com-
plete control, that he could simply allow to any shaft

directed against him its due effect, no more : his rest-

less imagination must needs augment it. So the in-

flammation from a wound deepens the wound.
He was surprised to find himself deceived, in another

respect. He had imagined that his great and favored

passion had removed him from the effect of any minor
injury, andjmade him invulnerable andjnsensibie to any-

thing less than the overthrow of that passion. And he
was inwardly indignant now that any praise or censure

of one, about whom he was personally indifferent,

should so have the power to vex him.

For a moment he thought that any high degree of

human joy must have some such effect as the Sybarite’s

couch of rose-leaves, and gradually $o enervate one that

a corrugated leaf will be a wounding thorn.

He felt inexpressibly humiliated, and no praise of

Raphael, or of the archangel Raphael would have been

an anodyne to his grieved spirit. He would have drunk

Lethe, and not forgotten those words. Having resisted
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the tempting thought of assassinating said Sebastiano,

he commanded himself sufficiently to appear unper-

turbed, and soon he was a trifle gayer than any of the

rest of the company.
Why is it that some minds, perhaps the nobler, are

most sensitive of reproach, others, perhaps inferior,

only to be affected by praise? On the whiter flower,

is the caterpillar’s slime conspicuous ; and none flaunts^

so gaily with its sunned dew-drops as the flower of

dullest hues. But I know not that the sensitive plant

is one especially worth plucking r the greatest prude is

the least imperil’d. So the proneness to evil impres-
sion may indicateHhe mind’s conviction of its poverty,

or of its angelic purity. The last, of course.

And now the guests rose to depart. But Messer
Rossi proposed a Saturnalian procession through the

streets. He sent for a band of music ; mustered his

household
;
gave to each individual a chaplet to w^ar

about his cap, and a torch to bear in his hand
;
and

was only unsuccessful in his attempt to persuade them
—in his antiquarian ardor—to change costumes with
the menials, and be their attendants, as the old Romans
in their festival.

How they demeaned themselves, and how the citizens

wondered to see them, and stood agape as they passed,
and pursued them in throngs with uproarious shouts,

and how they ended their revel beneath the portico of
the Pantheon with antique dances, and Bacchanalian
songs, and distributions of wine to the admiring popu-
lace, shall not, for two good reasons, be told. The first

is, they were somewhat ashamed to remember the ex-
ploit next day; and the second that Lionardo, whom
we are pledged to follow, was not of the parly. They
were scarcely in the street before he evaded, and

—
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CHAPTER iv.

7ie ich mich selbst anbete seitdem sie mich liebt.

Leiden des Werthers.
. . . . Certain art <1-? se faire valoir

Mieux scu des ignorans que des gens de savoir.

La Fontaine.
Nay, was it I who woo’d thee to this breast?
Didst thou not seek me for thine own content ?

Did not thy love awaken mine ?

. Shelley
'

Quitting the gay, illuminated thoroughfares, he
wandered for some time in a dark and silent quarter of

the city, tormented by poignant recollections of the dis-

grace which had attained him through his St. John.
In vain he sought to console himself. It seems that

Reason keeps her best consolations for the greatest

sorrows, and is deaf to the plaints of wounded vanity.

He was to be cured in a manner he little anticipated ;

in the same by which lesser maladies are sometimes
banished from a city,—namely, by the arrival of a
greater, the plague.

After awhile, he found himself in the neighborhood
of the gardens of Sallust, the residence of Colocci, and
perceived (and then only re-called his previous know-
ledge of the fact) that they were to-night the scene of

a fete given by the proprietor, to which he had himself
been summoned. Excited as he was, he feared the ag-

gravation of solitude, the contrasting loneliness of his

chamber, and he determined to avail himself of the

summons.
It was an assembly of all the most distinguished in

Rome. Lionardo lingered but for a few moments in
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the crowded halls, and then descended to the well-

lighted garden-walks.

In the centre of the villa was an edifice that imitated,

on a diminished scale, and with slight materials, one

of the Posidonian temples, serving, on the present oc-

casion, as a concert-hall. Here, upon the steps, he
found quite a throng gathered around the Andalusian,

(if such she is,) who was maintaining and controlling

a lively conversation.

Had she selected her position with the most calcu-

lating discrimination, it would not have been one better

adapted to give effect to her beauty, to display the

grace and perfect outline and majesty of her figure, and
to fix attention upon her by depriving it of other ob-

jects,— for the light fell only where she stood. Lion-

ardo stood, riveted by admiration, half doubting his

own identity, and marvelling that the destinies and the

affections of one who was everywhere without a rival

and without an opponent, should be assigned to him.
She called to him, and immediately began rallying

him upon the compliments which his picture had
elicited ; and for some time she persisted in directing

against him the shafts of a powerful irony. Never
had he seen her in such spirits, or heard so polished a
wit, such keen sarcasms as Howed from her lips in one
continuous strain. The listeners placed no restraint to

the expression of their delight, and applauded most
rapturously. Lionardo was enchanted. The triumph
which no one suspects, is oftentimes the triumph most
grateful to our feelings. He exulted to be the object of

this raillery, knowing that be tvas the object of a most
passionate love, thus artfully disguised. Between
lovers, the most trilling evidence has its value ; the
ridicule which she now directed against him, and from
which he had been hitherto exempt, was to him a re-

membrancer of the secret that existed between them.
He was completely restored from his recent vexation of
spirit, and thanked in his heart Signor Sebastiano for

the pleasant hour his criticisms had brought about.
He would be willing, he now thought, to submit to a
similar humiliation every morning, for the correlative
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gratification of mimicking at night an humiliation that
should be, as this, a masque for his flattered love.

He entered into his rble. Pretending to believe that

the half had not been told to her, he put into the mouth
of his critic a succession of new and most biting sar-

casms, and an exuberance of admirable comparisons
that would have lasted me half through this biography,
and Jean Paul quite through one of his Hund-posttags.
By this policy he was in a fair way to retrieve himself
in the end : but she soon interrupted him, and persisted

till he was fairly vanquished and covered with ridicule.

Then only she abandoned him for some new object of
her vivacious wit. The satisfaction with which he
saw her exhibit such festive spirits, was both charac-
teristic of himself and of the attachment he bore her.

He strolled away into one of the more remote
avenues ; a broad avenue flanked and overshadowed by
the finest oaks, where no glimmer of artificial lights

dimmed the serener influence of the stars—we never
know them to be beautiful, until they have been the

witnesses of some hour of our perfect joy— silent,

grand, with its obscure arches and unseen terminations,

mysterious,—as are all the works of Nature when we
stand alone among them.
And here he resigned himself to the sense of bis un-

mixed happiness, and, as he felt the west wind fanning

his temples, and perceived the fragrance which was in

the air, and heard the fitful sounds of distant music,

he fancied that until now he had never known what
delightful freshness there was in the night breeze, what
agreeabieness in perfumes, and what a charm in the
^armony that steals faintly on the ear. After all,

man’s only idea of a heaven is that of a re-constructed

earth.

For him, to-night, all men were spirits
;
and all

good spirits, wheresoever they were, his own brethren.

He teproved himself for his wasted life, wasted in

blind misapprehension of all the love-worthy that had
stood upon his path, and attended indeed his every

step : for is there any man, he now asked, without

some beautiful faculty in his nature well-deserving our
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kindly regard? He reproved himself for having for-

gotten until now that there exists in life a Present, and
not merely a Past and Future : and life is truly asleep

if we lose the perception of the Present, and of the

couch we lie on. He reproved himself for having ever

doubted the true value and immortality of the lamp
which lighted up his mortal self ; for having obscured

it with base, incongruous attributes, so that he could

doubt it
;
and verily it is only by throwing earth upon

the soul that we can be sceptical concerning it. So
you may throw dirt upon the seed, but the aloe will

come up.

The phase in which he now was, may be called a

sort of moral transfiguration. The Past was his

Mount Tabor, and the Present his buoyant ether ex-

tending into infinitude.

And I am delighted to record the residuum and
available conclusion of these thoughts.

“ Is it in the power of any circumstances which now
may befal, to deprive this mood of its life-long, life-

ennobling influences ? This conversion, this emergence
of the spirit from base hulls of scepticism, this return

to forgotten light, which I acknowledge to have been
wrought by the casual discovery of a beautiful, noble,

loving nature, might it be rendered transitory and in-

operative by a new discovery, showing the first to

have been an erring one ? If—oh my audacious
thought !— if she should prove to be other than I know
her, prove changeable and one day faithless, and should
deny her more noble self, as the apostle his master ;

nay, if she should now this night thrust upon me irre-

sistable evidence that she was never the descended
spirit I deemed her

; if I should recognise all to have
been a deceit, all that to which I owe my present hap-
piness, my present tendency and my ennobled purpose,
shall I then, a fugitive from my delusion, cast likewise
behind me the divine fruits ? Because of the unwor-
thiness of the instrument, shall I reject the gifts ? The
instructions of a superior wisdom, because of the
odious messenger? No, the influence of this hour
shall not cease, nor any sorrow that may fall, affect
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my restored vision, my perception of nature’s excel-

lence, of the beneficencies of life, of its duties which
are their own solaces, or of my soul’s infinite destiny.

Here I am immutable. She may change, and then will

have been to my awakened love as a mist before the
sun, shutting up within itself sometime his beams, and
afterwards dissolving that they may fall and discover
the ever-beautiful landscapes among which we dwell.”

I rejoice now over our hero, and have confidence in

him, conceding willingly the justice of his claim to

happiness.

Leaning against the bank of a tree, he listened to the

strange song of a nightingale, whose melodious modula-
tions burst upon the night with an extraordinary force

and distinctness, and rose high above the sounds of the
distant orchestra. And as, when the spirit is full with
what it cannot utter, every thing in nature becomes elo-

quent for us, Lionardo, while he hearkened, interpreted,

and the nightingale’s song was a poem replete with the

strangest conceptions. For if, as has been said, our
instrumental music is worthless unless it represent to

us some idea, and is without power to move us, unless

it be the expression of some emotion, it must be equally

a truth, that natural mu^ic has its meaning, and is the

representative of a thought or train of thoughts, in every
instance where we are affected by it. Be you sure then
that the song of every nightingale is a poem, and can
you make as good a one, you are no poetaster. At least,

Lionardo, as he stood there leaning against the tree,

was transported by that which he listened to and trans-

lated iiito thought ; and he would not have welcomed
the sound of any voice disturbing his reverie, except of

the one, which, in soft accents, kindly accents that he
loved, did now at length recal him to himself.

But those accents were not meant for his ear. He
upon whose arm she leaned, was the most distinguished

of her suitors, distinguished by his name, his station,

and his imbecility. His imbecility was, however, of a
quite tolerable species, and is generally called a talent

;

a talent for ingratiating himself with imbeciles.—Like
the old Icings, society must have fools for her favorites ;
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but their great virtue is not that of their predecessors,
the speaking of truth. He was, as they say, good-
hearted : that is, his egotism only manoeuvred to have
you conceal yours. It is to be said in his favor, that
Lionardo had always had patience with him, and occa-
sionally found his company agreeable; and that she
had always exempted him from the sarcasm directed
against the rivals for her good graces. Her father fol-

lowed at a little distance, attended by the father of the
suitor. Lionardo was not observed, and they passed on.

He took a more conspicuous position, and awaited
their return. Soon they passed again. She could not
avoid seeing him, but she could avoid betraying that she
saw him. She did not intermit the whispered conver-
sation to address him ; she did not wave her hand to

him; and no stolen glance fell flatteringly upon him,
with its volume of meaning.

Again, and this time he crossed her path and ad-
dressed some remark to her. But she seemed not to

hear him, and continuing the engrossing dialogue with
her cavalier, she described a curvilinear movement near
him, as though he was an ornamented statue in the
centre of the avenue, and pursued her way, insensible.

He was delighted. The exulting sense of his inestima-
ble, unsuspected and undivided treasure, which had only
been pleasantly irritated by the ridicule thrown upon
him as a serviceable disguise to their secret, was now re-

vivified in him by another demeanor: the affectation of
indifference, of contempt. He reminds one of an Asiatic
Caliph, who wandered about his palace in the guise of
a peasant, and became transported with joy, as often as
he received blows and abusive epithets for his temerity.
i:' Certainly, in the history of a passion, there is much
that is ludicrous

;
but the best is, when your lover has

as true a perception as any one qf the ludicrousness.
Lionardo, following her with his eyes, and suspecting
by her manner that her words were words of sentiment,
words that quite ravished her companion, felicitated
himself upon the discovery, and, at the same time,
smiled at the absurdness of such self-gratulation

; only
he did not smile in mockery.
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In the east rose the waning moon, and her level

beams expulsed the shadows from the avenue, at whose
western extremity, he now saw the four, assembled in

a group, engaged seemingly in serious converse. Pre-
sently, the noble suitor left them with a^ji abrupt move-
ment, ran to where Liouardo was standing, took him by
the hand, and returned with him to the others.

“I bring you a witness,” he said to them ;
“ one we

all know and esteem. Speak, my father.”
“ Be witness then, signor, to the betrothal of this lady

with my son. W ith the approbation and contentment of
her father, and with her own free, unbiased consent, she
gives her hand. Willi my hearty approval, and, I need
not say, his own perfect satisfaction, he receives that

hand, a hand too often denied him.”
“ Denied him so often,” said the son, tvith a charming

smile, “ only to render the donation more appreciable.”
“ You are a witness,” said the parent of the lady.

“You are a witness to this solemnity,” said the
daughter.

Lionardo stood in silent bewilderment. The glance
she gave him was one of coercion, but included the
promise of an explanation. The scene, was unintelligible

to him, but of course the explanation would show the

kernel of the mystery to be a mirth-moving jest. And
he made answer

:

“ I am a witness.”

Then did her eye sparkle with a peculiar satisfaction.

The young noble raised her hands to his lips: then,

turning, he listened to Lionardo’s congratulations.

“Lionardo,” he replied, “would you believe, that I

am indebted for the transcendental happiness of this

hour, to a circumstance that must cause me a cruel and
immediate abatement of it? A fatal compulsion which
I am under, to quit this blissful presence, and depart into

Cimmerian gloom for two or three weeks or so, induced

me to renew my suit this day, and her to confess the in-

clination so long disavowed.”
The remainder of the guests began now to find their

way to the moonlit grove; and the avenue which, be-

fore, with its silence, and the few sounds that betrayed,
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not overcame the silence, such as, the unvaried recita-

tions of insects,—(those wonderful sentences reiterated

so earnestly, what can they be all about?)—and the

nightingale’s bravura, and the solemn rustling of leaves,

subdued the meaner and favored the nobler emotions,
was now resonant with the unaccordant tones of social

hilarity, and festal volubility. The musicians followed,

and there was dancing, and constantly augmenting
tumult.

The pleasant images departed, one by one, from the

mind of Lionardo. The scene before him was a phan-
tasmagoria, that disagreeably contrasted with the peace-
bringing visions of his recent mood. He was troubled,

without distinctly perceiving the cause of liis trouble.

She did not escape from his sight. She lingered for

some time, amid the throng, moving serenely here and
there

;
and he felt it to be a bad omen, that she exhibited

less than her usual gayety.
At length, she was about departing—he availed him-

self of an opportunity to approach her, and address her
in an under tone. He asked to be initiated into the
secret of that excellent, but unconjcclured jest. She
looked at him with astonishment.

“ You were the witness,” she answered, “of a solemn
and binding engagement. It is not possible that you
have given an unauthorized interpretation to what
passed between you and myself? It is not possible we
have misunderstood each other? It is not possible that
you mean to afflict me by attaching an undue value to

some conversations we had of late together, and by
basing upon them any serious expectations? Oh, no;
I respect too much your superior sense to b'elieve it.

Tell me then, that we have understood each other.”
And she had the temerity to give him a smile, bewitch-
ing in its twofold expression of entreaty and assurance.
The surprise of Lionardo was visible, but he could

command no words to utter it.

“ Do not force me,” she continued, “to believe my-
self guilty in having regarded you as a friend, and
in having indulged with you the freedom of one. Do
not lessen yourself in my estimation, by showing
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that you then deceived yourself and me. Do not
forfeit forever, my good opinion of you, by withhold-
ing, under the infiunce of a jealousy unworthy so

strong a mind, your friendship. I should regret it for

myself, and I should regret it as proving the fallacy of
the human judgment, by the revelation of so absurd a
weakness in one to whom I attributed a certain supe-
riority above the mass ofmen.” She was called away by
Iter father. Before leaving him, however, she extended
her hand to Lionardo. Hs gave his own, and with it such
an honest pressure, as might well have sealed an en-

gagement to meet again in mortal feud. Released, she
hurried from him, and with her father and her betrothed
departed.

Lionardo mingled now in the gay scene. He dis-

covered a knot of his acquaintances, threw himself
among them, and displayed a remarkable vivacity, an
ebullient humor that charmed them all. Never had he
been more entertaining, or appeared to better advan-
tage ; and the impression made by many of his very
original remarks. Which, under a comic veil, insinuated

a singularly philosophic and profound wit, was loDg
remembered by some who heard them rightly.

After a while, he disappeared as suddenly as he had
come among them, left the gay scenes, and repaired to

his chamber, and to the conflict which he with good
reason dreaded.
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CHAPTER V.

1st denn die Welt nicht iibrig ?

Goetiie. Trilogie der Leidenschaflen .

f When a misfortune has occurred, no matter how un-
expectedly, whose completeness we immediately per-

ceive, and whose results we at once appreciate, our
moral courage is seldom overthrown by it, and con-
valescence almost immediately begip§.

But when, reluctant to realize it, we for a long time
resist its evidences with stubborn hope^, yielding only
by degrees and with continual equivocation, its effects

are like the ravages of an exasperated enemy, and the
misery is both more poignant and more difficult of re-

moval. One would think, judging from the unwilling-
ness that some testify, to recognize and accept of mis-
fortune, that man’s experience in the world were chiefly
ofjoys and successes, not of griefs and disappointments.

‘ Hold resolutely once before your eye this truth, that
the mourning for a past whose age is one minute, is as
idle, as the mourning for a past whose age is thirty

years.’

But on the other hand, Jean Paul can but know that
the heart is something else then an exhausted receiver,
where sounds are unreverberated; that it is not, like
time, existent only in the present. But rather like the
surface of a lake, which, the calmer it is, is the more
troubled by the stone you throw in it

;
like a valley, the

stiller it is, the longer are the echoes protracted. Still,

it were good to remember, that the circles die away,
and the echoes die away ; and that calmness will come
again. It would profit us little if our emotions were
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instantaneous, perishing in their fall
;
their true virtue

is in the vibrations.

It was an hour after midnight when Lionardo entered
his lonely room, and between that hour and the dawn
of another day, he passed through various psychological
phases, which I will endeavor to delineate. But an
etched outline is all that can be presented to you: from
your own experiences you may be able to furnish the

minute and shaded inner lines.

During the first hour, Hate, a wild, extravagant, tem-
pestuous Hate, engrossed all powers of his mind. There
is hardly any passion of less dignity than this; for it is

merely a coldossal self-love. To convince yourself of it,

observe well the next time you are under its governance,
the images that pass through your mind. Though it be
that of a Socrates, the most frivolous, absurd, insane,

circumlocutory vs*geances will stand side by side with
the fiercest and most direct. And I should be as loth

to recall all the fantastic; heterogeneous visions that

coursed one another through Lionardo’s brain, as he
afterwards was to contemplate the fragments with
which, in his witless violence, he had bestrewed his

room. He thought he could willingly and easily make
of himself a monster, and extinguish every virtue within
him, if thus he could render her sufficiently miserable,

and contemned, and degraded, and abject through a long

life-time. And he so loved this passion, that he directed

it against himself, when he conceived that she might
cease to be the object of it. Even after it had passed
away from his mind, he sought to persuade himself of

its presence by preserving its appropriate demeanor.
At the second hour, another, a nobler mood suc-

ceeded : Grief. A nobler passion, inasmuch, as a man
owes to it the knowledge of what is best in him, and
the developement of his highest powers and aspirations.

We go deep into the earth for the precious metals, and
looking up, we see beyond the immediate gloom, the

sunshine, and beyond the sunshine, the stars. The first

perception of his immortality was engendered by man’s
first grief.
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W e are vexed with ourselves for not sufficiently en-

j oying the joys that fall to us, and we are delighted with
ourselves for remembering with such complacency, the

by-gone affliction. And thus I am embarrassed to say,

if happiness be not rather made up of sorrows than of
joys. If a man could believe this, nothing on earth,

think of it ! nothing could thwart him in his pursuit, or

in his expectation of it. For though the joys flee us,

we cannot flee the sorrows. Tarry, and they come

;

tarry, and they are gone, and then begins your life and
your eternity of happiness. It is so difficult to bear what
we call adversity, beautifully as flow for us those divine

sources of consolation that human genius has opened
in the barren rocks that skirt our valley of tears : but
could we be firmly of the persuasion that it is only our
tax-gathenand bringer in of the tribute, by which alone,

an incorruptible temple of contentment can be upreared,
that it were rational in us to invite and yearn for and
rejoice in its visitations, why then, the great victory

would be achieved, Time despoiled of his weapons, the
jarring elements ofman’s nature be attuned to harmony,
and haply, the great mystery, cease to alarm, if not to

awe.
But in man there is not this courage ; and we return

to our sufferer.

He had experienced sorrows, some of more import-
ance, but never any like this in intensity. For when
precipitated from any great height, it matters little

whether the push may have come from a giant or a
dwarf. The man who is not capable of surrendering
himself once in his life to such despair, can know no
exalted joy, and can deserve none. In fact, it was not
his, but her fall that bowed him thus. For she had
reached his ideal and surpassed it ; and now, was in the
dust that he stood on.

“ Could I see her restored to the rank which she held
in my estimation, I would forget in my gladness that
I myself was sacrificed. To know that she enter-

tains for another the pure, passionate, disinterested love
which I erroneously believed her to cherish for me,
would cause me unspeakable satisfaction. But to know

7
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that she has only transferred those affections, of whose
worthlessness I am now aware, would pain me beyond
expression : for nothing to my mind is so abhorrent, so
disgustful, as the obligation to foster a cold, inalterable

contempt for an object that was one day the divinity

that stood between me and the world.”
Kemembering now in what manner his passion for

her had been called into existence and carried to its

height, he became aware that that erroneous belief had
not resulted from its own fallacious observation, but
had been inspired by her very words and acts, and will,

and that he was the victim, not of innocent, but of art-

ful delusion.

And in the instant, all the glorious attributes, the
heart made loving by sorrow, the divine sensibility, like

the aureole about a madonna’s brow, the aspiring sym-
pathy with those things to which we payjjthe homage of

pure emotions, and of vision-like, undescribed thoughts,

the mind unconscious of its strength, conscious only of

its weakness, all the beautiful perfections with which
he had invested and consecrated her, faded from about
her, and, for the time, faded from his earth.

For he doubted now, if under every ideal of virtue,

there were not a loathsome reality. And his mourning
for this evanescence was accompanied by such amaze-
ment, as before would have attended his joy to be a
witness of the apparition of some child of heaven.

“ If I am to respect her no more, what then shall I

respect? Where shall I find a virtue, if none was in

her ? Where beauty ? Where an impulse, divine in

origin and in tendency ? How shall I know my own
to be worthy of obedience ? Myself to be no hypocrite ?

If there should be no glory, no excellence, no beauty?
If all humanity should be standing on one dead level,

beneath which seems nothing, and above which is

nothing ? If this world should be comparable to a
Prison for the Insane, within whose bourne the crazed

imaginations of the imprisoned assemble, multitudinous

unbounded, varied regions, and magnify their chamber
to a kingdom or a desert, but where all is abject, and
where all is uniform ?
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A little lower, and he can but see the stars.

“If no such thing as Time? and simply some god
taking his noontide slumber in his paradise and dream-
ing us ?”

And now if he see them not, woe to him ! What is

deplorable, is not the vacillation of a mind which can.

vacillate thus far, but its ability to stand there steadfast

;

to consider all consolation as an error, and humiliating

delusion, and so to exclude all consolation.

But suddenly, the recollection of the vow which he
had taken in the dark grove, the solemn promise to

cling religiously to his belief, though the idol which
had inspired it proved a crafty imposture, to look upon
earth as a temple, life, as an initiation, himself as an
acolyte forever smiled upon by the effigies of things

divine, this recollection sprang up in his mind, and one
by one the closed avenues of his heart were opened,
and the light admitted, which gradually dispelled that

oppressive gloom.
The third hour brought Consolation. Until now

the thirty hours that his delusion had continued, had
been made to appear by the multiplicity of vividly re-

membered sensatious, an epoch of as many weeks : he
now counted the hours, and found them to be so many
and no more. But also, no less

;
and he took the reso-

lution to keep them in the tenacious grasp of memory,
seeds of a new and worthier harvest. For there are

disappointments like fierce riders who devastate a
field

; the crushed stalks cover the earth with new
seed.

“ This, this is the great truth,” he exclaimed, “ which
a man may exult to have found ;

this, namely, that

each misfortune is but a golden opportunity to discover

or recover the better, rarer faculties of his nature.

And this too, that ifhe do not surrender himself unto des-

pondency, he may always hear with his inner sense,

the sweet chaunted invitation, though sad, sublime, of
those good invisible spirits, that, if they be ideal only,

are still the representants of the best elements in his

composition.”

He opened his casement and looked out upon the face
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of night ; for a moment his strength failed him, and the
night was a sepulchre that enclosed his extinct happi-
ness. But looking a little longer, he reproved himself.

He felt that henceforth, he would have no reason to re-

gret those recent experiences, hut rather to congratulate
himself upon them.
Thus has he vindicated the integrity of his nature r

and I may be permitted to observe that it is only the
warm heart that is benefitted by the visitations of
adversity, as, when the shades of night have fallen, it

is only the dowers which radiate heat that are recom-
pensed by strength-infusing dews.

At the fourth hour he sat down and wrote the follow-
ing letter.

“ I cannot deny myself the pleasure ofcommunicating
to one whose exquisite appreciation of the ludicrous is

so well known, a most entertaining anecdote, not the
less entetaining, probably, that it is told by him whose
incredible folly it treats of.. Prepare yourself to hear the

most amusing confession ; it is one that, in making it

to myself, diverted me beyond measure.
“I have been in love with }ou! Not the conven-

tional sentiment which you are accustomed to hear
avowed every day in the year, and which being com-
mon, would be pardonable: not the interested feeling

which sees in you only what you can transfer, and
which, being based upon the expectation of personal

advantage, is respectable ; the sensual passion,

which, doing homage to charms, that you undeniably
possess, Hatters while it asks ; but the love I entertained

elevated you above humanity, attributed to you every
virtue, disguised all your imperfections, and supposed
you capable of the most heroical sacridces. Give not
way to indignation, but forgive me, as I have forgiven

myself, for having so mis-conceived you ; and enjoy

with me the recognition of my inexplicable absurdity.

“Yes, I looked upon you, you! as upon one whose
sensibilities were only the more ardent that their pulsa-

tions were masqued from the common eye; whose in-

tellect aspired to the hig hest knowledge, and whose
heart beat responsively to the humblest grief; whose
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thoughts inclined more to a purifying melancholy than
to unprofitable gayety ; who wept in secret for the errors

of humanity ;
and would gladly have taken upon herself

many of its burdens ; in whom a beautiful humility
accompanied angelic gifts; and who, at length, reveal-
ing these gifts, these unsuspected faculties deserved a
love as idolizing, as infatuated as that from which I

have lately recovered. Can you conceive of the folly?

Can you enjoy its ludicrous, and forgive its injurious

character ? Can you laugh with me, at the extraor-
dinary hallucination ?

“ A pure, ardent, blissful, melancholy, aspiring,

humble, studious, imbecile love ! One that usurped all

the multifarious sources of gratification which are open
to the heart, and resolved that no bonds but its own
should connect, with the visible creation. One that
feared only lest the Fates should be too lenient, and
not expose it to sufficient trials, by which its real

virtue were exemp ified. One that seeking nothing,
gave all. That would have toiled for honors to bestow,
and would have scorned, in bestowing them. Knowing
you as I now do, I know how detractory and humiliat-
ing such a sentiment must appear to you. But I know
too, that you will not be insensible to all that there is

facetious and mirth-moving in the description.
“ To think ! among other virtues, I attributed to you

that of sincerity, a virtue at once contemptible by its

facility, being at command of all, and inconvenient in

its consequences, serving as it does merely to trumpet
our imperfections. But believing in it, I believed that

it only disclosed a multitude of fellowly virtues, the

show of which you, unaware of my credulity, were
pleased sportfully to assume. To think that 1 should
have supposed you capable of a generous, unbiassed
passion, an oblivious weakness that exalted you above
the cycle of petty cares and motives and ends, above
all the grades of interested sentiment, above the limited
ambition and the unlimited vanity of your sex !

“ I imagined it a passion unexistent till the appear-
ance of its object ; created by the object, and forever

inalienable, because intelligent only of its author. As
0*
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two captives who, coming together in a far oh' land,

after a protracted life of suffering and isolation, dis-

cover that they were born beneath the same loved

skies, that one tongue is native to them, that they can
now give utterance to the long pent-up thoughts, ar-

ticulate their several recollections, and learn each
other’s hopes, and who trustingly believe that their

sympathies will henceforth be fruitful, not of consola-

tion only, but of that happiness which excludes the
need of consolation ; so, (Oh my obliquity of vision !

my disordered imagination, my admirable, never-to-be-

forgotten folly !) so, methought, that passion taught
you to consider our mutual recognition. Earnest,
truthful, serene; veiling such ardor as characterizes

the most intense hope, beneath such dignity as waits
upon the noblest spirit of determination. Less humble
than my own

;
proud to be the guide, but unregarding,

for its own sake, the end. Your ambition was—to en-

noble mine
;
your task was—to animate my courage,

and give strength to my faculties ; seeking nothing in

the future but my successes, you asked nothing but my
affection of the present. Altogether .selfish, elevated

and outwardly resembling sanctity itsfelf—and it ren-

dered you beautiful with the beauty of unmixed hap-
piness, of a happiness sprung from extinct despair, and
thenceforth inviolable.
“ Do not mingle, I beseech you, with the mirth ex-

cited by this egregious, preposterous, memorable de-

lusion, too much derision, but remember its briefness

and note the promptness of my recantation.
“ If, like Cleopatra on the Cydnus, you sought, for

a passing hour, to personify Urania, (as some love best
the characters for which they are most unfit,) I must
avow that you have been more successful than the
Egyptian, or than you yourself could expect.

“ Fear not that I will again perceive in you quali-

ties more admirable than those which you display to

all the world. That I will ever suspect you, for in-

stance, of concealing a sorrow, or of not possessing
the egotism, without which you were scarce on a level

with your sex»
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“ When, in conclusion, I declare that I no longer

attribute to you the ignoble virtue of disinterestedness

;

or the piety that merely becomes the inmate of a nun-

nery ;
or the feeling for other’s distresses, a degrading

weakness ; or the disposition to melancholy and self-

cornmune, a ridiculous weakness ; or the susceptibility

to profound impressions, which can only indicate a
morbid state of mind

; or a fond admiration of the

beautiful, which, since it separates one from society,

must be considered an unspecified sort of hypoehon-
driacism ; finally, that I distinguish you in no respect

from the throng of women, except in the greater per-

fection of those qualities which are universal, and in

the exemption from those that are rare among them

;

when I declare this state of my regard for you and my
resolution not again to swerve from it ; may I not
hope for oblivion of the past chimeras and acceptance
of this my present, more worthy homage ?”

He sealed this letter, and, half suspecting that he
would repent of it, despatched it without delay.

At the fifth hour he did repent of it
;
indeed, it was

hardly such a missive as he should have expedited
after the consolation, the resolution, the earnestness of
the third hour. He, however, deceived himself sin-

gularly, in fancying that this epistle was free from any
evidence of exacerbation on his part. Its chief ad-

vantage to him was, that it gave vent to that slight

degree of it which remained on his mind. He turned
now his mind to other matters, and thought of his

art, of his situation made so critical by

—

At this moment he heard a voice under his window,
and, looking out, saw Messer Rossi on horseback, ac-

companied by the peasant who had discovered a statue.

He readily consented to go .with him, and, ere many
minutes had expired, they were riding in the direction

of the San Sebastian gate, preceded by the countryman
afoot.
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CHAPTER VI.

Ergo perenni
Quitantum statuistis opus jam laude nitentes

Artifices magni
Sadoleti. De Laocoontis staiua.

Con si dolce parlar e con un riso

Ha far innamorare un uom selvaggio.

Petrarch
See where she stands,
A metaphor of Spcing and Youth and Morning,
A vision like incarnate April. Shelley

The sun had but just risen upon another day ; the
inhabitants of Rome were yet in their first slumbers,
reposing from the festivities and fatigues of the past
night ;

the streets and squares through which Messer
Angelo and Lionardo followed their devious way to

the southern gates, were quite deserted, except by
those who had been forced to take up their lodgings

in the open air. These may be classed under three

rubrics ; firstly, the habitual vagabonds who scorned
any other dormitory than that which was furnished

forth by Nature with the broad face of earth, the

earth’s high shadows, and the shadow’s starry roof

;

then, the disabled revellers rvho, it is probable, will

scarcely appreciate the uncourted honors of such en-

vironment, upon awaking
;
and lastly, the entire fami-

lies of contadini who had been unsuccessful in their

search of more confined quarters.

But the two horsemen were soon without the walls,

where more agreeable objects of contemplation were
presented to them. It was a pleasant morning

; the

atmosphere was nowhere shrivelled up in unnecessary

clouds, but greeted the returning light becomingly
; a
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gentle, idle wind was moving about, like a lazy opera-
tive, and displaying no more energy than was just suf-

ficient to brush the dew from the way-side shrubbery ;

a whole world of winged and singing things was
abroad

; the lizard on the wall, turning his head about
with a sagacious air, to peer at our travellers, looked
as if he thought the universe was created for him, and
that man ought to be heartily ashamed of being there ;

and, in fine, it was that hour when man finds delight

enough in his mere sensations, before any of his foolish

desires have begun to stir, and shut out from him the
gladsome Present.

It was only with considerable difficulty that Lion-
ardo got from the old Pioman an account of the man-
ner in which he and his parly had conducted and ter-

minated their mad procession through the city. It was
amusing to hear Rossi, who had been the foremost
and the most crazy throughout the adventure, complain
of the indiscretion and turbulence and disposition to

license of his young companions. He feared that they
had exposed him to the just animadversions of his more
sober friends, (who these were, Lionardo could not for

his life remember or divine,) by compelling him to be
a witness of some of their inconsiderate pranks. He
had even an indistinct recollection of their having
forced him to be a participant in the Bachanal finale,

which they had enacted in the Piazza della Rotonda.
One thing he totally forgot to mention : an antique
dance of Fauns which he had learnt from some bas-

relief, and which he, on this occasion, taught his

friend the buffoon, to the infinite gratification of the
spectators.

But he soon returned to a gayer humor, and to his

favorite topic. He indulged himself in a copious dis-

sertation upon the merits of the recently-disinterred

Laocoon.
“ I was very much entertained the other day,” said

the artist, “ by a description of your first visit to that

work of art. It appears that you fainted at sight of it.”

“ It is true,” answered Rossi ;
“ I had gazed at it

about three minutes, when suddenly I fell down in a
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swoon, from which I did not readily recover. Can you
conceive of such folly ? Can you believe it of a Spar-

tan like myself, of one of my physical strength or of
my stoicism, of my remarkable superiority to emotion?
Yes, I lay a long time insensible. For several days I

c wildfneither eat, sleep, nor converse. During the pe-
riod of a year, I could not see it without shedding
tears. But I was not singular in such weaknesses

:

the enthusiasm was then general, and was without
bounds.”

“ Sadoleti’s ode,” said Lionardo, “which I have
been reading, has caused me to make several reflec-

tions, and has especially drawn my attention to the

great difference with which the sculptor and the author
of the JEneid have treated the subject. Sadoleti ob-

served, and any one may observe, that in the group
Laocoon instead of uttering fearful shrieks, expresses

his anguish by a half-breathed sigh.”
“ How could he otherwise ? The sculptor would

have marred the entire beauty of his work, had he re-

presented the parent with distended mouth and con-

vulsed features.”
“ You think then that it was through deference to

his conception of the beautiful that this expression was
substituted ?”

“ Certainly, I do,” said Rossi, “ and you ?”

“Not precisely. He, no doubt, perceived that the

effect would heighten the beauty of his performance,
but I fancy that another motive originally determined
him.”
“I listen with impatience,” said Rossi.
“ Wherein,” asked Lionardo, “ consists the real sub-

limity of this wondrous work ? Is it not in this, that

the expression of unspeakable suffering, though domi-
nant, is not engrossing and exclusive ?”

“ In what absurd refinements are you about to lose

yourself? 1 see no other, and I wish for no other ex-

pression.”
“ The sense of injustice, the revolt of a generous

spirit against the stern deity who visits it upon him,
the unappeasable dictates of a mind conscious of no
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proportionate guilt committed, these are intelligible to

me in the look of Laocoon, and these impart to it the

undeniable, the undying sublimity which inspires the

spectator with such awe.”
“Your imagination describes to you visions of its

own,” said the antiquarian. “ No, it is a human grief

carried to the very summit and verge of expression,

that constitutes the sublimity of this group. Observe
that Laocoon is stript of all which might give him in-

dividuality ;
the garments of the priest, the evidences

of his craft, the slightest symbols of his office, the

characteristics of his epoch, of his country, of all these

he has nothing. The story suggested the subjeet; hut
the work is otherwise completely independent of the

fable, and represents to us humanity, and physical

anguish carried to a degree that art never before or

since could attain.”
“ Excuse me if I differ from you,” rejoined Lionardo.

“ True, we see none of the material signs that would
individualize and locate the action ; but the artist has
manifested his extraordinary genius herein, that with-
out the use of such symbols and interpreters, he has
attained his end by the sole power of spiritual expres-
sion. It is not mere humanity and a common accident
that we witness in this prodigy of art. It is impossible
to be long in the presence of Laocoon without imagin-
ing that an irritated, a vindictive, a ruthless deity is

hovering high in the air above the cruel scene. It is

impossible to read the sublime, the unutterable expres-

sion of reproach that he addresses to the skies, and not
to discover that by that very look a G-od is made one of
the actors in this tragedy. An invisible actor

;
but his

awful presence is revealed to us by the looks of his

victim. As Saul beheld the vision of Samuel in the
countenance of the sorceress, so do the lineaments of
Laocoon betray the presence of a chastising G-od.”

A silence of some minutes succeeded. But Messer
Angelo did not intend abandoning the argument so

easily, and finally made answer in these terms.
“The design of the sculptor was to arouse in the

spectator of this tragedy, the highest possible degree
of sympathy.”
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“ I grant it,” said Lionardo.

“By exhibiting then in the subject of this sympathy,
anything like a superiority over his affliction, would
he not inevitably have thwarted his own design? His
aim was not to deny or disguise the power of extreme
suffering to subdue the mind ; his aim was to illus-

trate that power. Do you mark me ? The Greeks,
the cultivated Greeks, were neither ashamed of their

griefs nor their sympathies. Where calamity is con-
temned, and, as it were, humiliated before the dis-

daining hero, there can be no such thing as tragedy.

As well might a beggar deny his poverty and still

solicit alms. Therefore do I reject the explanation
you offer of the effects produced by this group. At
the same time I rejoice that you have so lively a sense
of those effects. That you cannot rightly analyze
them is not remarkable. I never heard two men
praise any genuine work of art, for exactly the same
reasons.”

“ Do not believe,” retorted the artist, “ that the

fortitude I attribute to Laocoon has any tendency to

diminish my sympathy with his agony. Were his

sufferings other than physical, an expression of forti-

tude might conceal them from us, and abate the force

of our compassion. But the instruments of that ter-

rible retribution are presented to our gaze, and the

degree of his torture is perfectly appreciated independ-
ently of the signs of it in the looks and attitude of

the sufferer. Though his countenance were calm
even to beatitude, he could not disguise from us his

torments, nor forbid us our solicitude. But far be it

from me to say that the predominant expression is

one of triumphing courage. The Laocoon is the most
awful representation of anguish that the arts have
ever exhibited to man ;

and it is reserved for the critical

analyst, the psychological anatomist, to discover be-

neath, and in harmonious combination with that sen-

timent, the conviction of a disproportioned punish-
ment, and the unextinguished conciousness of his soul’s

dignity and immortality.”
“I will not dispute the point with you any further,”
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said the old Signior. “ It is enough for me that you
pay such homage to the sublime unknown—unknown,
I say, for though we know that his name was Agesan-
der, what do we know of Agesander ? A noble poem
is that of Sadoleti. Since the day in which I heard
him recite it at the Academy, I have regarded him as

my best friend. Hear me, I will repeat it. I have it

by heart.”

Saying this, he reined up his steed. His steed, by-

the-by, was one of the wonders of Rome, and with
respect to his immense size, was called by the populace
San Severino, in allusion to the colossal cardinal of

that name. The corpulence of the animal was fitly

proportionate with his height
;
for Messer Rossi knew

no better way to dompt his fiery nature than to pamper
him. The spirit of the courser was not, however, utter-

ly extinct, and his bearing, characterized by a mixture
of pride and impotence, was almost as anomalous as
that of his master. The latter was accustomed to

mount him from the shoulders of a domestic
; and a

strange object he was when mounted. He was not con-

tented to sit superior, and leave motion to the horse.

No, he seemed to have a gait even on horseback, and
a wish to shame the creature by his own surpassing
activity. He reined in his steed and commenced the

recital of Sadoleti’s latin ode, in honour of the newly
discovered Laocoon. The peasant was some distance

in advance, and hearing the voice of the old Roman,
raised in strange, unintelligible accents, he retraced
his steps and drew nigh, thinking himself to be address-

ed. Lionardo drew up at the side of the road, and
listened admiringly to the remarkable declamation of
his enthusiastic friend.

Signor Rossi did not confine himself to mere vocal
expression, but sought to aid the poet by actual per-

sonification. Amazed at the strange jargon, alarmed
by the vehement, insane acting, the peasant stood
aghast ; but when the frenzied eye of the vociferent
fell upon him, his terror mastered him and he took
to rapid flight down the road.

But Rossi proceeded in his declamation, and, be-

S
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coming more and more absorbed by his subject, en-
deavoured to represent in his person the ‘ visible agony
of the dying marble.’ San Severino continued for

some time his passive role: it soon, however, became
evident that the understanding between himself and
his master was not perfect. For instance, when the

changeful imagination of Messer Angelo transferred

his identity from Laocoon to the serpents and began
to constrain the body of San Severino with snakelike
contortions and convolu lions, he commenced exhibiting

symptoms of decided discontent. ^Nothing disturbed

the self-forgetfulness of the declaimer. He continued
his two-fold representation, with constantly increasing

energy, until he reached the lines,
“ Connexum refugit corpus, torquentia sese

Membra, latusque retro sinuatum a vulriere cernas.”

At this point the pain and terror caused by his

convulsive wrilhings became quite unendurable, and
San Severino, as though fancying himself in the em-
brace of a constrictor, started off without further hes-
itation, fleeing with such prodigious speed that the
imaginary Laocoon was soon out of sight.

Lionardo, giving now a full vent to his laughter
followed with more leisure. The peasant, as soon as

he became aware of the hot pursuit of Messer Rossi,

concluded that his last hour was come. Fate he
doubted not, willed that he should be an innocent
sacrifice to the indiscriminating fury of a madman.
Throwing himself upon his knees, he invoked the Virgin
and awaited his doom. At sight of him, however, San
Severino sheered and with the least possible violence
threw his rider in the road immediately opposite the

rustic
;
and when Lionardo came up, this was the

spectacle, that presented itself. Messer Angelo whs
in the dust, declaiming with some slight abatement of
animation, the last lines of the poem ; the countryman
was not far from him, rolling upon the ground in a fit

of hysterical laughter
;

San Severino stood a little

farther off, eyeing his master with blended ruefulness

and wonder in his physiognomy.
Having uttered the last words “ inanem extendere

uxum;” Rossi gathered himself up, and after shak-
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mg the peasant back to a fitting gravity, availed

himself of his assistance to remount his self-compla-

cent courser. Quite abashed and ashamed, he rode

the rest of the way in silence, without in any way
noticing Lionardo’s occasional outbreaks of laughter.

The peasant’s field lay in a pretty valley among
the hills that border the lake of Albano. His house,

a small square edifice, was of better materials, and
wore an air of comfort and neatness greater than

usually characterized the dwellings of the Roman
contadini. A vine, now just verdant with its young
leaves, covered the front wall and ascended to the

terrace, where it interlaced its creepers with the

bars of a rustic trellis. Declining the offer of re-

freshments, the impatient Angelo demanded to see the

statue which, with the usual jealousy of those who
discover treasures, the peasant had re-interred. The
spot was beneath an old sycamore close by the house,
and, aided by his son, occasionally by the citizen

himself, the countryman began the exhumation.
Lionardo, meanwhile, involved in a very different

train of thoughts, went up by an external flight of steps

to the roof of' the hut. The view of a charming land-

scape, which, spreading with the valley, and gradually
freeing itself from the embanking hills, opened upon
the lake, beyond which it re-appeared only to be
arrested by other, bluer hills, soon dissipated the

lingering gloom of his meditations. The sparse unen
croacbing culture dotted the wild growth of the plain,

and enlivened the bases of the adjoining hills; on the

summit of one of these, an old baronial castle in dilapi-

dation, delineated a sharp, rude outline on the sky ; near
the top of another on the opposite hand, where the
sward was visible through the isolated trees, a large

flock of sheep was visible, and so too was the gleaming
of the shepherd’s armor, betraying the insecurity of this

beautiful neighborhood. But Lionardo was captivated
more even by the air of repose than by the picturesque-
ness that belonged to the scene. How still the vale!
but what a strange, deep silenee must reign at the lake-

side, he thought to himself. If man had not his im-
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pulses to action, what enjoyment would not the daily

prospect of this vale lend to the mere consciousness of

existence ! And indeed, does not occasional relaxation

hest preserve the tenseness of his faculties ? Is not a
casual oblivion sometimes the hest remembrancer ? Has
not an episodical state of content a tendency to re-in-

vigorate his palled ambition ?

While in this mood, he recollected that a letter had
been put into his hand that morning, as he was quitting

his chamber, by one whom the darkness of the corridor

prevented him from scrutinizing
; which letter he had

deferred opening, and had forgotten till now. He now
took it from the breast of his doublet, opened it, and
read these words: “Remember a most solemn vow,
witnessed by man, and recorded by a jealous fate. You
infringe that vow, remaining; remaining, you imperil

the lives of both. Absent yourself, the space of a
month

;
Rome will then be free to you. Think not too

ill of him who reminds you of that sacred, necessary

compact: in all that is foreign to its requirements, com*
rnand him unhesitatingly.”

My brother,” muttered Lionardo, “ great is the
sacrifice I make to your superstitious fears; the sacrifice

of a mother and a home. I were sufficiently wretched,
if wretchedness were inseparable from outward misfor-

tune, and not, as it truly is, a native defect in the re-

cipient mind. The rain-storms that change to marshes
the low-lying vallies, do fertilize the high lands. But
in the conditions of men there is little variety. Human
imaginations are industrious levellers: he whom for-

tune has beggared, is lifted up by the conceit ofapproach-
ing good

;
and the seemingly fortunate cease not to

vitiate their outward prosperity by inward cavils. As
my mind is pleased to view it, is my condition; not as
accidents would represent it. Do historians know this ?

do they know how little of a man’s life is told when his

misfortunes are told ?”

He looked again upon the pleasing landscape that

stretched before him, and instantaneously resolved to

pass here his month of exile.

Until this moment, he had looked but in one direction.
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towards the lake. Turning now, he saw, hard by the

house, a high and extensive wall, and beyond, was able

to distinguish a small portion of the grounds enclosed by
it. These were laid out with conspicuous good taste and
care. Peruzzi’s story came immediately to Lionardo’s
recollection, and he could not repress a certain feeling

of curiosity to see the object of such solicitude and
such encomium.
The comely wife of the peasant brought fruit and a

flask of wine, and placed them upon a small table, that

stood there on the terrace. The young artist informed
her of his incl ination to pass some time there, and was of
course encouraged by her in it. As he asked for nothing
but the place where he stood, and a tent above his head,
it was easy to gratify him.

Seeing him gaze at the adjacent villa, she lingered as
if in expectation of some questions regarding it. Her
expectation was justified, and he gave her an oppor-
tunity to communicate her information, which, however,
was rather imperfect. Its interest though, was chiefly

in its imperfectness. The place had originally belonged
to one of the Orsini family, but had recently passed into

the hands of a stranger, with whose name she was unac-
quainted. Exclusive of domestics, the inmates were but
few, and of these she had never seen but one, a young
lady who came every day to walk in the grounds, and
who was frequently visible from the terrace at that very
hour. “ Ah !” she exclaimed, “ you see her now.”

Lionardo looked, and in a path which traversed that

small portion of the enclosure which his position com-
manded, he perceived a female, whose form, movements,
and imperfectly-seen lineaments bespake youth, grace
and beauty. What was principally remarkable at the

distance from which he saw her, was the great diver-

gence from the reigning costume in her attire, which
assimilated rather in its simplicity and flowing drapery,
to the classical. She passed on, and was directly lost to

sight; and then only Lionardo was aware of the interest

with which he had observed her transit. His good
hostess appeared to await from him some expression of

8*
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admiration: but he disappointed her, and she left him
alone.

Yet he involuntarily rejoiced that chance had conduct-

ed him hither. He was convinced, though upon no very
strong grounds, that this was no other thaxr Peruzzi’s

amiable and mysterious pupil
;

the jealously-guarded
Olympia, only to be approached blindfolded and only by
sedate instructors

;
whose whereabouts none could ex-

pound ; and whose guardian himself was unknown,
Lionardo was vain of his good fortune, and cordially

congratulated himself upon it.

This mood was evanescent. Had his experience been
for nothing ? Had the events of the last days not even
an admonitory echo in his heart? Was there not in an
illusion even the poor virtue of obviating the ascendancy
of a sequent illusion ?

“ No,” he said in himself, “my experience has not
been in vain, and I will show it, not by avoiding danger,

but by detecting it ; not by closing my heart, but by con-

sulting it more rigorously.”

Pie felt a certain degree of indignation against the im-
pertinent memories that sought to exclude from him
emotions ; and this feeling it was that chiefly prompted
him now to lend himself to this adventure, and even, if

necessary, to seek it.

Signor Rossi called to him repeatedly from below to

come down, and view the line Minerva which they had
at length exhumed ; but he could get no answer, nor
would Lionardo remove his gaze an instant from the
neighboring villa.

At length she appeared again, passed and disappeared.

She was evidently making the circuit of the grounds.

But was the adventure making any progress ? Truly,
none. He might remain on the house-top, where he was,
a year, without advancing the acquaintanceship at all.

She might not return, or the next return might be her
last. Something he must do, if only to baulk these

memories.
Thus powerfully stimulating himself, he sought in

what manner he might obtain a better view of this fair

recluse. Two aged and wide-spreading sycamores with
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intermingling branches occupied the aerial perspective

between the wall and himself, and presented a means of

communication for anything sufficiently agile, and any
one sufficiently adventurous. It was no sooner surmised
that from a corner of the terrace he could introduce him-
self into one of these, than the proof was attempted.

He effected it without great ado. With great haste,

but slow progress and much inconvenience, breaking the

fragile branches, and showering the leaves upon the as-

tonished group beneath—engaged now in placing the

disinterred statue erect—he passed into the next, and,

with a precipitancy that admitted of no reflection, flung

himself from an obtruding branch upon the wall itself.

He looked up and down the path, and through the

trees, but the signorina was no where visible. He re-

solved, however, to wait, and indeed I don’t know any
other resolution that would have profited him much,
there being no obvious means of departure. But he
thought not of how he should descend

;
his only care

was lest she might not re-appear, and he did not a mo-
ment consider the effect his singular apparition would
produce, or reflect upon the course to be subsequently

pursued.

In vain, with keen glances, he searched the groves
and remote paths ;

the object of his quest was much
nearer. Almost immediately beneath him, the shrub-

bery, receding crescent-wise from the path, approached
a fountain tastefully designed, and embosomed a small
circular basin of waters the most pellucid. Here, stand-

ing on the mossy border, he saw the maiden, the ex-

tolled Olympia, as he thought. His instinct had not de-

ceived him, and the sight justified his ardor, and repaid

his exertions. Not to disguise the truth, the influence

of her beauty was so puissant and direct, that he could
with difficulty refrain from an exclamation; having re-

frained, lie gazed in undeclared satisfaction.

Whether beauty in woman be a something positive,

demonstrable, incontrovertible, or an incessant doubt ?

Depending on taste or commanding it ? A fiction, or ail

actuality? May not one say of it what was just now
said of misery, that it exists rather in the idiosyncracy
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of the patient, than in the external world? No,‘ the

truth is that Nature has such an attribute, independent

of man’s vision. The taste is uneducated that does not

recognize it ;
and to the highest cultivation is given the

sense of the highest beauty, in visible or invisible Na-
ture. This sense is the germ of a Raphael’s genius, a
Shakspeare’s, a Pergolese’s. It is not the absolute de-

ficiency of this sense, but its blearness and obliquity

that are common : its deficiency implies the presence of

all that is evil. To sanction our admiration, the censure

of some men is sometimes opportune.

This were a cunning preamble, did a portrait follow.

But Lionardo, in home future day, will perhaps attempt
her portrait, and to anticipate him were indecorous to

both. Your greatest delight, I know, is when the can-

vas is left altogether blank, like Marino Faliero’s, and
your fancy is unchecked by any outluie

:
you admire

that modesty, and acknowledge that civility which,
eschewing descriptions, merely indicate the places where
you may make them, simply supply you with pedestals

for your Apollos Belvidere. Nevertheless, something is

due, in the present exceptional instance, to the true and
venerate chronicle in which the life and looks of Olym-
pia are introduced ; and with a few words let the current

of your vague thoughts be embanked. Her form, while
it had apparently reached its full stature, had not yet

assumed the contours of maturity
;

it differed from per-

fection in this, that there was promise in it. Of the in-

tense azure of her eye, you may hear too
;
an eye not

prominent, but overarched by finely-penciled brows. In

that azure there gleamed a two-fold light, fed with di-

vided ministry by head and heart
;
as a beacon for exter-

nal nature, subservient to the first, as an exponent to the

last. Sometimes, a wilder brightness revealed imagina-
tion, energy, and that ignorance of foolish things which
is such rare wisdom in society.

Lionardo looked with enthusiasm, but, to repeat,

there was something voluntary in this enthusiasm. The
impression she should have made upon him, was op-

pugned by two circumstances, first, the increasing con-

sciousness of his equivocal position, and then the inex-
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pulSable yesterday returning, returning and again return-

ing, like Don Basilio, to say good night. But there was
nothing in him that loudly sounded a retreat ; the ques-

tion was how he could advance. At any instant she
might perceive him, and thus would the scene be brought
to some abrupt termination ; of what khid, was not easy

to foresee.

He was certainly this day under the especial patronage
of chance; for, lo, now an unexpected opportunity was
presented of quitting his embarrassing rble.

She turned from the fountain, seemingly with the de-

sign of pursuing her solitary walk, but paused to pluck
a leaf from a pleasant-scented shrub. At that moment,
Lionardo observed, slowly emerging from the sod by the

f basin, a viper, such as he had seen many in Portugal and
Sicily, no oilier, in fact, than the Cobra di capello.

Along the gravelled walk it trailed in indolent volutions

its dull green body, near an ell in length, till, of a sud-

den, irritated perhaps by some color hi the maiden’s
dress, it flattened its head, and coiled its tail, as if in

act to spring. Lionardo leaped instantly to the ground,
and, unmindful of the shock, snatched up a gardening
utensil that lay at hand most opportunely, and precipi-

tated himself to the side of the noxious reptile. Hiss-
ing, it reared its hooded head to dart upon the new comer

;

but simultaneously, the sharp instrument descending,
severed its head. The signorina started at the sound
caused by our hero (this Hercules and Antteus in one)
in his descent, and turned in haste : the same moment
that she became aware of the danger, she witnessed the

decapitation of the viper. Breathless from the force of
his fall, and from the effort, the youth stood before her,

more conscious of the apparent singularity of his inter-

ference than of its utility; he stood with downcast eyes.

When you meet a nymph, Naiad or Hamadryad, stand
with downcast eyes, and she will hardly flee.

Silent he remained, and it was as well : for what was
there to say ? An air of contrition served him better
than any eloquence

; besides, it added to the picturesque.
That she should behold him with surprise may seem

nothing remarkable, but in the degree of this surprise is
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something not to be explained by the unexpectedness of

bis apparition. Our art is not the painter’s, and you
shall not be left to conjecture the inward workings of

the mind by the outward signs and exhibitions; our

province includes not results merely, but motives. So,

I am free to say, that the image of Lionardo presented

itself to her, as the image of something familiar, though
indeterminable, and the earnestness and silence with
which she looked at him were for the purpose of giving

to the undefined recollections awakened by his aspect,

fixedness and distinctness. A gleam like the expression

of a joyous thought followed this contemplative gaze,

but gradually and soon died away.
Silence is sometimes a fitting prelude, but like any

other prelude,'must have a term. It was she who, to

dispel the rising embarrassment, spoke the first words,
asking the stranger, naturally enough, how he came
thither.

“ I must appear to you a foolish, inept scholar,” he
replied, “ since to the first, the all-important question

in my catechism, I remain without an answer. To
explain my appearance here, seems to me a task only
less difficult than to excuse it. I must presume on
your indulgence, and entreat you to accept of this ex-

planation : my Fate seized me where I was, and flung

me where I stand. And as it is our duty to submit
when an invisible agent directs our actions, it would
be unpardonable in me not to be contented to remain.”

“ A most serviceable sponsor you have chosen, and
to the same Fate which must answer for your appear-
ance in this garden, you may refer for any other in-

formation I may desire. Like the Mohammedans and
the Greek dramatists, you will find it a most useful

ally, but either, like the first, you must abnegate your
free-will, or, like the second, you must waive the
powers of invention.”

“ Whether the admission of a destiny,” retorted he,
“ imply in the Greek poets a deficiency of—

”

“Are we met,” interrupted Olympia, “ for the pur-
pose of discussing literary topics V’ And she smiled
to see the ardor with which he changed his former em-
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barrassed position, for the more favorable one of a

champion. She resumed her interrogatories.

“ Your Fate guided you hither; where then did it

last find you ?”

“ It was in Rome, and it was yesterday, that I first

heard of your existence.”
“ But seriously, signor, your fall was a violent one, and

I can scarcely believe that you have escaped unhurt.

Indeed! You are perhaps then habituated to such aeros-

tatic voyages. From whom may you have heard con-
cerning me ?”

“ I cannot have erred, you are surely the pupil of whom
Peruzzi spoke.”
“Ah, the excellent Maestro!” she exclaimed, “ the

kind-hearted man. I would now that I had been a less

diligent scholar
; I should not have been obliged to part

with him so soon. The company of one who both talks

and works with enthusiasism, is so agreeable. While
admiring and profiting by his performances, he entertained

me with panegyrics of those great works of others that I

am unacquainted with. You have done a chivalrous
action, signor : tell me, is not this viper of a venemous
species ?”

“ The deadly Cobra di Capello, and I bless the
chance—

”

He was startled to hear her break forth into a joyous,
silvery laugh, cheerful as May songs of the woodlark.
He forgot his suprise, and listened to the music of it.

“Why do you not laugh with me ?” she said.
“ I listen to you. Did paradise ring with such laughter,

I would unhesitatingly justify the angels in totally

neglecting the regiment of earth.”
“ You do not mean this, and are angered, I suspect.

You must forgive me. Know that it was a quite innoxious
creature, this that you have slain, harmless, fangless,

and not, I believe, without some affection for me ; for I

rvas accustomed to see it follow me in my walks, though,
to speak truly, with a certain aversion.”

He looked at the reptile, and was immediately aware o1

the absurdity of the position into which his precipitancy

had brought him. He soon recovered from his confusion,
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however, and could sanction her gayety by his own,
detailing with humorous exaggeration the sentiments he
had experienced in the course of that brief action, his

horror, magnanimous resolution, impetuosity, and subse-

quent vain-glory. In line, he extricated himself tolerably

well, and his only thought now was to prolong the inter-

view, and to allow no pause in the conversation to sug-

gest its discontinuance, and the necessity of his depar-

ture.

He hastened to speak again of Peruzzi.

“You must see him,” she rejoined, “and say to him,
that I have re-touched the head of my St. Agnes, and
could he now see it, that he would certainly retract his

censure.”
“ Oh, gladly: but, would you show it to me, I should

be so much better able to describe—

”

He had now marred all.

“ I am to blame,” she exclaimed. “ Signor, you must
depart. Your slaughter of this innocent, might cost you
dear. Oh, I do not jest, you stand in danger. Fly, in-

stantly; but how ?”

“ Aye, how ? In vain would I now invoke my friendly

aeronaut. It is a discreet destiny that quits me only

when I need it no more.”
“ For my sake, then, seek to depart without any delay.

I have been imprudent ; have infringed a prohibition.

Were you discovered—Signor,” and a sorrowful look
upbraided more than her words, “ your indiscretion is the

cause, that for the first time, I stand in fear of detection.”

“Till you have forgiven me, I can make no effort to

fly.”

“Until you have fled, how can I forgive you ?”

“I will return then to receive my pardon.”
Oh, do not linger.”

“ I will conceal myself.”

“Conceal yourself! for what? This is forbidden

ground, and to be surprised here, would be fatal to you.

f might, with the key of the postern—but no; to be dis-

covered in such clandestine offices would be my ruin, to

be engaged in them, my shame.”
“Then leave me,” answered Lionardo; “for myself
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there is not the shadow of danger. In a few moments,
I will have re-passed these Eden walls. I swear it. But
do not bid me a last farewell.”

Why should I? Neither, I hope, is so soon to quit the

world. In youth, there need be no last farewell. But
remember, there are no more Cobra di capellos here from
which I need protection.”

Her gayety had fled ; but a sweet, sad smile beamed
from her countenance, as she, saying these words,
turned and hurried away.

0 youth ! if life be as some deem, a gradual reces-

sion from spiritual bliss, you still retain some vestiges

of that celestiality, in the mystic power by which the
unutterable emotions of the heart, themselves inexplica-

ble, are silently communicated from eye to eye. It is

wonderful how thus, while the lips are busied with
unmeaning, or with jocose words, parted with merry
laughter, or played about by flitting smiles, the eye can
discourse quite another, a weird, spiritual language,
tributary with profound, cryptic, intense sentiments,

latent till now, unuttered and unsurmised. Wonderful
is it: and this conversation is the primary, the actual,

the to-be-remembered ; the oral is the secondary, osten-

sible and transient. Oh youth ! and it is such endow-
ments as these that life must strip from thee; imper-
ceptibly lost, they are at length altogether denied, and
the memory of them skeptically derided. Our material-

ity is not a garment w6 put on at once ; it grows upon
us, each year bringing its fragment, till at length our
moral vision, regarding the world through this medium,
and blending the object with the intermediary, sees all

things discolored and common place, without glory.

Strangeness or beauty.
Lionardo was aroused from a pleasing reverie by a

complimentary bravo ! The radiant face of Messer Rossi
appeared above the wall, radiant with uncontrolled glee,

and more than usually caricatured by an ineffectual,

attempt to express a certain cunning maliciousness.
“ Addio ! any message for Rome ! when shall we see

you?”

9
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“ Come, come ; extricate me immediately. On what
are you mounted?”

“ Oh, certainly,” continued the facetious citizen,
“ shall I send your horse round to the gates ? An ad-
mirable villa ! Who is your host, pray ? Do me the
favor to show me through the grounds.”

“ My dear Rossi,” said Lionardo, “ it is of vital im-
portance that I should be liberated without any delay.”
“What do I see?” rejoined Messer Angelo: “that

open place in the centre of the villa, is evidently upon
the model of the ancient gestatio, a ground for exercise
on horseback: but to locate it in the centre of the
gardens, and quite near the house, is in flagrant opposi-

tion to all the examples of antiquity, which invariably

assign it to the outskirts and the vicinage of the wall.”
“ Do you mean that I shall make my escape, Sig-

nor B.ossi?” asked Lionardo.
“ In flagrant violation, or rather m imbecile ignorance

of the laws of antiquity,” persevered Messer Rossi.

“But what is this ? A decapitated serpent.' Ha! ha!
have you been personating Laocoon too ?”

He had flung, meanwhile, the end of a strong rope to

the ground.
“Fear nothing, I have it fast. Put your feet in that

crevice ; now in that ; bravely ! higher,—is there none ?

Wait now till I call Pietro.”

The strength of the two sufficed, and Lionardo had
almost gained the top, when Messer Rossi, suddenly
discontinuing his efforts, exclaimed,

“ An Apollo ! A beautiful Apollo ! an antique Apollo !

as I live. See’st thou ?”

“ Per l’amor di dio !” cried Lionardo, in agony.
“ A glorious Apollo ! stop, I will come down myself,”
“ Pull for heaven’s sake !” gasped the painter, now

nearly exhausted.
Having gained the summit ofthe wall, and succeeded,

after a brief altercation, in diverting the old citizen’s

attention from the statue in the villa, he found an easy
descent by the stairs, which Enssihad caused the peasant
to convey to the spot.
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He accompanied them now to see the Minerva, which
was of a good style of art, and in remarkable preserva-

tion. The antiquary, in extolling it, lamented, however,
the capriciousness of the countryman, who would
neither accept his offer, nor name any price for it, but
preferred to consider some days before determining.

Lionardo found an opportunity to speak with the wife,

apart, and completed the arrangement which he had
mentioned to her in the morning : his intention to pass
here the month of absence from Rome, had not been
shaken in the interval.

When he and Rossi were at last mounted, the latter

cried out

:

“ Remember, Pietro
;
you must seek no other pur.

chaser. Better conceal it again. If the Pope hears o
it, you tvill lose it for a score of miserable ducats. One
hundred at my door.”

During the homeward ride, Lionardo parried the in-

quiries, and discouraged thejests of the antiquary, touch-
ing his mural exploit, by which he was properly entitled

to the crown, as decreed by the old Roman laws. He
discouraged his jests, and obtained from him a promise
not to betray him to his companions.
Soon as they had separated, the artist hastened to his

rooms, and made sundry preparations, indicative of his
purpose to depart immediately. Every thing operated
to render his absence advisible

;
but it was made impera-

tive by that strict and inviolable engagement which had
exercised so large an influence upon the transactions of
his life, and concerning which, the reader will be en-
lightened in the next chapter.
He dismissed his servant, closed his apartment, and

taking with him a valise, some books, his sword, a lute,
and drawing utensils, rode forth the same evening in
the direction of the countryman’s dwelling,

j
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CHAPTER VII.

Nur ein enges Herz wachst nicht, aber ein weites wird grosser,

jenes verengen die Jahre, dieses dehnen sie aus. Jean Paul.
For the expanded heart, there is expansion, for the contracted,

none : Time still shrivels the last, but adds to the capaciousness
of the capacious. Pakaphrast.

The father of the present Buonsignori had left two Sons

:

Count Filippo, and a brother, younger by some fifteen

years.

The mental alienation under which, in by-gone days,
the Count had labored, unrespitedly during one year,
and subsequently at long intervals, was the result, it

was generally said and believed, of some singular and
overwhelming misfortune that had befallen him in his

youth. Fie seldom since that period absented himself
from an old castle upon one of his estates in the terri-

tory of Sienna. If there was truth in the common re-

port, he lived there in utter seclusion, and a profound
gloom, which he sought to augment by a number of
artifices. He clothed his walls and domestics in black ;

forbade every sound of merriment
;
laughter was penal,

and your perversely joyous nature obnoxious ; still, the
skies would be blue, and the pleasant forests vocal with
their joyous habitants ; the fields would wave with
golden harvests, and unhind erable sunsets be gorgeous.
To crown all, lie abandoned himself to the study of

occult sciences.

In quite other habits and pursuits, the brother grew
towards manhood : him, since he has chosen the name,
we will even continue to call, Lionardo. From his

earliest years, unrestrained by the admonitions of a
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father, unnoticed by his morose brother, no one ventured

or cared to thwart him in his caprices or tastes, and
unfortunately, his will was absolute. He was about

sixteen when his spirit took fire at some example or at

aome reproach, and a remarkable change ensued. He
now voluntarily subjected himself to study the most
arduous ;

invited to his house, and entertained in his

vicinity, the most eminent professors
;
and with unceas-

ing diligence devoted himself for some years to the

storing of his mind, from the profuse supplies of the
ancients, and of his contemporaries. Consequently, at

the age of twenty, he was rather an accomplished
scholar. In those days, such a thing was possible as the
bei,ng distinguished merely by one’s acquirements. The
moral, like the physical world, had only begun to expand,
and had not reached its present latitude, when the travel-

ler finds the acquisition of a merely superficial know-
ledge, as much ashis life-time and his faculties permit.
Libraries did not yet number a half a million volumes.
So much for his book-knowledge,—a kind, after all,

for which a man should not demand consideration, it

being only valuable, as it conduces to your individual

happiness or means of benefaction. What is of at

least equal importance in social life, he did not lack
graceful accomplishments, or a prepossessing exterior,

or a fellowly disposition, or a right sense of honor. The
defects or vices of his character were not yet perceptible

;

but, if we look well, they will not escape us.

His thoughts often adverted to the melancholy of his

brother, whom he had not seen for a long period, and
of whom he personally knew little. Though ignorant
ef the cause of his moroseness, he felt a strong sympathy
for his misanthropical relative, and cherished a hope,
that haply it might be his own lot to win him from his

gloom and unprofitable solitude, and to restore one to

society, who, it was remembered, had once been its

most distinguished ornament.
In the mother of these two, affection for the elder

greatly predominated. In accordance with a universal
tendency of the sex, she bestowed her sympathies upon
the one from whom the rest of the world resolutely

9*
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withheld their’s. Nor was she at any time discouraged
by the undisguised coldness that he answered them with,
and with which indeed, he repulsed every appeal to his
dormant or entombed affections, and every attempt to
gain his intimacy. On the other hand, she repelled
with similar coldness every advance made by the
younger towards kindly and affectionate intercourse

;

and, under the same roof, was more estranged from him,
than from the son who had elsewhere fixed his home,
and who denied her request to share it.

It were not easy to estimate the operation of this par-

tiality, so frequently and rudely evinced, upon the mind
of the younger. Happily, not a pernicious one : the
better impulses were too genial and too intrinsic a part
of his nature, to be exchanged for the indifference or the
aversion which they encountered.
The Count unexpectedly reappeared in Sienna: but it

was only to bury himself in the most secluded apart-

ment of the family mansion, and to deny himself to all

visitors. Lionardo succeeded, however, in penetrating
to him, and obtaining his intimacy ; and, in pursuance of
his resolution, strove, by unremitting assiduity, to be-
guile the melancholy of the misanthropist, and to acquire
a hold upon his confidence.

It seemed at length, as though the averse Filippo re-

laxed from his insensibility under the influence of these
kindly arts. His manner began to change, and to testify

that he experienced a certain alleviation of his gloom
in the society of his brother. By each symptom of suc-
cess, the latter was incited to continue his endeavors:
he had now no thought, and no moment, other than
for the invalid, and his heart grew light with joy, as the
prospect of a complete and salutary change became
more distinct.

It was, however, evanescent.W e approach the epoch of that event which exercised

so remarkable, and so lasting an influence upon the life

of Lionardo, and which, indeed, rendered it worthy of

narration.

One evening, the Count had been unusually animated ;

had conversed upon a diversity of topics with an in-
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terest and a charm that filled the younger with delight

and self-gratulation ;
had discoursed in particular, about

the court of Alexander VI., with a knowledge derived

from personal experience, and displayed considerable

discrimination in treating of the principal characters of

that period ; and had finally consulted with his brother

regarding the latter’s projects and plan of life. When
Lionardo retired to his own apartment, he entertained

none but the most favorable recollections, and pleasing

anticipations of a happy and permanent intercourse.

After the lapse of several hours, he was awakened
from profound slumber by a sudden shock, as from an
arm struck violently across his breast. Instantly aroused,

lie saw by the dim star-light that fell through the case-

ment, Filippo bending over him, and brandishing the

poniard with which he had struck an erring blow, and
which was now uplifted for a death-stroke. Lionardo
succeeded in grasping the upraised arm: then, adroitly

liberating himself from his disadvantageous position,

he commenced a struggle for life. It would, probably,

have been a desperate one ;
for, though not wanting in

muscular strength, he soon found himself totally in-

competent to contend with his assailant, who was
animated by the irresistible, unnatural energy of mad-
ness. But the aggressor suddenly ceased his efforts

;

handing the poniard to Lionardo, he abandoned the
fearful design, and, sinking into a chair, gave tvay to

uncontrolled emotion.
It would have been difficult to determine whose grief

was the most poignant. Lionardo, even before the

tumult of his blood was over,-forgot the offence, and
mourned its cause. The insanity, upon whose cure he
had so warmly congratulated himself, he now saw
manifested in its most awful form, and commensurate
with his recent triumph was his present sorrow.

To attempt the mitigation of his brother’s, was his
first impulse. Placing himself at his side, he strove a
long time, with soothing words and a gentle and win-
ning manner, to subdue his excessive agitation, and
tranquillize his spirits. He averred that for the assault

so happily frustrated, he cherished no animosity. He
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attributed it to one of those paroxysms in which a blind
and undistinguishing passion disthrones reason and per-
verts a native instinct. He begged that Filippo, as
promptly as he himself, would forget the casual aberra-
tion. Filippo, at length, made answer :

“ In ascribing that horrible design to a distortion of
intellect, to a frenzy in which reason and a natural voli-

tion had no share, you render me justice. I thank you,
my brother. You must hear though, what first cast
those seeds in my mind, which, after long ineffectual

rankling, have produced this bitter fruit. You shall judge
in what degree I am guilty, in what, pardonable.

“ You cannot be ignorant that misfortunes embitter-

ed my youth, rendering odious to me life and the face

of man ; that in alternations of insanity and melancholy
I passed long years, years of indescribable misery,
greeted in their unwelcome return by suicidal thoughts.

“ At length—it is now five years—a strange fortune

smiled upon me. I discovered that there was yet great

happiness in store. You may imagine with what vital

tenacity I grasped at the realization of it. Since that

period, my happiness has been uninterrupted, and such
as few experience, though I deceived the world by re-

taining the shows of sorrow ; a happiness the dearer

that it was incomplete and merging in the immaterial

iris of hope. It needed all the foregone anguish to

make the heart capable of such intoxication. Life be-

came for me a goal, even elysium ;
and I was some-

times made to tremble by the excess of joy.
“ In my previous gloom and isolation, I had stu-

diously acquired much of the more abstruse astrologi-

cal lore, with the aid of which I now, from time to

time, sought to distinguish in the stars, (the c/phers of

heaven) some establishment and assured permanency of

my new condition. But alas ! I read in them one night

that danger was lowering over me, ready to annul

those joys, and to thwart the hopes on which I staked

my life : in you, my brother, I was bidden to dread its

instrument. From that moment I regarded you not

otherwise than as a serpent in my path, pre-destined

to be either my victim or my destroyer. Nevertheless,
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I repaired to others more profoundly versed in that

language of the future, and only after strong corrobora-

tion of my discovery, did I embrace the dreadful reso-

lution that then appeared forced upon me.
“ I came ;

saw you, my brother, and discerned your
estimable qualities ; before the tokens of your affec-

tion and unmerited sympathy, my infernal purposes
soon vanished. Yes, I rejected with abhorrence the
vile resolve I had come prepared to execute, and swore
sooner to stifle my own life than imperil yours.

“ But this night when we parted, I reflected upon
the prompt and powerful interest with which you had
inspired me, and I trembled. I saw in it the first step

of the prophecied danger over my threshold. My
heart sickened ; I cursed my fate and my weakness.
The cup of life were loathsome, if to be purchased by
your death. Better at once to resign it. Yet had I

rendered existence so beautiful with hopes and predi-

lections that my courage was unequal to the sacrifice.

I accepted the obscure dangers of my destiny, and
resolved to leave your neighborhood without farther

delay.

“I retired to rest; slept; and my sleep was visited

by a dream so fearful in its vividness, that even in my
slumbers reason was shaken and estranged. I awoke
in madness, and sought your couch. Lookjon me, see

the remorse depicted in my countenance
;
pity my in-

firmities ; and forgive me that I cannot regard you as

my duty or you conduct would demand.”
One may suppose with what interest Lionardo lis-

tened to this long exposition. At its conclusion he
remained for some time in perplexity concerning the

reply that he should make. The fittest answer soon
suggested itself; pausing before his brother, he thus

began

:

“ I know very well how vain it would be to contend
with your strong persuasion, Filippo; how vain to

dispute the infallibility of those predictions in which

3
rour faith is so rooted. Since they have succeeded in

subduing, first your judgment, and then the best princi-

ples of your nature, and in triumphing, though in a
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moment of mental alienation, over the fraternal in-

stinct, of what possible avail could be any arguments
that I might adduce ? I would willingly jeopard my
life, heaven knows it ! to remove those suspicions

which necessarily must not less canker your own en-

joyment than they wound my integrity: but I recog-

nize the futility of such an effort. Though dispelled

for a time, what guaranty would there be against the
constant contingency of their return ? No ; I submit
to the harsh necessity which makes my absence, and
not my society, your solace and the safeguard of your
happiness. I respect this without seeking to know its

nature or its origin ; to know that it exists, and that

you are not the wretched misanthropist that I sup-
posed, is enough to make the burthen of my exile

tolerable. For we part. Not only will I quit this our
native place, and cross the countries where our language
is spoken ; but I will resign the name I have inherited,

so that you may not, from time to time, be alarmed
by intelligence of my existence. I will be in Sienna
as one dead, and you need not hesitate to proclaim my
decease to-morrow. So mayj you laugh or rejoice at

the admonition of the stars, and surrender yourself un-
disturbedly to the peace which you have deserved by
your misfortunes.”

Filippo was not so deaf to the dictates, and blind to

the example of generosity, but that he could remonstrate
with his brother. But his expostulations were broken
off by the entrance of the mother, who, attracted by
the noise occasioned in their desperate conflict, had
overheard from the adjoining corridor, the greater part
of their conversation. For the first time within his

recollection, Lionardo heard now his mother approve
his arguments and his determination, and enforce by
her own, his entreaties that Filippo should assent to

his resolve. She approved the project because it was
advisable, not because it was magnanimous. She de-

clared it indispensable that the two should separate,

and nothing in her tone indicated a suspicion that Lion-
ardo’s departure could cost him any effort, or her con-

sciousness of any deprivation that it would be to her.
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She scarcely heeded his presence, and her eye turned
from him to rest with sympathy, entreaty, hope, with
all a mother’s love, upon her first-born.

The attack upon his life had caused Lionardo a sen-

sation of sufficient sorrow
; but neither it nor another

equalled the pain of the envenomed wound given by a
mother’s unkindness. It mingled bitterness with his

resignation. His spirit rose against it, and he swore
to himself never again to concede her the opportunity
of repeating it, never again to appear before a parent
who manifested so odious a partiality in the display of
her affection, nevermore, whatever his fortunes, pros-

perous or adverse. For it is not in the power of any
enemy to cause us greater pain or greater indignation, ^
than is caused by one who withholds from us the kind-

liness upon which we have a claim.

Grievous as were his impressions, Lionardo refrained

from any disclosure of them. He stated once more his

purpose, in a colder and as firm a tone ; and besought
his brother, whose strength had been wholly vanquish-
ed by the violence of his recent paroxysm, to seek
again the repose which had been so lamentably inter-

rupted. He assisted him to his chamber and to his

couch, and after an amical embrace, left him and pre-

pared for immediate departure. At the dawn of day
he was no longer in Sienna.

And now commenced a new life for the orphan, self-

exiled from his family, his friends, his country. Ab-
juring his rank and its concomitants, he went abroad
under a feigned name, into a banishment that promised
to be perpetual. The very sense of the sacrifice that

he was making, however, aided him usually to sup-
port it ; and the knowledge that what privations he
underwent, were for the cause of another’s well-being,
for a brother’s, was a potent styptic.

During a certain period, there was nothing very re-

pugnant or laborious in this sacrifice. In the open
world he was not more alone than in Sienna, and in

youth a continual change of sky and scenery and ac-

quaintances is not
(

such a hardship. Time obscured,
though it did not obliterate, the glaring remembrance
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of that night’s events. There were moments, it is

true, when the consciousness of strong compulsion,

made his pleasant travel seem a weary wandering ;

for it is that consciousness which makes the odious-

ness of the word exile. How often it happens that a

little word, the bodiless phantom of a facile articula-

tion, excludes like a slight mist on a mountain height,

a really beautiful prospect, and induces discomfort, un-

invigorating chills, and unenlivened obscurity. But with
the exception of such moments, the vicissitudes of

Lionardo’s new life, the diversity of scene and society,

the study of mankind in its multitudinous groupings, all

threw an unimagined charm about his journeying. It

was an interesting, sometimes an amusing, experiment,

that he had to renew, generally with a favorable re-

sult : to discover what ability lay in his unaided ener-

gies, and what was his integral worth, deprived of the

factitious advantages to which men owe so much.
After all, the conviction of what he can perform, not

the thought of what may happen to him, is that which
gives one the more pleasure ; the recollection of a per-

formance, the highest.

He visited the courts of Austria, of France, and of
Spain, meeting with a variety of adventure, and acquir-

ing useful information concerning men : but the know-
ledge he obtained of man, he esteemed still more.

After having passed some delightful months in Sicily

(where it would be a crime and an insult to nature
not to be happy), he took passage at Syracuse in a
vessel bound to the isle of Candia. A rude tempest
forced them into the port of Otranto, w'here it was
soon discovered that the argosy had been too much
shattered to allow of the prosecution of the voyage.

Lionardo was fain to admit any excuse that favored
his detention. Sienna was not Italy: changed as he
was in his exterior, he could rove or dwell in any of
the numerous states without danger of recognition or

of alarming Filippo in his solitude.

He came to Rome, and here the contemplation of
the admirable works of those arts which then were in

the zenith _of their glory, was a source of boundless
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pleasure to him. At the Vatican he met with Raphael
and other artists of distinction ; cultivated their in-

timacy, fell into their modes of living, and wasjinally
impelled by his ardor for’their art, and his perception of

the elevated and intellectual character of their way of

life, to become one of them. He constituted himself
the pupil of Raphael, and, during the six months
which preceded the date of our story, he labored with
constancy and perseverance unsurpassed. But his

success was not commensurate with his expectations.

His late years of action and independence had de-

veloped, with his faculties, an overweening confidence

in them. He did not now encourage himself by re-

flecting that the works with which he contrasted his

own, were works that no man had surpassed. He be-

came despondent, not merely of his artistical powers,
but of his capacities generally ; at times despaired of
his destiny, and insulted himself by saying that he had
quit the only sphere in which he could move with dis-

tinction. We have beheld him, and will yet behold
him, in the period of transition that followed these

moods.

10
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CHAPTER VIII.

The kindliest symptom yet the most alarming crisis in the
ticklish state of youth

;
the nourisher and destroyer of hopeful

wits
;

the mother of twin births, wisdom and folly, valar and
weakness

;
the servitude above freedom, the gentle mind's re-

ligion, the liberal superstition.

A tent is stretched across the terrace of the honest
countryman’s domicile, beneath which Lionardo passes
many hours of the day and evening-, rather unsatisfac-

torily in one respect, in all others, with sufficient de-

lectation. He has caught but one more glimpse of
Olympia, and that but a fugitive one. The second
morning of his installation in this observatory, she ap-

peared in that portion of the garden where he had first

descried her, and which alone was visible from his

station. She appeared, perceived him, greeted him
with a look and gesture, at first joyous, instantaneously

reproachful, and immediately thereupon withdrew.
He must make much of this, for several days pass

without the recurrence of such an interview. Other
sources of amusement are not sealed for him, though
it is one of the amiabilities of humanity that to a de-

sire which cannot be gratified, we must sacrifice all

those that can. However, under this voluptuous sky,

encompassed by pleasant landscapes, with his books,
his instruments, and his thoughts exempted from the
more onerous cares of life, he could sufficiently alleviate

the hours of solitude. He had, even at this early age,

discovered the philosophy of reminiscence, that philoso-

phy which is usually the last acquired. Much of his

conduct in life had a special reference to the future,

and he often thought that if men would endeavor to
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perform their part in such a manner as to reap a dou-
ble'harvest, the first fruits for the moment, the second
and chief for the sure granary of memory, not only

would they secure to themselves many sequent hours
of enjoyment, but they would have a tolerable safe-

guard for the rectitude of their actions. Not that he
invariably weighed his impulses before obeying them ;

his biography is not wanting in proofs of the contrary ;

and, in truth, fortune sometimes does more for one,

than he can ever do for himself.

The unfailing consciousness, besides, of the vicinity

of Olympia, the gratulatory notion that her thoughts
would sometimes advert to him, irradiated as with a
cheerful light, penetrated like a pleasant fragrance, the
atmosphere in which he lived.

Once the sound of her voice was borne to him through
the stilly evening, modulating a familiar air. At its

re-commencement he struck from his lute accompanying
chords, but no sooner did these appear to have reached
her ear, than she abruptly ceased. The pleasure thus
broken was renewed for him the following night, and
when he again ventured the accompaniment she did
not pause, but sang and repeated the entire canzonet
to the concert of his lute. And so of the subtle ele-

ment itself a link was woven by which their spirits

could communicate.
Lionardo had been passing a day among the hills,

sketching, rambling, dreaming, and ever and anon sug-
gesting to himself the futility of those dreams and the
necessity of an effort towards the realization of them,
and then again questioning if in that realization their
chief beauty would not be dissipated

;
when, returning

to his rustic dwelling-place, he observed Pietro busied
once more with his statue.

“ Was Messer Rossi here ?”
“ Excellenza, no, he has not been here. He has for-

gotten, no doubt, all about the lady, and I have sold
her to our neighbor, il Signor Conte.”

“ II Signor Conte—

”

“ Know nothing more
;
simply, that they call him

Count.”
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“ What is his age ? what sort of a man is it ?”

“Why, excellenza, he is in the prime of life, about
my age, perhaps. His voice and manner are severe,

but the words are mild enough. I think much better

of him now than the day when it was his intention

to drive me from my field, and raze my hut to the
ground.”
“ Wherefore did he intend that ?”

“ He thought I was too near a neighbor, and so re-

solved to purchase the piece of ground, and drive me
from it. But the signorina heard of it through our
little girl, Carlotta, and interfered, and changed his

purpose ; and so, thanks to her and our lady, we es-

caped that great evil.”

“Did the Count return to the villa from here?”
“To-day? Certainly, to order his servants to help

me in the conveying of it.”

“ He is then at home ?”

“ Excellenza, no ; he just now rode off in the direc-

tion of Rome. Excuse me, I expect those servants
will be here immediately.

il Stay, I saw a capote hanging in your doorway

—

your son, Luigi’s ? Have you a suit of his ? Let me
see it.”

Ere many minutes, Lionardo had effected a* passa-
ble disguise. He then tendered his services in the
transportation of the Minerva, and cautioned the
astonished peasant against any indiscretion of manner
or language. The menials arrived ; the goddess was
uplifted ; Pietro and his supposed son took their share
of the burthen, the latter receiving an occasional an-

athema for his awkwardness ; and the cortege round-
ed the walls and entered the gate.

As they threaded the grounds, Lionardo had fre-

quently to submit to a reprimand for his carelessness,

and for those inquisitive glances with which he
scrutinized the avenues and groves, the porticos

and balconies of the mansion. He could not be
insensible to the beauty of the spot, though assuredly
it was not that which caused his inattention to the
Minerva. But at length, and instantaneously, he
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seemed to be satisfied with the result of his quest,

and began to exhibit a proper solicitude for the care

of the antique, and for the relief of his co-laborers.

The place appointed for its reception was a niche

in the deepest recess of a pine grove. Here his

farther assistance being declined, he left the servants

busied in shrining it, and departed with Pietro.

Soon, he bade His companion not to heed him,
but leave the villa without delay. He himself wished
to see the grounds and would make a circuit, and
find another way to the gates.

Hastily traversing a thick growth of pines and un-
derbrush, he entered an avenue of cypresses at whose
extremity, seated in the foreground of a small, ar-

tificial grotto, festooned by luxuriant woodbines, he dis-

covered Olympia engaged in reading.
“ Again, why are you here ? And in disguise !” She

arose from her seat, and her manner evinced a sense

of disrespect in the conduct of Lionardo.
“Your presence here,” she continued, “ reproaches

me for my indiscretion, and warns me agains a re-

newal of it. You are a stranger to me, and will now
hear me lift my voice to obtain the interference of—

”

“ You will not do it. Your nature is a candid and
an ingenuous one, and you will not readily miscon-
strue my conduct, or at least refuse to hear the mo-
tives which have actuated me.”
“ How can I misconstrue your conduct?”

r “ By attributing it to caprice or curiosity or to any
other than a principle of honor. I would save
you.”
“From what?”
“Have you no chagrin?”
“ I have at this moment, and I think you cannot be

unaware of the cause.”
“ I would not that you should suppose,” he replied,

“that I seek to penetrate the secret of your mys-
terious seclusion, from officiousness or from frivolity.

This is the truth : I am strongly pursuaded that you
are here by an iniquitous compulsion, and not by your
awn consent ; that you have elsewhere a home and

10*
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elsewhere friends that mourn your loss ; that you are
guarded with such solicitude, because your captivity

is unauthorized. Such being my persuasion one only
course presents itself ; to consider the accident which
made your situation known to me, a warrant, nay,
an obligation to effect your deliverance. I offer you
my aid. I entreat you to have confidence in me, and
believe that in entire disinterestedness and without
the pretension to any guerdon soever, I will expose
myself freely to any peril, and attempt every means,
in the cause of your rescue.”

Her answer was a look of unfeigned, naive aston-

ishment.
The predicament is not enviable of one who ar-

riving with all the ardor of a chivalrous resolution,

discovers that nothing could, be more superfluous,

more absurd or more repugnant than his proffered

aid. Neither was Lionardo’s rashness in mentioning
his purpose at this early stage of their acquaintance
to be commended. But the precariousness of this

acquaintance, liable at every moment to irremediable
disruption, was some excuse and must remain the
only one.

“ I am come for the promised pardon,” he re-

sumed.
“And thus again you forfeit it.”

“ Hear me but this once. May I ask if this Sig-

nor Conte is your relative ?”

“ You may not.”
“ If you have always known him ?”

“ You may not.”
“ If am altogether and irrevocably indifferent to

you ? No more than the peasant whose garments I

wear ?”

“ You may not.”

“This last iteration caused the face of Lionardo
to radiate with joy. She appeared immediately to

reprove herself for the involuntary tone of sadness,

or seriousness, or mystery, or at least thoughtfulness,

in which it had been uttered, and resumed thus

:

“You have my thanks, Sir, for the excellent inteo*
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tions which prompted the step you have taken.

Since, as I have assured you, the intentions were
grounded in error, and the step unnecessary, it only

remains for me, to remind you of the hazard to

which you expose yourself by lingering.”

“Accident,” said Lionardo, “led me to this valley,

and accident has for some time fixed my residence in

it. I live with the good people in the neighboring

cottage. It would have been such a source of plea-

sure to me to possess the acquaintance of one with
some of whose pursuits and tastes my own assim-

ilate, of one in whose commendation I have heard
so much from those I esteem, to visit from time to

time this your beautiful abode and listen to the
music which, at a distance, but stimulates my sense,

in these were such a source of pleasure, that the hope
of it emboldened me to this unfortunate degree, un-

fortunate since you depreciate it.”

“ For your first motive you have substituted an-

other. I acknowledge it is a more flattering one.”
“ Both existed in my mind, blended together and

excusing one another.”
“May there not still have been others?”
“ I listened to but those. Such was my hope. I

cannot deny that the disfavor it encounters, causes

me some disappointment and a slight humiliation.”

“Humiliation? No, surely; rather than that, I will

justify the hope, and regret with you that uncontroll-

able circumstances are opposed to its fulfilment.”
“ Why uncontrollable ? I will make myself known

to this your guardian to-morrow, and through him,
without doubt—”

“ Do this, and if there be a certainty in life, it is

that we meet not again.”
“ Then we shall meet again,” exclaimed Lionardo.

“Though I needed not, yet I rejoice to hear this from
your lips.—It is true then, this apparent mystery
which secludes you within these walls and excludes
the world from your presence, is an actual, an incon-

querable one ? not merely adventitious and penetrable?
but one that you yourself acknowlege—

”
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“Say, one that I think not of, and which has
never appeared to me to deserve the name. I perhaps
am indebted to it for much happiness, and much ex-
emption from sorrow. It grieves me to dispel thus
that pleasing illusion, under the influence of which
you believed your prowess invoked by the plaints of
a hapless damsel in durance vile.”

“ Iu truth,” said Lionardo, “ there is nothing very
formidable in the aspect of this captivity

; if durance
were anywhere tolerable, it were here. If any con-
fession of mine could interest you, I would say
that the beauty of this place depreciates for me the
rest of nature, and leaves me discontented with every
substitute.”

“ I take delight in it myself ; hut have not hitherto
deprecated the approach of that day when I must quit
it. In a little month, it will be free to you. Whom
shall I reproach, you or myself, for the compulsion
under which I repeat the warning I gave to you, of
your exposure to a surprise by the enemy, and the ex-

pediency of flight.”
“ Say to me that you are jeoparded by my presence,

or simply, that my presence irks you, and I depart at

once. Say that my return would displease you, and I

return no more. The step I have taken is inexcusable,
unless excused by you. Powerful as were the motives,
or the mere impulses upon which I acted, they are
unavailing from the moment you disallow them.”

“ You have me at a disadvantage. 1 am but accom-
plishing a duty in repulsing you, and the knowledge of
this should suffice to you. But you seek to extort from
me a declaration of the degree of personal interest I

take in the expulsion. How does this regard you ?

What does it import to you to know whether I, the in-

strument of your defeat, am individually hostile or

favorable to you?”
“ Nothing else imports me,” said Lionardo, “ and the

trust that I had not drawn upon myself your hostility,

would make the hostility of the rest of mankind a light

matter to me.”
“ If the trust could have any such virtue,” replied
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Olympia ingenuously, “ I would willingly inspire it."

“ Oh, I do not doubt now," he rejoined, “ that if you
could divine all that makes me linger, all that rises to

my lips in vain, all that which I cannot myself compre-
hend further than that it is eager for your kindness, I

doubt not, but you would kindly say to me, remain and
fear not, and be my companion till departure is unavoida-
ble. Yes, you would say it, and this moreover: it is

impossible for me to reciprocate the degree of interest

with which you court this acquaintance, but, since it

costs so little, I will lend my innocent cooperation
;

it

is impossible to respond to the feelings with which you,
an utter stranger, look upon me, but, since I know them
to be in no respect dangerous, in every respect well-

wishing, as free from guile as presumption, and rather,

in their confusion and indistinctness, premonitions of
themselves than fixed realities, I will not discourage
them, or take needless alarm. Thus you would say;
nor would your conforming conduct cause you a subse-

quent regret. Consider, that too often in the changeful
grouping of this masquerade life, two persons are for-

ever sundered by the instrumentality of a mere impulse,
rash and inconsiderate, who perhaps might have exer-
cised a beneficent and lasting influence upon one
another.”

The changeful beauty of her countenance was now
pensive, serious, though not sad. She had resumed her
seat. She listened. At length, interrupting him, she
said:

“ Speak to me, then, of yourself. Give me to know
your name, your country, your history.”

Overjoyed, he hastened to reply, seating himself at
her side.

Thus far, his progress has been accelerated enough,
indeed quite astounding. It is, I believe, but the second
time that he is in her presence, and yet his language
insinuates an admiration that should be the result oflong
study of her character, and slow pondering of her
several virtues and demerits.

I have heard of men who could look you in the
visage, and know at once all your thoughts and peculiari-
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ties of character, even to those cherished weaknesses,
to conceal which, your utmost strength is exerted ; but
have never yet heard of one who possessed a similarly

acute and just insight into the labarynthine recesses of

a woman’s nature. But Lionardo had doubtless sufficient

perspicacity to discover that in the mind of Olympia
existed none of those deto\urs, and intricacies, and invo-

lutions which perplex the philosophic observer of the
sex. She had lived apart from the world ; the impress
of nature was neither obliterated nor disguised ; she
knew life only through mediation, and you know what
is prejudicial in knowledge, is never so communicated,
but demands positive contagion. (If you do not, take
my word for it. Unless the disposing taint is previously

in the mind, the influence of evil descriptions will be
null.) All the rest of us, we are palimpsests, with an
invisible and unsuspected original scripture, diligently

concealed beneath a good-for naught, pedantical, unin-

spired manuscript : sometimes made the more difficult

to read by (here and there) a gleaming through of the old

letters. But, as was said, it demanded no great degree
of penetation, merely a certain native congeniality to

discover that in Olympia, the beautiful impress of a
beneficent nature remained uneradicated and una ttainted.

Her great defect was her affability. She ivould

obey the dictates of a kind, frank disposition ; she would
be happy, and would make others happy. An apt

scholar in all except what concerned the necessity of

respecting conventional rules. She judged these rules

without having witnessed their operation, and con-

demned them. Like Lionardo’s, her mind was distin-

guished by a singular independence, and power of voli-

tion. We, the great majority, are so accustomed to

borrow our opinions, and our virtues, and our vices,

even our passions (not to speak of manners,) from one
another, that nothing is more refreshing and beneficial

than to meet with an individual who knows himself to

be an individual, who has himself grown many of his

opinions, who has not put his virtues, as Chinese women
their feet, into iron shoes, that all may be distorted, and
all be diminutive.
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Those whose business it had been to form her mind,
had been considerably embarrassed by this disposition of

the mind to form itself. It was the more striking as

being allied in her with a charming temper, that nothing
could disturb except the manifestation of disrespect for

feelings that she knew to be noble, or of ridicule for

opinions that she knew were honorable.

But the only thing that really made them despair,

was her unwillingness to accept of a code of manners.
The kindest persuasions and remonstrances could not
induce her to disguise her emotions, or her sweet dis-

position, or her wonderful thoughts, or to affect pride,

coldness, indifference. A common lover would have
been excruciated by his jealousy, and driven to despera-
tion by her inability to understand this jealousy. One
of a higher nature, a nature congenial to her own,
would have found an uninterrupted charm in watching
the frank expression of her thoughts, frank on all occa-
sions, and not merely when he himself elicited it. It

was something the kind of manner that caused the
disgrace and death of the unhappy Anne Boleyn. It

was the kind of manner that could torment a man like

Henry the Eighth, and make a fiend of him, as effec-

tually as though accompanied, in his honest belief,

(which it was not) by conspicuous guilt. Some men
can forgive every licence of conduct, and no licence of
manner.

In every hundred women, there are some two or three
noted for independence and singularity, and in the
majority of instances, they are the most repulsive of the
whole number. For their independence is merely a
voluntary eccentricity, and an evidence of a more pro-
found egotism. Vain glory of what is vicious in them,
not the quiet consciousness of their virtues. If a
woman must affect any thing, let it be modesty. If she
need not to affect any thing, her only care should be to
continue true to herself, and her manners, circumstances
favoring, may resemble those of Olympia.
But it was the natural, involuntary, never-deserting

grace, that gave you such pleasure in looking at Olym-
pia. In contemplating the Venus de Medicis, one tries
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to’ discover wherein resides the wonderful excellence

that makes so felicitous an impression upon him But
for some time he tries in vain ; he cannot determine it,

and say it is here, it is there. The limbs, the form, the
expression, the posture, the life-likeness, ail is very well

;

but all is insufficient to account for the degree of his

admiration. At length, he becomes aware that it is an
ethereal Grace, in which the statue seems to stand, and
which, like a magical influence, is only detected in its

effects ; invisible as a perfume, insubstantial as a musi-
cal sound, but always there, and always admirable.

Seating himself (Oh, these digressions !) at her side,

Lionardo hastened to reply :

^“More than I seem,' I am not.”

“A peasant?”
“ I forget my disguise

;
an artist. By birth, I am of

a rank sometimes considered superior; but whatever
were its advantages, I resigned them, exchanged my
name, and left the paternal mansion, that the peace
might subsist with which my .presence was unfor-

tunately incompatible. I abjured them, perhaps forever.

What cost me then an effort, and the renunciation of
many hopes, I have ceased to consider a sacrifice. I

am now Lionardo, a pupil of Raphael, and the one of
least promise. You see that I win nothing in making
myself known.”
“Nor lose. Those whose condition and designation

are advantages, have perhaps few others. All that you
could tell me of yours would perhaps not teach me to

know you better. So, the unlettered savage is ignorant
of the field-flowers, because he is of their nomenclature ?

Or do you think the creatures without speech, have no
distinction of each other ?”

“Yes, man alone,” said Lionardo, gaily, “has no
identity without a name; without a name, he would be
unconscious of a soul. The salvation of most men, is

nothing more than the rescuing of their name from
oblivion. At the point of death, one exults that his

name has been made immortal, and fondly believes that

it cannot go down the stream of time, without the com-
panionship of his undying spirit. Close as has been th*
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identity during life, he seems to think it will be absolute

after death.”

In the same hilarious tone, Olympia replied: “Some
expect justice from posterity; it sounds as though they

meant to give that of heaven the go-by : they won’t

trouble heaven, they’ll wait.”

After a pause, she looked up at him, and said in a low
voice :

“You are of Sienna.”

A look of astonishment was his first reply, “ Did I

say this?” he enquired.

“You did not,” replied the maiden.

“I can scarcely believe that my accent betrayed me,
or my phraseology; yet if they did it not, I am totally

at a loss to know how you discovered my place of

birth.”

So far from satisfying his curiosity, she augmented
his surprise by these words :

“You are of the Buonsignori family.”

“You know all then!” exclaimed Lionardo; “you
are not unacquainted with my history ? I entreat you
now, disguise yourself from me no longer. Something
from the first, has whispered to me that there existed

a better title than the one given by chance, to this our

intercourse. But in vain do I seek to discover by a

thousand conjectures, what may be the nature of this

mysterious relationship in which we stand, and ofwhieh
you alone seem to possess the secret. I conjure you to

obey, now, those generous, confiding impulses, which
are native to you, and disclose to me the truth.”

“Willingly would I do it, willingly would I reveal to

you all that is not a mystery to myself, but that I am
bound by circumstances, and by duties, to an irrefragable

silence. When first I saw you, Lionardo, I suspected

who you were
;
you have now by accident confirmed my

suspicions. I could not with-hold from you my discovery,

but I am imperatively forbidden to give you the clue by
which I was guided. It is in my nature to hate all dis-

sembling with one for whom I entertain respect; but I

would deserve none myself, did I betray a secret that has
never been entrusted to me by the party most interested.”

11
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“You are right: the secret of another is sacred,

whether confided to, or discovered by us.”
“ Therefore have I no fear that you will urge me with

further questions, which I were not justified in an-

wering. What now have I said to sadden you ?”

“Am I saddened, amiable Olympia? True, I am.
Were I not, it would show that you were to me nothing

more than a chance companion, in whose society the

hours are expedited. But great as is the interest with
which you have inspired me, my alarm is, at times, equal

to it. You appear to breathe an atmosphere of happiness,

but every thing that has relation to you, seems ominous.

It is our disposition, to dread and suspect one who en-

velops himself in mystery, though that others shower
bounties upon him. The gold would be untouched, that

an invisible hand should place beside us. When you
tell me there are things it is forbidden you to speak
of, my thoughts incontinently fly to him who forbade.”

“Your fears might be excused, if caught from me,”
she replied. “For I am cognizant of that which you
are not

;
yet am I tranquil. What is enigmatical to you

in my position, is to me intelligible
; my vision is clear,

where your’s is necessarily obscure. When I affirm then,

that there is nothing to alarm, were it not well to re-

ceive my words in all confidence, and tranquillized, to

refrain irom further scrutiny?”
Lionardo, however dissatisfied, desisted.

Assuming a more cheerful air, and picking up the
volume of Petrarch, which she had left fall, he read from
the open page

:

‘ Di tempo in tempo mi si fa men dura
L’angelica figura, e’ I dolce riso,

E l’aiia del bel viso

E degl’ occhi leggiadri, meno oscura.”

And while, in animated discourse of poetry and music,
and his artistic reminiscences, he sought to give at once
expression and disguise to his feelings, (which a certain
instinct taught him not to clothe in their own words,)
the ‘dolce riso’ did not vanish from her countenance, and,
with eyes downcast and averted, and monosyllabic an-
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swers, and a perceptible timidity, not now for him, but of
him, she continued to listen.

At length, “ the sun has set, you must depart,” she
said, in a low voice, and arose from her seat.

“ By what authority is your freedom thus trammel ’d ?

What law immures you in this villa, debarring you even
the captive’s liberty, that of his prison? Is it a just one,

and submission to it a virtue ?”

“Hear,” said the recluse. “I was an orphan child,

homeless, unfriended, the slave of boors, the victim of
tyrannous ignorance, and ever oppressed, either by want
or cruelty. To the Count I owe not only my deliverance
from that state, but all that gives a charm to existence,

sympathies, education, and those solaces for which cul-

ture creates the need, and that reverence for the good,
elevated, and beautiful in life, which I am taught, and
willingly incline, to believe the veritable as it is the
universal religion of the heart. Is not then submission
to his will a duty ? prevention of it, a merit ? a duty
rendered more imperative by the restricted freedom
which makes difficult any other evidence of gratitude?

It is one, that far from counselling me to struggle with',

you will aid me to observe.”
“ But why this Asiatic jealousy ? Does the nightingale

owe its constant song of gratitude to him who encages
it?”

“ Yes, if he found it perishing on a barren cliff. Would
you teach me to doubt my benefactor ?”

Lionardo looked silently in her ingenuous face, and
then replied:

“ Never. But believe that the impulses of a virgin

heart are sometimes sacred, and that in seeing me, you
cannot wrong the Count, if his motives. You will not

shun me. You will continue to visit this spot, at this

hour of sunset.”
“ Go, go : linger not another moment.”
“ Hear but this,” and he took her hand.
“ Remain then,” she said, “ I hear footsteps : it is but

my welfare that is imperil’d.” Scarcely, ere he was
gone.
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He was perceived near the gates, and with many in-

vectives for his stupidity in losing the way through the

grounds, they closed behind him.
And here I feel inclined to indulge in a little special

pleading, and say a word or two for this hero of ours.

The notion is plausible, that no man ever fell in love
who could not help it ; but plausibility may err hi this,

and our friend be justified. He should know though,
that he has something else to do in this drama, and that

it is time he began to do it.

However, after a little consideration, the most reason-
able conclusion, seems this, namely : that he be left to

himself, free of interrogation and admonition, and to

me it be permitted, simply to call attention to this one
fact, that Lionardo’s conviction of her impending danger
has not been dissipated by the surprise wherewith she
heard, and the denial with which she met, his declara-
tion of it. For the care bestowed upon her education,
the solicitude manifested for her present happiness, the
pains taken to isolate her from the world, and the strict

incognito of the nobleman, her guardian, appeared,
when consideied together, to be irresistibly the results

and the proof of some insidious design. Her unsuspect-
ing faith in one, who, she confessed, was no relation,

and formerly, indeed, a stranger to her, and the acknow-
ledgment that her present station was a far different

One from that to which she was born, only confirmed
him. Other circumstances that are not apparent to us,

perhaps contributed to confirm him ; and his unaltera-
ble belief was, that Olympia would surely be the victim
of some noble miscreant, unless he himself delivered her
from his power.

That he would effect this, he now entertained no
doubt; and gave himself up to joy, just as if he had
effected it. Neither do I blame him; for if the joys of
imagination are delusive, most others are chimerical,
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CHAPTER IX.

Blood is that he thirsts for,

Not honorable wounds. Massinger.

The happy have their worlds within them, and ex-

ternal Nature, with her silvery horizons and azure con-

cave, her enamel’d meads and dusky hills, sheep-cotes

and populous man-folds, is to them but as a graceful

and shifting frame, and change of place is pleasurable,

not for the new point of view, from which to obtain an
outlook on the outer, but for the new light thus thrown
on their inner world, whereby they obtain novel con-

firmations of its amplitude and beauty. Each new per-

ception of their happiness, is as the first perception of it.

And, therefore, would Lionardo enjoy to quit for occa-

sional hours, the vicinage where his pleasant dreams
took their rise, and escape to the solitude of woods, or

to the hill-tops, or the river-side, or even to the village

square : their momentary mergence seemed to give

his thoughts a keener and more voluptuous conscious-

ness of the new world to which they belonged.
Sometime after the last-described interview, (now

among the first,) he was wanderingin the direction of
the Tiber, by early morn. Upon a bank that immediately
overlooked a small secluded dell and a diversified land-

scape beyond, limited only by the sea, he threw him-
self down, and long remained wrapt in his own thoughts,
or in the contemplation of the sunny scene.

The tramp of approaching horses was heard? and,
looking though the tangled shrubbery that fringed the
hank, he saw two riders enter the dell, one of whom in

rich attire, and of a haught, determined, though super-

11*
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cilious bearing, he recognised as Giuliano, prince of

Lastorta. The other, a robust youth, whose features

expressed a mingled recklessness and cunning, received

the insiruetions of the Prince, with a significant smile

and nod of assent, and entering an adjacent copse, was
lost to sight.

The nobleman paced his horse through the narrow
dingle, examining the ground, or listening as in ex-

pectation of some new comer. Finally, he dismounted,
attached his horse, and inspected his sword.

Again the tramp of a horse was audible, and in the

armed rider who directly appeared, Lionardo was not

surprised to recognize his brother, tie had rightly sur-

mised that one of those periodical combats was here

(to take place between him and his inveterate foe,

of which he had recently heard mention. Something
else he had surmised horn the circumstance that the

Prince had evidently stationed a concealed witness of a

duel, one of whose singular conditions was that it

should be unwitnessed. Accordingly, when his brother,

after having dismounted, drew his sword and advanced
in silence to the combat, he noiselessly sought a face of

the bank which was hidden by the thick foliage of

several massive trees, and descended to a position but

little removed from the combatants, though completely
from their observation.

The Prince possessed superior muscular strength and
vigor of limb to his opponent ; he had formerly not
only surpassed him in address and science, but during
many years had been considered without a rival. He
owed the preservation of his life to these advantages,
fur the Count in their three first meetings had attacked
him with all the fearlessness of despair, and all the

energy of hope. It was something to the Prince’s

honor that he had been contented to baffle and disarm
his antagonist. He was not then actuated by personal
animosiy. He had done the Count a deadly and in-

tolerable injury, not from any motive of malevolence,
hut simply as a necessary means to the gratification of
some over-ruling desire.

Their reciprocal positions were entirely changed.
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Their respective ways of life had matured the strength

of one, and wasted that of the other ; in dexterity and
skill the Count was at present more than a match for

the debauchee
;
and it was the latter who was now the

aggressor.

For a long time the Count sought no more than to

maintain his ground. He parried the rapid strokes of

the other
; he availed himself of no opportunities. The

Prince redoubled his impetuosity. Taking advantage of

a moment of inadvertence, he wounded the Count in his

shoulder, and compelled him to give way. The latter

seemed instantly to awake. He put forth his strength,

and exhibited all his science.

The Roman now rapidly fell back
;
his arm became

as paralyzed
;
his sword-blade flew to splinters against a

neighboring rock; uttering a loud, sharp cry as a signal

for assistance, he fell on one knee.

Liooardo engrossed by the changeful interest of the

conflict, was only re-called to a recollection of his bro-

ther’s danger by that exclamation. The more alert wit-

ness had responded to it, ere he could spring forward to

counteract the treachery. The miscreant, seizing with
one hand the sword-arm, had with the other struck a

poniard in the neck of the Count, when Lionardo, rush-

ing to the spot in time to hinder a repetition of the stroke,

hurled him backward, and terminated his infamous life

with a single thrust of his sword. The Count stagger-

ing under his wound, seemed with a glance to recognize

his brother, and the generosity of his interposition, and
fell insensible. The Prince was already mounted and
away.

Lionardo sought ineffectually to restore his brother.

A livid hue overspread his countenance, his pulse be-

came less perceptible, and in thick clots the blood man-
tled about his wound. He led the Count’s horse to the

spot ; lifted his brother carefully to the crupper of the

saddle, mounted behind him, and set off on a hard gal-

lop. In a few minutes he was at the house of a vintner

;

the assistance he reclaimed was cheerfully granted
;
and

having seen the sufferer placed on a bed, and received
the assurance of the family, that no effort should be
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spared to recall him to life, he proceeded, at the same
speed, to Rome for a physician.

An hour had not expired when he re-appeared with
the leech. Filippo had recovered from his insensibility,

though he still remained in partial unconsciousness,

speechless, and with half-closed inanimated eyes. In

variable hope and misgiving passed the day, till at the

sunset-hour, the physician declared the wound to be not

mortal, and the patient threatened only with a more or

less protracted convalescence.

The following day a conversation took place between
the brothers, which the Count commenced by detailing

to Lionardo the frequent regrets experienced for the

sacrifice so nobly made by the younger to his welfare, a
sacrifice which he could only repay by admiration of the

disinterestedness which prompted it ; the self-reproach

with which he sometimes remembered his unworthy
acceptance of it : his gratitude for the new evidence of

Lionardo’s affection ; and concluded by offering to resign

his country, his estate and paternal mansion, in a word,
mutually to change positions with him, and while the

younger should represent the hereditary dignities, to

seek elsewhere his home.
But the artist replied, that independently of all that

regarded the welfare of Filippo, he had no other than
reason to felicitate himself upon the step he had taken ;

and though he cared not to tell his haughtier brother

that rank, wealth and the inane respect which they com-
manded, had been to him as the dwellings of opulent

Syrians, within splendent with precious stones, varie-

gated marbles, and gilded ceilings, without, mere earth

and straw ; and that he owed to his expatriation his

only insight into nature and into his own character, with
all its undreamt-of resources ; he yet told him that he
valued his present unrestricted and unconditioned free-

dom too highly to call Sienna again his home, and to

exclude the world from him by accepting its titulary

honors.

He asked the Count if he still entertained the same
dread of evil influence in his vicinity. Filippo confessed
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that with all his wish to domptjthis fear, so strong was
his belief in the truth of RroscTprophecies, and so great

the stake which he trembled to see in any moment
dashed to earth, it still was dominant within him.
“ You smile, my brother, at the force of this supersti-

tion, but since you slight not the welfare of my life

which is anchored to what you thus name, I will not

defend it from your scepticism.”

He expressed his intention of remaining under the

hospitable roof of the vintner till sufficiently restoredo

be, without danger, removed
; consented, nay, entreated,

that Lionardo should meanwhile continue with him ;

and declared his intention to return to Sienna, and thus

to obviate the necessity of the younger’s quitting Rome.
As long as there seemed a possibility of relapse, Lion-

ardo did not quit his brother’s side, attending with assi-

duity to his wants, or enlivening the tedium or suffering

of the slow hours by the narration of his adventures

during their long separation.

On the third day, the physician omitted his visit.

Discontented and exigent as most patients, the Count
complained until Lionardo thought it advisable to ride

to Rome for the negligent leech.
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CHAPTER X.

The most elevated sensation of music arises from a confused

perception of ideal or visionary beauty, sufficiently distinct to

fire the imagination, but not clear enough to become an object of

knowledge’ Usher.

First, a very excellent good-conceited thing
;
after, a wonder

fill sweet airfjwith admirable rich words to it. Shakspeare.

When within the gates, Lionardo avoided the more
public avenues on his way to the residence of the sur-

geon, which lay on the northern side of the Tiber, he
was loth to encounter any of his former acquaintances,

and to answer any questions respecting his absence.

Attached to the surgeon’s house was a vineyard that

descended to the water’s edge. Arrived at the place of

his destination, and finding no one in the house, the

artist passed through it, and entered the vigna. This,

too, was deserted, but from a small pleasure-house down
by the water-side, he heard strains of concerted music,

and approached.

He entered, unperceived by the musicians, who, heart

and soul, were engaged in their avocation ; and he stood

some time contemplating them.
Seated at the harpsichord was the physician’s fair

daughter, Clarice ; at a little distance sat Francesco
Penni, languishingly gazing at her, (unluckily for him,
he had no ear for music) ; the physician was playing on
the comet (that instrument whose dulcet notes merited

for it Benvenuto Cellini’s praise oflascivissimo cornetto)

;

Father Tommaso had the flute (padre Tommaso’s figure

was short and one-sided, his arms of a quite superfluous

length, his face notoriously the ugliest in Rome, if the

most misshapen and incongruous features may not be
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redeemed by such a frolic, well-wish-ingnature, as looked

out from his) ; and a handsome youth by the name of

Gregorio Allegri, performed on the violin, and directed

the general execution of the piece which was of his

own composition.

Lionardo looked on and listened, quite unobserved ;

for his only fellow-auditor, Francesco, was too much ab-

sorbed in admiration of Clarice’s countenance to notice

the arrival of another. He remembered now that Fran-

cesco had once imparted to him the secret of his love

for some daughter of a surgeon ; his unhappy love
;
for

though the pretty Clarice avowed a reciprocity,
fl
the

obnoxious parent had a prepossession of his own, which
entirely frustrated the painter’s hopes. II signor medico
was a fanatic in music, and considered every other pro-

fession, even his own, and every other occupation to be

of insignificant regard, in comparison with the pursuit of

this divine art. What is remarkable, while enjoying

extensive renown for his chirurgical science, he was
almost without aptitude for music ; a fact, however, that

he would by no means allow, and always rebutted and
spurned as an atrocious calumny. His daughter had re-

ceived a good musical education, and he was resolute,

as he often declared, to marry her only with one whose
attainments compared with her’s. Now Francesco was
without an ear and without a taste

;
and all his merits,

and all his love, and all the entreaties of the daughter,

weighed no grain against the surgeon’s stubborn deter-

mination.

The painter had this day, to judge from appearances,

committed an imprudence, whose results promised to

render his chance, poor as it was, still more dubious.

Thinking to ingratiate himself with the obstinate pa-

rent, by flattering his monomania, he had brought to

his house the young Allegri, already noted for his mu-
sical genius ; but the exhibition of his talents produced
such a wonderful effect, so strong and evident a sympa-
thy sprung up immediately between the two enthusiasts,

the physician testified so unrestricted an admiration for

the accomplishments of his friend, that Francesco began
to be alarmed. Besides, Clarice seemed to smile with
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exceeding and unnecessary graciousness upon the vio-

linist : and it needed not many of those smiles to inspire

him with a jealousy quite as uncomfortable as his hope-
less love.

Meanwhile, the sonata was concluded. The physician

applauded the merit of the composition, and compla-
cently his own performance ;• Allegri applauded the

daughter ; and the padre applauded all.

The sight of Lionardo somewhat abated the enthu-

siasm of the cornetist, reminding him as it did of his

patient, and suggesting the necessity of sacrificing some
of these happy moments to the exigencies of his pro-

fession. During the last four hours, he had been ob-

livious of everything in life, except the voluptuous

sounds of his instrument ; and even had he remembered
the wounded Filippo, he would probably have been in-

capable of tearing himself away from so rare a concert.

He welcomed Lionardo, nevertheless ; testified some
confusion and regret for his omission

;
and moved hastily

about as thpugh designing to start without delay. But
how unfortunate ! his mule had been stricken that morn-
ing with sudden lameness

; and it was already past

vespers, and to be back before the closing of the gates,

he must make great speed. Lionardo obviated these

difficulties by placing his own horse at his disposition,

and asked permission to remain meanwhile, and hear
Clarice’s sweet voice, and Allegri’s violin.

So the reluctant physician, after bidding the padre
exercise a proper vigilance, by which he meant to keep
Francesco as much apart from his daughter as possible,

hurried away, and soon the trampling of his horse’s

hoofs was heard diminishing in the distance.

In what manner father Tommaso was obedient to

his charge, soon appeared when he proposed a duet
between Allegri and himself on the harpsichord* and
flute, and thus gave Clarice an opportunity to con-

verse with Francesco. She did not, however, avail

herself of it, but as if quite unconscious of her lover’s

* The Gravicembalo. The name of harpsicord is usually ap.

propriated lo the more modern instrument.
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torment, responded to Leonardo’s earlier proposition,

and offered to sing an air of Nanini’s. It was a beau-

tiful composition, and she sang it charmingly : Leon-
ardo was not less delighted with Allegri, who accom-
panied her on the violin, and substituted some extem-
porary passages for those of the composer, of whom he
was the pupil, but already the superior.

Upon its conclusion, he expressed his thanks and en-

tered into conversation with the musician and padre

;

and Clarice at length joined her desponding lover, and
stepping out with him upon a balcony that overhung
the Tiber, they were soon absorbed in a pleasant inter-

change of thought.
Perceiving by his remarks that Lionardo was not

without a fine appreciation of the beautiful in his art,

Allegri took once more the violin in his hands.

The motetto that he now played was one of those
sublime inspirations that he afterwards employed in

his wonderful Miserere, that masterpiece whose sway
over the deep, voiceless thoughts of the human mind,
is a spell as unchanging, as imperishable as those
thoughts themselves.

Sacred in my memory is the hour I heard it ; sacred

those oft-recurring moments when, as now, its divine

strains have come back upon my inner sense, awaken-
ing that emotion, profound, blissful, melancholy, for

which we have no words.
And as he played that strain, which seemed the

miraculous utterance of thoughts, the inability to ex-

press which hath been the torture of many, the most
gifted in every generation, the very perception of which
belongs not to the mass of men, he heard, no doubt, in.

imagination, all the harmony of its essential yet un-
created parts, for tears stood in his eyes.

And as, when the string of a lute is strongly touched,
the corresponding string of another, tuned in concert,

will vibrate without any other impulse, so the mind
of Lionardo seemed to vibrate with that emotion which
stirred the mind of Allegri. He heard not only that

wondrous melody, but he had, like the musician, a
dim perception of (he fitting havmonv which it. sug-

ra
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gested, ami he was hardly less overcome by that weird
inspiration.

It was one of those mystic moments in which we
feel that the material world, with all its glories, is one
degree more removed from divinity than our own im-
mortal mind.

Father Tommaso, in recognizing Lionardo, had re-

membered that he owed to him the story of Count
Filippo’s youthful adventure. He had been hindered
from attending Messer Rossi’s supper, for which oc-

casion it was promised. Now that all were exhausted
by their musical performances, and some repose ne-

cessary to prepare for a renewal upon the physician’s

return, how could the interval of his absence be better

passed than in hearing that narrative ? For the padre,

as all his acquaintances well knew, never lost an op-

portunity of telling one of his long stories, of which
he had notoriously the greatest fund of any padre in

Rome.
Allegri and the artist consented, and went out with

him upon the balcony, and seated themselves in a part

remote from that where the lovers were watching the

ascending night and emerging stars, and prepared to

hear the narrative.

Lionardo had some slight hesitation about the pro-

priety of hearing from another the account of his bro-

ther’s youthful misfortunes. But he reflected that it

could "be no secret, and must at one time have had
some publicity to come to the monk’s knowledge, so

be banished his scruples, and lent an attentive ear.

Repudiating the padre’s words and style and pro-

lixity and philosophical observations, I will suppose

your permission to substitute my own.
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I.

Industry, successful traffic, and the grant of certain

pontifical privileges had gradually lifted a Roman of

the name of Alviani from poverty and obscurity, to

opulence and that consideration it seldom fails to

command. The peculiarities of his character are no
better worth our scrutiny than those of the majority

of men, and we will merely do him the honor to

mention that the lady whom he married in the early

part of his career, did more by tire example of su-

perior refinement to remove from his manners their

original taint of vulgarity, and to vanquish the con-

tractedness of his illiberal sentiments, than even his

ambition to live in a higher than his native sphere,

could have effected.

To this last motive was due the encouragement
which he afforded to the arts, his donations to con-

spicuous institutions, and frequent largesses to the

poor. Though sufficiently evident to all that the

wealthy tradesman only sought by these means to ele-

vate himself to a station from which the place of his

plebeian birth should be undistinguishable, yet did the
illustrious families of Rome by no means disdain

to reciprocate his advances, and meet him on terms
of social intercourse. His halls might be designated
as the limits or neutral ground of the different grades

:

where nobility and bourgeoisie could come and look
upon each other.—It must be remembered, however,
that there has never been in lower Italy any great
separation or distinction of the castes ;

certainly, not
the antagonism of the feudal Rorth.
But not all the products of Asian looms, the curi-
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osities of Hindostan, choice works of the tine arts,

nor his sumptuous banquets, imparted such attractions

to those halls, as the beauty of his youthful and
only daughter, Lucrezia. Long ere she was visible to

the eyes of men, her fame had spread; and when she
emerged from her obscurity and mingled in the world,
her fascinations became the universal theme.

Count Filippo de’ Buonsignori arriving in Rome
about this period, grew desirous of seeing the sub-
ject of such flattering discourse, and had naturally no
difficulty in gratifying his desire. In the prime of
youth, already the possessor of one of the noblest
names of Sienna, he was of course welcomed with
cordiality by the aspiring Alviani, who, in his se-

nility, relied upon his daughter to accomplish what
he had not himself been able to effect, and by an
illustrious marriage to raise his family to titular

honors.

Fillippo found that she merited the encomiums lav-

ished upon her; but, as he had half surmised, and
as is almost universally the case where a woman is

much celebrated for her attractions, these consisted
more in the charm of her manner, than in any abso-

lutely unrivalled perfection of feature and form. She
was more than pretty, however : her eyes you might
study forever, they had such a variety of beauti-
ful expression ; and she had too, an exquisitely^ formed
mouth, and lips such as induce little temporary fits of
madness in those who are near them. The delicate

flattery of a singular confidingness, an ingenuousness
which you were willing to think the meed of your
own particular deserts, were what won you. She
had all the arts of coquetry without its heinousness.

It was thus that Filippo, the vain Filippo was
won, and the influence of his inordinate self-love, dis-

sipated. Within a few weeks after his first glimpse
of Lucrezia, he was singularly changed, and had be-

gun to believe that there was something in him of
more worth than the noble blood for which he had
chiefly demanded consideration. The naive Lucrezia
showed not the slightest deference for his rank, and
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pleased herself in eliciting and approving those qual-

ities of the mind, of which the one she would love

might justly be proud.

He only became impassioned when doubtful of suc-

cess ;
it was only then he won her heart.

Filippo was at the age of which eagerness to live,

to know life and all the delights and mysteries that

olir imaginations set around it, is the prominent char-

acteristic. For a long time he avoided questioning

himself about the nature of those feelings which found

their aliment in the society of Lucrezia, or to ask
whither they tended

;
but he at length found a mo-

ment in which he could put them aside and view them
critically, and appreciate their necessary results. To
resign himself altogether to their guidance, to re-

nounce the future which his vagrant fancy had
pictured so joyous, and to make Lucrezia the goal of

his hopes, a goal so easily attainable, seemed now a
course in the highest degree injurious to himself, un-

just to those unexpanded capabilities of enjoyment of
which he felt conscious. Was it for this he had come
to Rome? Was the pleasure that courted him on
every side, and shone upon him from the flowery
tracts of his riant future, to be rejected for this brief,

decisive destiny ? Strange, the more his admiration
for her increased, the oftener did such reflections array

themselves before him, until he finally determined to

ascertain the real strength or feebleness of his at-

tachment by a sure experiment. He resolved to avoid,

for a while, her society. Youth, you may have heard
say, has its egotism as well as manhood.
The date of our episode is in the famous or infa- If ? i

mous reign of Alexander VI. The growing corrup- /&'<j

tion of the court oT the "Borgias had penetrated with
its pestilential influence, to almost every grade of so-

ciety, though chiefly conspicuous in the class of nobles.

The younger scions of this body placed no limits,

and no screen, to their profligacy, and the adventure
which demanded the greatest hardihood, was the -one

upon which they entered with most alacrity.

Several of them had courted the acquaintance of

l^joKaU '

j£f§3- If'Lo.
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Filippo upon his arrival at Rome ; but whether from
disinclination, or the dissuasions of Lucrezia, he had
scrupulously shunned their society. With one excep-
tion, the young Giuliano, Prince of Lastorta. Him
he had extricated one dark night from the Tiber,

whither he was led by chance just as the Prince,

who was about engaging in some midnight frolic, was
overturned in his boat. This was one of the most
dissolute and lawless of that set who owned Csesar

Borgia for their model and their leader, and he testi-

fied his gratitude to Filippo by repeated endeavors to

entice him to their revels, and make him a partner in

their adventures. In spite of his manner of life and
the bad repute in which he was held by many, by the
Alvianis for instance, the Count fancied that he could

discover in him the existence of generous impulses
and a certain native nobleness of mind.
He now sought him out and was greeted by every

demonstration of cordiality. Giuliano solicited his

company to a banquet to be given by him that eve-

ning ; he would meet a party of young noblemen, all

eager for his acquaintance and rejoicing in his acces-

sion to their number. Filippo consented, and was
present at the appointed hour.

His first impressions were favorable. He could not
help comparing the ease, the dignity, the air of high
refinement that reigned in this saloon, the atmosphere
of Which seemed native to him, and the more delight-

ful after his recent desuetude, with the exceeding
familiarity and want of polish occasionally perceptible

in Alviani’s reunions. He was flattered and agree-

ably prepossessed by the warmth and unanimity of the

welcome which he received. Accordingly he exerted

himself to sustain and merit the good feelings which
they testified : he was successful.

From nature he had received almost every advan-
tage; to cultivation he owed but few, the most no-

table of which was a remarkably fine address. In

the flush of youth, full of joy and fearlessness and
lovingness, in his manner he was at once frank and
affectionate ; and while sufficiently self-possessed, he
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seemed to be giving expression to every impulse ol

the moment. He was one to get the reputation of

generosity, merely from his manner : it is unfortunate

that such usually consider it superfluous to deserve it

in any other way.
So, on the present occasion, every body was

charmed with him ; and when, at an advanced hour
of the evening, they sat down to a voluptuous repast,

he was already regarded as one of them.
The tone of dignity and propriety which had

pleased him on his arrival, gradually disappeared ; but
so insensibly and so contemporaneously with his own
fastidiousness and correctness of judgment, that he
did not in the least observe the change ; insomuch that

the conversation had assumed a character which would
not ill have befitted an assemblage of outlaws, without
his being greatly shocked. Moreover any surprise

that he may have felt a single moment at its immor-
ality, he hastily repressed, attributing it to an undue
effeminacy caught from the secluded and restricted

way of life which he had lately led in Rome.
Exploits were related, conspicuous not more by their

lawlessness than by the courage manifested in them.
One especially impressed itself upon the mind of the
Count; it was the following:

An old jeweller, named Baldassar, who resided in the
Via Giulia, was reputed to possess vast wealth, and
was notorious for his avarice. His shop or banco, was
one of the meanest, and, in truth, the business he osten-

sibly followed, was merely specious : his treasures he
employed in usurious transactions. He lived utterly

alone, in his old house, admitting none to his privacy :

and forth he seldom ventured, on account of the mis-
chievous pranks which the pestilent youth of the neigh-
borhood invariably attempted to play upon him. Con-
stantly was there some anecdote circulating, respecting
the mysteries of his domestic economy, and the means
by which he would procure victuals, without taking
from his hoard

; as for his doublet and cape, the tradi-

tion of their date was lost.

He had ever been a source of diversion to the young
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cavaliers; they would banter and mysticize him, and
torment him, so long as they were in no need of

supplies
;
but when reduced to ask his favor and assist-

ance, the usurer was enabled to take his revenge with
a high hand.

One day the idea was conceived, suggested, and joy-

fully embraced, that they should attempt to recover

from the old miser some of the enormous sums which
he had taken from them, under the name of interest on
loans, and in this manner they proceeded to carry the

proposition into effect.

To the banco of old Baldassar they caused some wine
to be brought one evening, just at dusk. Though
habitually sober, yet, as he never could find in his heart

to refuse any thing which was gratuitous, it needed not
much to induce him to drink of it. An opiate, power-
ful enough to make him sleep heavily and uninter-

ruptedly till the next morning, had previously been in-

fused. In the middle of the night they returned, and
using every precaution, introduced themselves into a
small court behind the house, planted scaling ladders,

and made a successful entrance through a trap door in

the roof. They rummaged the old building from top

to bottom, but for a long time their search was unavail-

ing. At last they discovered a considerable treasure

under the eaves ; removing a portion of it, they with-
drew in the same manner, and, in great glee at their

complete success, retired to their several homes.
The next morning, they re-assembled ; made it a

point of conscience to divide the money among the poor;

and during the entire day, made visits to Baldassar,
whose indepicturable rage amused them vastly.

Three times in as many months, they had repeated
this achievement, with perfect impunity, and freedom
from suspicion, always distributing the money in charity,

and never omitting to worry the old miser with their

jests, or professions of condolence, till his choler became
absolutely ungovernable. Some even bore his petitions

for redress to the captain of the bargello; but when the
officers came with a posse to examine the scene
of these occult depredations, so far from permitting
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them to enter, old Baldassar closed the shop door in

their faces, clamorously denying that he had ever been
robbed. What could such a wretched old starveling

as himself have to lose ?

This adventure, as it tvas called, narrated' with
infinite zest and some humor, by one of the party, in-

terested Filippo not a little, and when they declared

their purpose of repeating the exploit in the course of a
few days, he willingly consented lo make one of the

number.
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II.

Giuliano now left the Count no moment to himself,

but hurried him into every scene of gay dissipation,

until the novice seemed not less an adept than himself
in this life, whose seductions, invested with the charm
of novelty, are so difficult for a young mind to resist.

Even when the charm is gone, custom and enervation
render them powerful tyrants, and they who confess

satiety, are oiten as assiduous as others in their pursuit.

In hours of revelry, Filippo could now recount with
complacency, and with the acclamations of his com-
panions, his recent triumphs and successes.

Lucrezia no longer came abroad, and it was rumored
that ill health confined her to her chamber. The motive
suggested by his associates, though flattering to his

vanity, Filippo at first repugned, and it was some time
ere he could bring himself to exchange jests concerning
her, with other than a bad grace. But the stages of
moral corruption, either in man or woman, are of rapid
succession.

Arrived the day for which had been fixed the next
diminulion of the miser’s hoard. Filippo had more than
once visited the shop with his new friends, and been ex-

ceedingly diverted by the oddity of the old man’s appear-
ance and demeanor. Humble and courteous in the out-

set, his wrath would be gradually inflamed by their

sportive allusions to his wealth, and confidential en-

quiries respecting the secret places of his coffers ; and
invariably he finished by driving them away with volleys

of abusive language.
They no longer had recourse to sleep-draughts, but

confided in their knowledge of the premises, and the
caution which they adopted in their movements.
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At the appointed hour* all things favoring, they
ascended to the jeweller’s roof, and soon were engaged
in ransacking the loft in search of the well-secreted

money bags. With their dark lanterns they groped for

a long time, but still in vain, and were at length sur-

prised by the sudden apparition of old Baldassar through
an unsuspected trap-door. At sight of the horror which
his countenance exhibited, they burst into a fit of laugh-
ter, but, not the less, made greatest haste to withdraw.
He rushed wildly among them, praying, cursing, and
screaming for assistance, in the same breath, and Filippo
being one of the last to escape, he laid a desperate hold
upon him. The Count finding it impossible to shake
him off, drew his sword for the purpose of intimidating
him, when, with a sudden cry, old Baldassar fell to the

floor.

By the lime that Filippo had groped his way to the
roof, all his comrades were gone. He made haste down
to the street. At the first corner he was encountered
by sundry officers of the bargello, hurrying to the scene
of the uproar Perceiving him with a drawn sword in

his hand, they took him without hesitation into custody,
and made him return with them to the house. The
old miser was found dying in his garret, from a stab in-

flicted in the side. Filippo was placed in confinement.
The moment was favorable for reflection. As you

may believe, he seriously regretted having been engaged
in this unfortunate adventure; and when his imagination
represented to him how difficult it might prove to make
manifest his guiltlessness of the murder, he conscien-
tiously cursed himself for his late follies.

The more ominous the present, the more culpable
appeared the past. As true is it that the conscience of
the worst man will slumber through prosperity, as that
your least-burthened one will be wakeful in the first

adverse moment.
He remembered now, Lucrezia ; remembered the

many delightful, the many rational hours passed in her
society

;
and then with compunction thought upon the

miserable barter he had made of her affections for noisy
revelry and inane voluptuousness. How admirably
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would he employ the first moments of his liberation i

He would hasten to the presence of Lucrezia ; would
confess without extenuation his recent foibles

; his crime
towards her and himself in sacrificing her society and
her friendship, for the companionship of a band so law-
less, so depraved; acknowledge his fervent regret, and
entreat absolution for all his misconduct. Should he
not obtain it, at least would he merit it by a new course
of life.

But could he hope for liberation ?

It was not, however, distant. A nobleman, one too

so generous, with such influential, and at the same
time such liberal friends, could never be guilty of the

murder of an old miser. And what proofs were there ?

So, the following day, his sword was restored to the

Count, he was placed at liberty, and the officers ofjus-

tice congratulated themselves upon the lucrative occur-

rence.
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III.

The first genuine grief that befals the heart is the

heaviest tube borne. The heart is only to be broken by
a first grief. It is hardened by its cicatrices.

But when that first sorrow is one of the direst in the

category, and the heart where it falls, that of a joyous
maiden, who shall tell the bitterness of the conflict ?

The love of woman is something no longer apochry-
phal; well attested, undeniable instances are recorded

;

you are indeed skeptical, if you resist their evidence.

Many who could find no other fault in Lucrezia, had
stigmatized her as susceptible only of fleeting impres-
sions. To few reproaches, by-the-by, a woman is more
keenly alive ; especially, the one who deserves it. But
in this case, they who uttered it only gave utterance to

their disappointed feelings.

Her nature asserted its calumniated dignity, and her
heart kindled with its divine spark, in the days when
Filippo addressed her. She perhaps, discovered in him
many more admirable things than we have done ; and
site loved him.
She was a stern moralist. At her age it is a fault.

A girl must have thought about vice, to hate it, and she
should only think of virtue. Certainly, there is enough
in the world for her to admire, without beginning
already to detest.

The profligacy of the Roman youth was abhorrent to

her. She regarded with a sweeping odium that class
which recognised in a Borgia its prototype ; and that
Filippo avoided its contact, was not so much a virtue
in him, as an abstience from crime.

Think, then, what must have been her astonishment,
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her bewilderment, her grief, tvhen Filippo, in the
r
very

day that he had articulated those fondest words that

drop from tremulous lips, in the very day that she had
first entertained a perfect confidence in his affections,

abruptly abandoned her, and joined that lawless troop
that he had heard her reprobate.

Wide enough was the void that his absence created ;

but when by daily intelligence the fact was confirmed
of his having displaced for vile pursuits, his sworn love

for her, the sense of existence became one of insupport-

able unhappiness. Each vital throb, was a throb of

sorrow
; and there was nothing but hope for it.

She could not cease to hope, for she could not cease
to remember. There were moments when an inner

voice would plead in extenuation of his glaring apos-

tacy, and his incredible misconduct. His noble nature
must repugn, and finally revolt from the courses into

which his imagination had seduced him. Those pas-

sionate speeches which were there, indelible, in her
memory,—he could not have uttered them in insincerity

;

to no such enormity could man’s deceit attain. Some
day he would recall them, and start back from the new
path into which he had so inconsiderately flung him-
self.

But of this soothing unction she was soon deprived.

On the morning subsequent to the assassination of

Baldassar, Alviani entered and communicated that

piece of news, and the circumstances which had come
to his knowledge

;
the burglary, namely, committed

by the young nobles, one of whom was Filippo, and
the suspicion of homicide which had caused the Count’s
arrest.

Alviani, having seen with great pleasure and fond

anticipations the growing intimacy between his daugh-
ter and Filippo, had experienced an extreme disappoint-

ment at its sudden disruption. But the sight of his

daughter’s melancholy caused him a chagrin almost as

great as his disappointment, and with admirable judg-

ment he thought now to cure her, by this intelligence

of the Count’s nefarious conduct, and of his dishonor.

She was crushed by it to the earth ; and only re-
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covered from that swoon to relapse into a dangerous
illness, which during several weeks kept her friends in

an intense state of alarm.
But a crisis took place, and a speedy restoration

ensued.

With life, she recovered her serenity
;
maidenly pride

aided her to dompt the love which had so mastered her ;

and though she might refuse ever to entertain again the

dream of happiness which she had once hoped to

realize, yet she trustfully believed that time would re-

move altogether the stings from memory.
Her parents adopted every precaution which could

favor her convalescence ; his name never passed their

lips
; his messages never passed their doors ; his visits

during her malady, as they had been declined, were
concealed.

Alviani celebrated the recovery of his daughter, by a
brilliant fete given at his splendid mansion in Borgo
Nuovo.

Already had much of the evening passed away, with-
out the occurrence of anything to mar the general
festivity, when a new guest appeared at the door of

the principal saloon. It was Filippo. Availing him-
self of a moment when Lucrezia was unengaged in

dancing or conversation, lie advanced toward her. She
repressed the utterance of her astonishment, and re-

garded him with a look of the most withering indif-

ference, one excellently calculated to deter him from
addressing her.

Not many things are more disagreeable to encounter,

than a glance in which scorn disdains to manifest itself,

in which every expression is subdued by a cold, haught,
disregard.

He, nevertheless, with a countenance and a voice
eloquent of sorrow, and of a something between con-
trition and hope, accosted her, and entreated permission
to remain her guest ; he fell a confidence in his ability

to remove, by certain explanations, the feelings of
disdain which it was too evident she entertained ;

and

—

But she had ceased to listen. With a manner in-

dicative ol not the faintest sense of his presence, she
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turned from him, and joined a group at a little distance,

and mingled in other conversation.

Indignation, the greater from the equivocal position

in which this step had placed him, at once animated
him ; and he was only hesitating about what particular

act of madness he would commit on the spot, when
Alviani approached, evidently struggling between the

impulses of a scarce-repressible ire and a due sense of

civility, signified to him the little pleasure which his

visit afforded, and urbanely invited him to withdraw.
The Count controlled, for a moment, his exaspera-

tion, and obeyed the polite suggestion without further

parley.
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IV.

It was not a very tranquil night that Filippo passed.

Infuriated to the last degree, he gave his mind up to a

thousand conflicting emotions, successively to a thou-

sand projects. The sight of Lucrezia, even lovelier

than he had remembered her, had aroused in him a
passion more violent, more incontrollable, than any he
ever felt. In spite, probably in consequence, of the

intolerable affront offered him, she had at once as-

sumed a value in his eyes for which life could show
him no equivalent. To obtain possession of her he
would gladly now hazard his life, and to appease the

powerful vibrations of love and revenge, he swore that

she should be his.

Giuliano and his companions soon called upon him
with expressions of sympathy. They aggravated his

rage, by accounts of the publicity which his im-
prudent procedure, and the insolent behavior of the

merchant had obtained. They incited him by every

possible argument to seek redress, and proffered all

their aid in the prosecution of it.

But not yet was the moment come to consummate
the scheme which they had contrived among them, of

which he was to be at once the instrument and victim:

and in the meantime, they purposed preparing him for

it by dragging him back into that career of waste and
folly from which he had of late been a truant. From
this he was not averse ; the passions which chafed his

solitude he hoped to drown in the whirl and tumult of a

life of dissipation.

His thoughts, however, never abandoned Lucrezia,
and he omitted no opportunity to stimulate his love

13*
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and his wrath by the sight of her. To obtain a clan-

destine vision of her lithe, graceful form, he dared every
hazard

;
and a variety of schemes presented themselves

to his mind, whose seductions he had scarce strength

to resist.

His associates employed all means to vitiate and
degrade from its purity the love which he respired for

her, repeating before him observations said to have
dropped from her lips, injurious in the extreme to his

character, and galling to his pride.

Now, when she came abroad, he perceived that a
stranger invariably accompanied her, and soon he learn-

ed that there was plighted faith between them. Fi-

nally, he heard that the marriage-day was fixed, and at

hand.
It was time.
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V.

Lucrezia found it less difficult lo cancel the recol-

lection of her disappoitment than she anticipated. She
was one with sufficient strength of mind to withhold the

tribute of her affections from an object that had ceased
wholly to merit her esteem. It frequently happens that

we learn to slight and to doubt a passion which we
have conquered, and what was really first and most
ardent love, memory treats as a delusion and a cheat of

he youthful imagination.

To a virtuous mind the execution of a self-imposed

duty is a grateful task, and it contributed to her self-

respect that she could obliterate from her mind every

remembrance of Filippo.

The successful suitor was an amiable and gallant

cavalier, brave, modest and devoted to her. His was
not the fascination of manner which distinguished the

Count, and of this she would now have been distrust-

ful. His love was profound and not demonstrative, and
this pleased her. Finding that there was nothing un-

congenial in their dispositions, she consented to become
his bride.

Alviani had discovered during his daughter’s illness,

that his love for her was stronger even than his am-
bition: he renounced, with a sigh, his extravagant
hopes, and gave his daughter to Gherardo.

It was the first month of summer, a period which
the banker was accustomed to pass upon an estate in

the vicinity of Preneste. It was a delightful locality,

and here the days seemed to Lucrezia woven into a
gentle dream, undisturbed by the phantasmagoria that

usually disfigure the scene of life. Morning and even-
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ing found her in a state of sweet contentment, prefera-

able even to the charmed state of hope
;
for imagina-

tion, like a crafty usurer, makes you pay too dearly for

favors that it first tempts you to accept by its facility.

To stray in beautiful gardens where the zephers have
only to do with the aroma of citron and myrtle and
the fragrance of superb flower-beds, where from an
occasional elevation you may see a pleasant landscape

stretching away to the pale cerulean of the horizon,

the embrowned Appenines standing about, which,

“ At night’s approach, bring down th’ unclouded sky
To rest upon their circumambient walls,”

and then the charm which May weather in these climes
scatters over all objects,' and all these things enhanced
by the presence of one whose sympathies you are sure

of, might well lull the mind to forgetfulness of all its

cares. Such a state of tranquil happiness is so rare,

that most of mankind forget that they have any right

to it.

The moonlight rambles, too, when the frequent
pauses of their conversation were filled by such orches-

tral symphonies as the caroling of birds, the whisper-
ings of the night-breeze, and the uniform play of foun-

tains. Alas ! that the season of happiness be so inex-

orably transient ! Alas, that this lament should be as

old as Time, and as new as eternity ! What, but a
drop in the cup of earthly experiences, is our portion
of felicity ? Heaven’s messengers remain but a day,
then spread their gorgeous wings for the home-flight.
1 he bound of their accustomed walks was a gentle

knoll crowned by a clump of those beautiful pines

which adorn the campagna of Rome, and commanding
a prolonged vista down the plain.

One evening, as they approached this mound, they
simultaneously perceived an individual, enveloped in a

dark cloak, emerge from the shadow of the trees, and
slowly retreat as they advanced. Gherardo called to

him ; being unanswered, he quitted his companion and
pursued. On arriving at the postern, in which direction

the unknown had fled, he could discover nothing of
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him, and directly the tramp of a horse admonished
him of his escape. Lucrezia dissuaded him from con-
tinuing the pursuit, and hey returned to the house. It

was undoubtedly a bancit.

During several days they limited their rambles to the

immediate neighborhood of the mansion ; but, too
happy to entertain long the intrusive dictates of fear,

they resumed their security and their former walks.
They stood now on the summit of that gentle knoll

;

the young moon was declining in the starry west, and
the breeze that had come up from the ocean was mu-
sical in the waving Lratches above them ; her admirable
form was enclasped by his right arm, and in low tones
they communicated their happy thoughts.

Suddenly, a rude land separated them, and in an
instant Lucrezia disappeared, borne olf in the arms of
a stranger. Gherarda found himself surrounded by a
number of masks, against whom his struggles were of
little avail, unproviied, as he’ was, with a weapon.
Nevertheless, he uttered cries of alarm, and with
maniacal efforts sought to extricate himself from their

grasp. But he was netessarily soon overpowered ; a
violent blow deprived him of his senses, and he was
left to bleed or miserably to revive upon the moonlit
turf.
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VI.

In the heart of a small but dense wood, stood a
building whose massive, dark walls, here and there in

a state of dilapidation, denoted i s feudal origin. From
the remains which still w'ere sufered to strew the ad-

jacent ground, it was evident that here a large castle

once reared its battlements, of which the existing tene-

ment was but a vestige. The tare of this, and the

charge of some vineyards and olive plantations in the
neighborhood, were confided to an attendant who lived

here in perfect solitude, and who now, as the sun sank
behind the tree tops, was pacing 3 small modern por-

tico before the house, in apparent expectation of some
arrival.

Presently a small band of equestrians emerged from
the wood, urging their jaded steeds to the house. Be-
tween the proprietor of this lodge, Prince G-iuliano,

and Count Filippo, rode the lady Lucrezia, pallid,

disheveled, and bowed down with dejection and despair.

The rest consisted merely of the Prince’s retinue.

Filippo was the first to alight, and to offer her his

aid. She dismounted mechanically, as it were ;
her

senses seemed dulled by an overpowering stupor. But
as they motioned to her to enter, she started, gazed
wildly about her, uttered a frantic but feeble shriek,

and cast herself prostrate on the pavement. The at-

tendants lifted her, and bore her to an inner apartment

;

refreshments were brought, and she was left alone.

A banquet was commanded, and in the interval Giu-
liano sought repose after the fatigue of the journey.

Filippo, whose feelings were of such intensity as to
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render physical activity a necessity, strode up and
down the vacant halls. The gorgeous and luxurious

furniture of these, offered a striking contrast with the

rude and forbidding exterior of this abode; and the

Count rightly surmised that they had been the well-

chosen scene of many secret amours of Giuliano.

Of him he had become suspicious. What interest

had prompted him to such earnest participation in this

adventure? Why had he insisted upon bearing them
personal company hither? True, he avowed the pur-

pose to continue his route the following day to Perugia ;

but what could motive the exultation, the almost fero-

cious joy visible this day in his countenance.

But other thoughts soon banished these, and he
counted the hours as they tardily revolved, till at

length Giuliano re-appeared, and the repast was
served.

Lucrezia obeyed the invitation to appear at table.

Mute, wan and motionless, save when a slight tremor
ran through her frame, her hair in disorder, her dress

stained with travel, with a listless gaze that roamed
from one to the other of her companions, and followed
their every movement, she sat there, an object to scare

festivity from the breast of any but a confirmed de-

bauchee. The ghastly skeleton that sat at table with
the old Egyptians, was not more effectual.

“ I believe she hath lost her senses,” said Giuliano,
“ she partakes of nothing, though after this long fast,

she should be, like myself, nigh famished. Eat, fair

lady, I beseech you. Fear no harm; none is designed.

Eat of this. No? Then taste, at least, of this excel-

lent Sicilian wine. We pledge you in all kindness.”

He and the Count drained each his goblet. She,
after a pause of some moments, raised her’s toiler lips,

and the effect was as salutary as it was immediate.
In a moment she recovered all her energies ; darted at

the two a look of anathema
;
paced wildly the well-

secured chamber ; then, suddenly turned and precipi-

tated herself at their feet. Now, in the intervals of
her voiceless and passionate convulsions, she poured
forth a torrent of agonizing appeal.
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To see the magnificent lines of that face all ani-

mated with one faint hope, and its strong means, per-

suasion, to hear the inspired words which she sent so

eloquently forth, might awaken to pity a stronger, a
guiltier soul than Filippo’s. The seals which a vile

resolution had put upon his heart were melted, as
snows degeal beneath the warm breath of a moon-lit
night. When, at the close of an impassioned burst,

she dropt her outstretched arms, dividing the look of

intense hope, intense in its very fragility, between him
and the Prince, one lingering virtue vindicated all that

he had extinguished, awoke from its long slumber, and
dompted his odious meditations. He seized the cross

of his sword.
“I swear hereby,” he exclaimed, “and by mine

honor, that your own shall remain intact. Yes, Lucre-
zia

!
you shall issue unharmed from these vile walls;

I will re-convey you to your father’s presence, and there,

in the dust at your feet, will implore pardon for my
atrocious but unaccomplished purpose.”

“ Oh, at once ! at once let us ily !” she cried.

A loud laugh of bitter derision followed.
“ In whose house are ye ?” said Giuliano ;

“ do you
forget your host? For you, signor Conte ! mount your
horse and away ; or remain ; as you list. You re-

nounce the captive ? she is mine. Doubtless, I would
tender you my services in the surprising of the damsel,
would accompany you during an arduous flight, and
offer you this admirable asylum, to be finally cajoled,

and see the prize slip through our fingers. Be wise

;

sit you down, and let the cheer be renewed.”
“ You talk to one,” answered Filippo, “ whose mind

hath taken, and whose hand is nerved to execute, a
resolution which nothing can gainsay. As I live, site

shall go forth ; and let none offer an impediment, for it

will cost his life. Come, lady!”

The still transports of her joy, the sardonic mockery
of the Prince’s laugh ! If heaven and hell mingle any
where in the elements of humanity, there was some-
thing of them in this contrast.

“Come!” said the Count; with his left arm, he
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clasped the form of Lucrezia, in his right hand his

drawn sword.
At the same instant, he felt a deadly sickness con-

tract his heart ; his arm fell powerless ; a livid pallor

overspread his countenance, and he fell senseless to the

floor.

The last vision of his closing eyes, was, Giuliano ad-

vancing towards Lucrezia, his face radiant with tri-

umph and a fiendish joy.

It was only at the close of the following day, that

the effects of the drugged potion which had been ad-

ministered to Filippo at the banquet, ceased.

When his senses shook oif their torpor, and resumed
their sway, and difficult memory began to struggle up
from its morbid sleep, he started from the couch as

though death itself were there. Through the diverse

apartments of the house he rushed with frantic haste,

and found them all vacant ; he cried aloud, and the con-

fused echoes alone made answer. He was rushing into

the open air, when, at the portal, he encountered a body
of domestics who were about entering. He must have
seemed a maniac, for they all took to flight. He suc-

ceeded, however, in overtaking one, whom he grasped
by the throat, and compelled to answer his questions.

The Prince had departed at early morn for Perugia ;

he had left the lady in their charge ; she, by some cun-
ning means, had escaped from the house, and they were
now returning from a fruitless search.

Filippo quitted his hold; started wildly off, as though
designing the same pursuit ; but ere he had taken many
steps, exhausted nature again succumbed, and he fell

insensible.

It was then that madness, occasioned in a slight de-

gree, perhaps, by the deleterious potion, in a greater, by
the horrible treachery of which Lucrezia and himself
had been the victims, seized him and assumed for so
long a period possession of his faculties.

The conclusion of the Padre’s narration, and the re-

turn of the physician were simultaneous. The concert

14
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was resumed. But Lionardo went out, and walked for

a long time in the garden, and reflected upon the por-

tion of his brother’s history which had just come to his

knowledge. The atrocious scheme filled him with un-

alloyed detestation; the obscure fate of that unhappy
girl with compassion. He weighed his brother’s conduct,

and, leniently just, determined that the heinousness of

his fell design, was cancelled by his penitent but fruit-

less return to virtue. He recollected his subsequent life,

his many acts of beneficence, his general uprightness,

and, especially, his long expiatory grieving ; and resolv-

ed that as these had removed that early stain from his

honor, were it not well to remember it now to his preju-

dice.
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CHAPTER XI.

Say, itiy heart’s sister, wilt thou sail with me?
Shdey.

It was a small, heptagonal, vaulted chamber, light-

ed from above ; the walls were painted with ara-

besques ;
oriental divans, voluptuous with cushions of

crimson velvet, gold embroidered, were slightly eleva-

ted above the mosiac pavement and separated from it

by a step carpeted witli Persian tissues. In the cen-

tre, a cool and perfumed fount was playing: birds of

varied song were flitting through the dome; and
through the parted curtains suspended at the doorway,
the eye of Lionardo caught occasional glimpses of the

extensive conservatory, at one of whose extremities

was this alcove. Sometimes a cloud gorgeous with
sunset hues, was wafted into the blue sky above the
open dome, and shed its fantastic light upon the pic-

tured pavement.
Near Lionardo sat Olympia and listened ; or per-

haps, in dreamy abstraction heard not the sense of

the words, but obedient only to the tones of his voice,

suffered her thoughts to wander at their own ca-

price.

He was just now in a pyschological vein, and like

most youths with their new ideas, was generalizing

his impressions.

“How seldom is it that a man rightly discerns him-
self to be an individual essence, with an independent
and peculiar organization, and not merely one of a
generation,—one of the sands of a mountain; one
even of a molecule, for the more he contracts his
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horizon, the dimmer is his perception of his single-

ness, his natural completeness. His egotism is a
something totally distinct from this individuality, and
indeed is but a yearning for the tribute of other’s

opinions or goods: not isolation, but hostility; when
a noble impulse challenges him where he stands, the
egotist for the most part shuffles off responsibility, and
re-merges himself in the mass. Yet is the individual

not otherwise constituted by nature than the common
ancestor who stood alone on the face of the earth;

equally independent in his panoply of faculties
; and

when he hath happily achieved the discovery of this,

his mental vision is then, as it were, couched, and he
sees.

“He sees that Nature is his companion, and he
learns that to the universal cry of all mankind, her
echo is not louder than to the faint enquiring whisper
of his own mind. He is seized with wonder, and
whereas, before, he had considered the all as neces-

sary and not possible otherwise, as oxen their pasture,

as the solitary prisoner the ration which he receives

from an invisible hand, he must now enquire why
it were necessary, and why not possible otherwise.

“ One day that I was wandering among the Pyrenees,

this perception and this question, faintly and obscurely

forced themselves upon me, or rather up from those

recesses of the mind which are so infrequently un-

sealed in man. I had traversed pathless wilds,

patches of sterile rock, enormous banks of snow,
when, ascending a precipitous cliff, I saw immediately
at my feet a gentle valley, replete with florid, luxuri-

ant vegetation, gay wild flowers, aromatic shrubs,

stateliest trees. Upon the far horizon I could distin-

guish the spires of a populous city ; but it was easy

to believe that in this secluded vale, many generations

of plants had sprung up since the eye of men had
been gladdened by their sight, sprung up, flourished,

rotted. A new train of meditations was awakened

?
within me. I seemed to discover that the human
mind is but a fragment of the great spirit of Nature.

I sat there for hours; and each hour my thoughts be-
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came more involved and more gloomy. I felt that life

was but a dream, and sought if man might awake from

this dream and yet live. But in my unripe mind these

struggles were destined to be fruitless, and I said to

myself: Wonder is well when it may be the funda-

ment of knowledge, but might lead to madness, when
the knowledge is beyond our grasp.
“ Many months later I was among the hills where the

temple of Segesta, imposing by its solitude, its archi-

tecture and its antiquity, rivets the admiration of the

traveller, and affords him his rare luxury of an emo-
tion. I stood beneath its old Doric porticos, and en-

deavored to penetrate the thought of the architect.

Architecture and Music alone, of all the arts, seem
not to be imitative of Nature

;
to the others she offers

the sometime perfect model, to these no prototype;

and I became aware that man had perceptions of

beauty which were not inspired him from without, and
that the spirit which animated him was yet a different

one from that which breathed in Nature.

“And again the strong yearning arose in me, to

scrutinize the unknown, the infinite, and I did not con-

tend with it, but while repose and silence pervaded the

moonlit scene, I watched through the long night ; and
not altogether vainly as before, did my thoughts
labor.

“ For I said to myself, this mystery is not eternally

inscrutable, else had the perception of it been denied

to us, as it is to the brute creation ; else would this

perception be but an idle mockery. Nature is a book
whose

a
written leaves stand between two eternities; it is

given man to study; he hath read some pages; from
generation to generation, century to century, oson to

ceon, he will progress in the acquisition of that hidden
knowledge, and when only he will have reached the fi-

nal word, and no more remains for him to achieve,

then only will he cease, or ascend to some higher Na-
ture with new hieroglyphics.*

*Aias! quite other than Egyptian are Nature’s hieroglyphs,

and it is to tear we must wait long forjhe Rosetta stone.
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“Ah, do you smile? we have hut common words to
express the phenomena of thought, and in this insuffi-

ciency of expression consists our greatest obstacle irr

the path of truth. Only when we have in some way
uttered it, can we avail ourselves of an invention, and
make of it a stepping-stone to another. It was from
a sense of this and from a conviction that to attain the
highest, man must perfect himself in the least, that I

devoted myself to Art, and strove to master the know-
ledge of the means, that I might some day be enabled
to embody those crude, immature conceptions, and as-

cend thus to whatever region of intenser light the
mental vision may sustain.”

Here, chancing to meet the glance of Olympia, his

thoughts suffered a diversion ; or rather, that long
rhapsody had been but an articulate abstraction from
which he now recovered.

Through the conversation which ensued, it were
rather perplexing to follow them. We have no key to

the mystic language of love. Its cyphers are so nu-
merous and their changes so abrupt, its very pauses
teem with such matter, that he were erudite indeed
who could translate it to his vernacular.

At length, their discourse was of her mysterious
guardian.

“Sisten, Lionardo !” said Olympia, “I will tell

you what once he said to me. I have not forgotten a
word of it. It was thus he spoke

;
‘ Far different in

its nature and origin from that which you experience,

is the sentiment which controls my present existence.

It has no dependency from gratitude, or, indeed, from
any mental process ; is not to be inculcated or analyzed

;

will reveal itself to you in one of these instants, and
its impulse be irresistible. Like religion, it is above
reason ; an instinct of the heart. Its causes are as

hidden as the seeds of lightning, and when it flashes

on your spirit, you will not question but surrender all

to its influence.’ Such were his words, and I under-'

stood them not, and was grieved. And now that I

comprehend them, I grieve the more.”
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“ It is then love which has actuated—It is love
—

”

“Which I cannot return. Alas, that another should
teach me to interpret that lesson whose truth I now re-

cognize!”
A sombre doubt now as once before passed along the

mind of Lionardo. It had for its object him who had
thus spoken, and the motives, no longer inscrutable

which had influenced him in the education of Olympia.
With the pococuranza which characterized his con-

duct in any matter at all extraneous, and whose import-
ance did not immediately or personally address itself to

him,—so complicated and delicate is the organization of
man, that such a trivial, constitutional defect may for-

ever hinder one from ever achieving anything really

worthy of his other faculties,—he had not made any
endeavor to ascertain the name and character of this

guardian. True, she had besought him not to make
this endeavor; but he now perceived how vitally it

might concern her own welfare, and he resolved to delay
it no longer.

“ Those words you now comprehend,” he said to her.

“You feel their truth. You will obey their dictate.

You will listen to my entreaties. You will fly with me.
Is there nothing sanctifying in the love I offer you, and
that you reciprocate ? Oh ! not more so is the sanctuary
whose friendly altars absolve the guiltiest fugitive.

The commingling of two souls is their renascence to

spiritual purity, and the effect of no less virtue than
weds the cloistral maiden to her heaven. The baser
aggregations with which the material world, like an
impure stream, gradually besets the mind, must fall

asunder and away before two natures can blend as un-
obstructed spirits. Is not this a religion ? Consider
that not the devot, the fanatic, the martyr, have asserted
the dignity of human nature with more sacrifices, with
more indomitable and death-defying powers of endur-
ance, than, in every century, hath the one who loved.

1 Call it an infatuation; it is one on which the gods

(

smile. Man ascends spirally to Heaven through Nature

:

enough, that he surely ascends, and on no Icarus-wings
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falls deep and deeper in the abyss beneath him.* Yon
will be mine ; tell it me. The sacrifice is your’s to make,
of what may be a virtue to that which is one eternally.”
“ Can you suggest that gratitude be else than a vir-

tue?” said Olympia.
“ No, assuredly, when elicited by purest disinterested-

ness. But he loves you.”
“ And yourself?” said Olympia, smiling.
“ I echo that question,” answered Lionardo, “ and so

remain the victor in this argument. Think of those
words, those sage, those admirable words; prithee,

Olympia, say them again
; I would fain know them by

heart. Let me try: ‘ It has no dependency from grati-

tude, it is above reason, you will surrender all to its in-

fluence.’ Why, it is the same as though he had bidden
you thus: ‘When Lionardo, by birth, of the Buonsig-
nori family, by inclination a pupil of Raphael, shall

present himself before you, and adjure you to depart
with him and escape the snares prepared for you, be it

your’s to obey ; reason not
;
question not ; obey.’ Now,

if you have the slightest regard for your benevolent and
mysterious protector, be governed by this, his mandate.”
Olympia could only answer with a glad, but subdued

laugh.

Lionardo grasped earnestly her hand, and his manner
changed to one of solemnity, as he said : “ You will fly

with me.”
With equal solemnity she answered : “Never.”
“ Olympia, ifmy life should depend on your answer !”

“Though your life should depend on my answer, it

would still be, never.”
He thought her never more adorable than at this

moment.
There was no evil to which the mind of Lionardo

was so keenly sensitive, as one that hindered him from
taking a resolution. He could not bring himself ever to

*Jacoby said that Nature concealed his God from him. The
extravagant Fuseli indecorously exclaimed :

“ Damn Nature ! she
always puts me out.” Nature is not to be overleaped in this way.
Unless a poor unenlightened mortal can see God in her, I know
not where he is top see him.
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look upon the Present as a goal. Life was in his

thoughts, a hill that he had not yet begun to climb. He
was subject to a moral impetus which wrestled with him
and tormented him whenever he protracted his repose.

Most of the passions live in a certain harmony, but
love, you know, wars with all its brethren, or rather,

soveieign-like will only regard its brethren as its princi-

pal subjects. It will not consent to be a means ; it is

itself an end, and abrogates all opposite or collateral

tendencies. It is not a charm to help you through the

battle-strife, but a charm that describes around you its

imprisoning circle.

These two sentences may convey a notion of the con-

tradictory influences to which Lionardo was subjected.

“Why,” exclaimed he, “should there be the fatal

element in man’s nature that causes him to disesteem
all happiness in which the germ of duration is not
visible ? Give me the assurance of a to-morrow, and
my joy in you will be supreme as at an eminence that

commands on every side unlimited prospects of beauty.
Withhold it and my only answer will be, must be, ‘ fare-

well.’ ”

Her reply was prevented by a shrill exclamation of
“ Lionardo ! Lionardo caro !”

The wind had blown aside the curtain suspended in

the doorway, and the conservatory was visible in its full

extent. At the opposite extremity was an edifice simi-
lar to the one they were in, save that it consisted of two
compartments. In the upper of these, at a barred win-
dow to which he had clambered, appeared the face of
Messer Rossi, scarce recognizable at first by the fantas-

tic combination of joy and indignation which it ex-
hibited.

“Soccorso, soccorso! For the love of the Madonna,
liberate me. Per tutti santi ! help me to burn this

house and these miscreants to ashes. I am a dead man
before morning. They shall all hang for it in the Piazza,
at the next carnival,—all except the amato bene."

Irresistibly comic as were the looks, the cries, the
demeanor of the old man, nothing coulb de more vexa-
tious and inopportune for the two, as his uproar

14*
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threatened them with a surprise, and necessitated their

immediate separation. He failed completely in his ex-

pectation of inspiring Lionardo with compassion: the

lover could not conceive of any one rendered unhappy
by being confined in this place, and he quite envied the

old citizen his captivity, to whatever it might be owing.
There was not a moment to be lost, and not another

word to be exchanged. Already was audible the sound
ofapproaching feet, and Lionardo made a hurried depart-

ure. While traversing the grounds, he continued to

hear the agonized voice of the luckless antiquary, in the

following strain: “Lionardo! 0 my best friend! look

up and bewail the lot of the unfortunate, the innocent,

but doomed Rossi, who perishes, a victim to his love

of the arts. Nothing short of starvation is my doom.
I am in the hands of ruthless barbarians. Is there no
help, and must I linger out the wretched remnant of a
virtuous life in this Torre della Fame, a new Ugolino !

I have not seen food this blessed day, not, at least,

since noon. Ugolino! he was the least to be pitied:

three or four lusty, well-fed sons, like his, might piece

out my life with theirs, till heaven sent succor. Ugo-
lino ! Ugolino ! Captivity ! Death by hunger

!
(a vile

death!) Remorse! Tribunal! Headsmen, &c., &c.
You shall now hear, (for we abhor mystery,) how

Messer Rossi became incarcerated in this pleasant

villa, the object of his ineffectual curses.

After vainly waiting many days in expectation of the

Minerva, he rode forth to the house of the peasant, and
received the disagreeable intelligence of its sale to the

Count. The countryman did not escape his cordial ob-

jurgations, by the plea that he had only promised not to

seek a purchaser. Though nowise malevolent, the

good old man was ir)rascible enough whenever the

family of his affections underwent harm or loss, and his

choler was not now to be easily appeased.

Upon Pietro’s suggestion, he repaired to the villa fully

determined to institute his claim to the antique, upon
priority of purchase, but after many abortive attempts to

see the Count, he finally had to state his demand to the

tnajor-domo. He was answered that the demand was
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inadmissible. He retorted with ireful asseveration and re-

monstrance. At length, dimly, and, as it were, by an
obscure inspiration, discerning that he was contributing

to the amusement of the assembled menials, he with-

drew, nursing his wrath, and only the more fixedly re-

solved to obtain his Minerva by whatsoever means.
It was when he had assisted in conveying the latter

to the gardens of the Count, that Lionardo had made a
discovery by which he subsequently effected a more
facile ingress.

Just within that portion of the wall to which the

peasant’s house was opposite, he observed a newly-
opened subterrane, and learned fortuitously from one
of the servants, that it was an ancient vault for the con-

servation of wines. He remembered that Pietro in dis-

interring his statue, had made discovery of a similar

apartment, and he soon, by investigation, verified the
idea which presented itself to his mind, that they, name-
ly, might communicate.
He had not been quite successful in maintaining the

secret of his new avenue, and Carlotta, the peasant’s

child, ingenuously betrayed it to Rossi, as he was wan-
dering about, invoking all the gods to aid him in deliver-

ing his Minerva. In great glee, he hied back to Rome.
After the lapse of some days, he returned with a

number of domestics, provided with burglariousimple-
ments and arms for defence. In the middle of the night,

he marshalled them and led them to the subterrane;

met with no serious impediment, and re-ascended safely

in the villa. A waning moon shed sufficient light to

guide them, and they noiselessly reached the niche,

whose locality Rossi had previously learned, and with
as little rumor as possible, began to depose from her
station the cumbersome goddess. Fortune and dexterity

befriended them, and slowly, but surely, they brought
her to the vault and half the length of this. Here
through a traverse wall an aperture had been made,
and to effect the passage of this with their weighty
charge, required some effort and delay. They were at

length all happily through, including the Minerva,
when the latter was suddenly seized by the feet and
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drawn back again into the aperture, while at the same
time, loud vociferations were heard, imprecations and
cries for assistance. Messer Rossi animated those of
his men who had not fled, to resistance, and lent the
aid of all his strength to retain the statue. But the
Count’s servants strove no less vigorously, maintaining
stoutly their hold, and for some time, the fate of the
contest continued dubious. When, however, in their

ardor, they shattered one of the goddess’s feet, and Rossi
heard the sound of falling fragments, his indignation

broke forth without restraint.
“ Iconoclasts ! Gauls ! W ait then, ye sacrilegious ! As-

petta !” and totally unmindful of his own safety, he
clambered over the statue, through the opening, to deal

vengeance upon the image-breakers.
But the irreverential crew immediately overpowered

him ; his servants had all taken flight ; and there was no
deliverance. With the re-conquered statue, the felon

was conveyed back in triumph. The Count was absent,

and the major-domo directed that the criminal should be
retained in strict confinement.
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CHAPTER XII.

He’s in some passion

That works him strongly. Never till this day
Saw I him touched with anger so distempered.

Tempest.

Filippo was rapidly convalescing, and conversed gaily

with his brother.

His was an interesting character to study, from the
difficulties it offered the common observer, when not
offuscated by those passions to whose violence all the

misfortunes and errors of his life were due.

Apparent indifference disguised, and, — so habitual

had the manner become,—for the most part denied ex-

pression to a real earnestness of feeling : and as the first

characterized the whole of his demeanor, the second
penetrates and influenced throughout his mental system.

At his age, which was something less than forty, the

genuine nature has usually succumbed beneath the iron

pressure of manner, and actually contracted the cast of

the latter; and thus is demonstrated the admirable opu-

lence of humanity that can afford to neglect the divine

lamp with which each man is furnished, and shine by
the dim reflection of the half-extinguished

; to forget that

we are active and can influence the external, submitting

to be passive, and letting externals influence us. Man-
ner, which is the atmosphere to our mental orb, can suck
in vapors till the orb itself be invisible through its misty
environment, and no true light reach the unawakened
germ within.

Otherwise had it been with Filippo. The events of
his youth had given to his manner its tone of reserve

;

but in that long subsequent isolation, his faculties and
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susceptibilities, and a powerful imagination, had been
only the more luxuriantly developed.

Lionardo made some such as the foregoing observa-
tions. Within these few days indeed, whose events had
brought them so much nearer to each other, he had ob-

tained a somewhat more distinct insight into his brother’s

peculiarities.

Filippo answered him in this strain:
“ Believe me, the evergreen of our feelings, perennity

of enthusiasm, and susceptibility to vivid sensations and
strong emotions, are only to be cherished by the succes-

sive cultivation of all our faculties that bring us, each
one its tribute of pleasure. The early blight of our moral
youthfulness proceeds almost always from the forced

extinction and abnegation of many of those faculties, and
the pervert convergence of the rest to one narrow scope.

W e should strive for equilibrium not by cutting off the
greater part of those plummets of the mind, but by
lengthening or shortening the chains according to their

ascertained value.”

“My brother,” answered Lionardo, “what is this

moral youthfulness, but the faculty of loving ? And as

we never love nature so universally as when in an in-

dividual, I would more easily believe that you are in-

debted to the good fortune which threw before you an
object for your best affections, than to any philosophical

method for preserving undulled the finer senses of our
being.”

Filippo turned pale, and looked long and earnestly at

his brother, whose smile, however, had nothing expres-

sive of triumph ; and the conversation continued in the

same tone.

Lionardo committed this day an indiscretion. Despite
his firm conviction, that there are some joys of that na-

ture that any revealment of them to another, is not only

a desecration, but a diminution of them, he made a par-

tial confidence of his passion for Olympia.
The perceptible effect which his narration produced,

should have warned him to quit the subject, had he
been less engrossed by the feelings which he was de-

lineating. In his account, he gave no name, no locality.
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few descriptions
;
but he had scarce begun to relate the

manner of his first interview with Olympia, and to re-

peat some words of their conversation, than Filippo

started up in his bed, and an uncontrollable horror that

rendered him speechless, was expressed in all his dis-

torted lineaments, and in his gleaming eyes.

Lionardo paused in his recital
;
yet ere he had re-

covered from the surprise caused him by these spasmodic
movements, his brother re-assumed his self-possession,

to his solicitous enquiries answering that a spectre of

the past had appeared before him, and moved him to this

degree.

Tranquil again, he bade Lionardo continue.

He did so
;
but by and by, the display of another

and more violent outbreak of passion filled him with
new alarm. The listener seized him witli a fearful grasp
by the arm, and made a motion as though he would dash
him to the floor ; checked himself ; suddenly relaxing
his hold, he fell back to the pillow, and big drops of
perspiration started to his forehead.

“ AVhat is ailing you ?” exclaimed the younger.
“ What has thus discomposed you ? Does this recital,

perhaps, awake disagreeable recollections?”
“ Forgive me. My thoughts have this day been dwell-

ing on ill-remembered things. I was dreaming while
you discoursed. Leave me awhile to myself, I will soon
recover.”

Lionardo would, nevertheless, not quit him till even-
ing ; the feverish effects of this paroxysm having then
disappeared, and the invalid apparently in a profound
repose, he left the house.

Scarce had his footsteps become inaudible, when the

patient started up, and called aloud upon the vintner.

The latter entered, and received from the Count certain

whispered instructions
;

then, immediately, mounted
and rode rapidly away.
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CHAPTER X I T I

.

What say’st thou ? wilt thou be of our consort,

And live, as we do, in this wilderness ?

But if thou scorn our courtesy, thou diest

Shakspeare.

Whether from inadvertence or some undefined pur-

pose, matters little, Lionardo bent his steps in the direc-

tion of that secluded dell where the duel had been
fought. If he had a motive, it was probably to see if

the body of the individual whom he had slain, had been
removed, or interred, or unnoticed.

Arriving at the spot, he directly perceived by the

clear starlight, that the corpse no longer lay where the

man had fallen
;
a more strict inspection revealed to him

a slight, newly-formed mound, under which, doubtless,

it lay corrupting or awaiting its new material destinies.

While he there stood and meditated, a heavy hand
fell suddenly on his shoulders, and starting, he found
himself surrounded by a silent band of armed men.

It was his first impression that he was in the hands
of sbirri

, and how he should extricate himself from the

disagreeable predicament of a criminal accusation, was
his first thought.
“For what do you take us ?” said the one who had

startled him from his meditations. “For officers of
justice? Such are we, such should every son of man,
such shalt thou be. All have redresses to obtain, which
the law will not obtain for them: and the ability to

obtain those redresses nature has denied to none. Can’st

thou dispute the philosophy ? Thou hast slain thy man
and darest not. The world, no doubt, has injured thee
more than thou can’st injure it ; but we will help thee,

and our Lady will help us all.”
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This eloquent and lucid declaration of rights was
greeted by loud applause, and several cried encouraging-
ly to him to go on. But the orator, unambitious of fur-

ther triumph, waived the privilege, and contented him-
self with interrogating the prisoner.

The latter was not much better pleased to find him-
self in the hands of brigands, than he had been when
mistaking them for sbirri. He hoped, however, with
prudence and some sacrifices, to obtain a prompt libera-

tion.

He had been seen to enter the subterrane near the
Count’s villa, and they enquired concerning the commu-
nication which, as they suspected, gave access to the
interior of this.

“ You are a fearless youth,” said one. complimenting-
lv, “ and are in danger of the laws. We have lost one
of our number lately; you shall replace him. We will

test your virtues to-night. It is our intention to visit

that seat. Thither vou shall accompany us or guide us.

What say you? Or would you prefer sleeping beside

this fellow that you murdered, and that we so piously
buried. These little mounds are quite ornamental, and
prettily relieve the gloominess of the place.”

Lionardo entered into their humor, declined the latter,

and accepted the first of the alternatives.
“ Come then,” exclaimed the first spokesman, evi-

dently the captain of the band. “We will finish our
supper, and drink a carouse in honor of the new com-
rade, before we begin our march.”
They drank deep, taking good care not to overpass

the narrow limit of sobriety ; related many strange and
romantic adventures, designed to fascinate the neophyte
with his new life ; and with reckless, boisterous laughter
often rent the air.

Lionardo entertained them with some no less wonder-
worthy episodes, and quite captivated them by his good'
humor and conviviality. They rallied him about the

motive of his clandestine visits to the villa, which they
had partially penetrated, and made him confess that he
had an amourett with one of the chamber-maidens

;
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tendered him, moreover, permission to bring her away
with them to their mountain hold.

“ Oh, you have nothing to fear !” said the captain.

“We have all our princesses, and you will never need
to be jealous. And what though? Jealousy is one of
those childish passions to which, console yourself, you
will soon be insensible.”

At about midnight, they finished their carousal, ex-

amined their arms, gave Lionardo his instructions,

(adding a quiet hint that at the least evidence of any
thing like treachery, he were a dead man,) and set out

on their predatory expedition.
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CHAPTER XIV.

A thousand liveried angels lackey her,
Driving far off each thing of sin and guilt,

'

And, in clear dreams and solemn vision,

Tell her of things that no gross ear can hear.

Mdton.
Ob diese halbe Sfiire

Der Pythagorischen nicht vorzuziehen ware ?

Wieland, Musarion.

Through the subterranean passage and through the
grounds, the robbers made their way without hinderance
or alarm, and, after reconnoitering, for some time, the

mansion, fixed upon the room in which Messer Rossi
was confined, by which to make their entrance ; for evi-

dently it had some communication with the main body
of the house.

They had nearly removed the grating from the win-
dow, ere the prisoner was aroused from his deep slum-
ber. In mute astonishment, he continued for some time
to lie gazing at the shadowy figures, and not until the

foremost was about springing into the room, did an ob-

scure perception, or any perception whatever, arise in his

mind regarding the possible nature of their design.

He came to the conclusion that these were the libera-

tors for whom he had been praying during the last four

and twenty hours. Hastily jumping up, he rushed, lialf-

clad, to the window and received each one as he entered,

in his stringent embrace, sighing forth gratitude and
eternal friendship.

The bandits, unprepared, no doubt, for such a recep-

tion, seemed but little to appreciate the manner of it,
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each one dashing him violently away, with curses and
some kicks, recommending discretion and a more distant

demeanor.
Messer Angelo finally thought best to avail himself of

this recommendation, and to reserve the expression of his

thankfulness to a more befitting opportunity. So he
stood aside and greeted the rest with silent joy, marvel-
ing somewhat at their wild and reckless bearing. When
he recognized Lionardo, however, his enthusiasm was
not to be contained, and his exuberant feelings found
some vent in a long and close embrace.
The moment was to him like the last page ofa modem

drama, which determines whether the play is to be called

a tragedy or serious comedy, and in his sleep-confused

mind, the idea that in this all-eventful and world-inter-

esting crisis, his position and environment were some-
thing altogether heroical, was the only one which es-

tablished itself in lucid distinctness. He assumed an
attitude of corresponding grandeur, as though prepared
to manifest to his auxiliaries that a true sense of moral
dignity existed in him, nerving him to whatsoever deed
were yet to be performed ; and when .a light was struck,

and the old Roman stood there visible, his lofty bearing
and Agamemnonian attitude contrasted so wonderfully
with the form and features which nature had given him,
and whose ludicrousness was yet enhanced by his demi-
nudity and night equipment, nothing but the most rigor-

ous necessity of silence, could have prevented a burst of
inextinguishable laughter from the beholders.
But the Captain, with his drawn sword, pricked him

back to his couch, and forbade him, under peril of his

life, to stir therefrom, or to utter a syllable till their re-

turn.

In the meantime, the fastenings of his chamber-door
had been removed, and the band issued noiselessly upon
a corridor which traversed the main edifice. Lionardo,
in a whisper, counseled them regarding the chamber
which they should first enter ; availed himself of an
opportune moment to extinguish the light as he was
following them into that chamber; then gliding steal-

thily back, he proceeded along the dark corridor, on tip-
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toe, groping his way by the wall, till he reached the last

door. He opened this and entered.

Seen by the feeble glimmer of a lamp, this chamber,
at the first glance, appeared chiefly remarkable by the

simplicity and harmony that reigned in the disposition

of its garniture and decoration, and farther observation

were necessary to discover that every article of furniture

was the most costly, every embellishment, and every
peculiarity of arrangement, the most perfect and the

most studied. But its best distinction was the air of

feminine grace that seemed to hover through it, and
with which everything suggested an intimate associa-

tion. As it is said that the hand of genius can rest no-

where without leaving the impress and the symbol of

its wonderful power, so all in this chamber appeared
to have caught from the fingers of beauty, a character

of grace aud delicacy.

The fair spirit to whom these penetralia were sacred,

might have been afar, yet here ever visible.

But how shall I dare to speak of the chaste couch,

and of the form which pressed it ? In the neighboring
atmosphere itself you would think there were a dan-

gerous effusive voluptuousness, such as not the bowers
of the Hesperides would inspire, an inebriating effluence

beyond that of any Trophonian grot.

From the jetty environment of undulous tresses, seen
lucent through a network of silver thread, beamed the

cherubic contour of Olympia’s beautiful countenance,
more beautiful, if possible, in the sanctitude of sleep,

when the virgin soul seems conscious of its heavenly
parentage, and not to dream, but truly to behold the

Elysium Irom which it descended ;
an arm of Praxitilean

mould ; a shoulder of dazzling whiteness ; a half-dis-

covered bosom, whose tint was as that of a rose light

reposing on Parian marble, as that which the setting

sun sheds over for a moment the Jungfrau’s snows;—the

nectar goblet of the Olympian gods was moulded from
Helen’s, but in the contemplation of this, those old beau-

ty-loving deities would have forgotten their celestial nec-

tar itself.

It is considered a mythological fable, what the old
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Greeks tell of the wood-nymphs, whom, if you had the
misfortune to encounter in their unarrayed loveliness,

you were instantly stricken with an incurable, hopeless
madness, called nympholepsy. I doubt if it was a
fable.

Had Lionardo not been a lover—but he was. The
purity of his love was an inviolable principle of strength
within him. He suffered not his glance to linger, or to

return. He turned away.
He glided to the door, and made it fast ; retreated

then a step or two to a spot where, should Olympia
awake, she could see neither him nor his shadow

; drew
his sword, and stood motionless.

Minute after minute went by. Perhaps half an hour.

All was silent in the house.

Lionardo’s first design had been to inform Olympia
of her danger, and propose an attempt at flight, or at

least at concealment from the brigands. But from the

divineness of her sleep he feared to recall her ; an
overpowering awe controlled him. His purpose was
now to defend with his life the entrance of this cham-
ber, should they chance to discover it, but should they
depart without approaching it, to retire as he came,
unperceived.

An hour must have elapsed.

He could not explain to himself the utter silence that

reigned throughout the house. He had anticipated an
alarm of the domestics, perhaps a contest : but all was
as still as though the various apartments were un-
tenanted.

An hour, certainly. Evidently the bandits had de-

parted.

Recalling now to mind the mystery which hung over
the life of Olympia, her rigid solitude, the privacy of

her education, all which might as probably indicate an
insidious as a beneficent scheme in the thoughts of her
unknown guardian, or perhaps remembering nothing
but the violence of his passion, Lionardo was again,

for an instant, on the point of awakening the lovely

sleeper, throwing himself at her bedside and proposing
flight with him and an eternity of happiness. But his
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betterjudgment overcame the temptation. Her startled

pudor would revolt from any proposition, from any
syllable that he might address to her under such circum-

stances of time and place. No, he would fly alone,

and even now ; for day was breaking, and the silence

continued uninterrupted.

But in the very moment of this resolution he heard
the sound of many feet from the marble stairway.

Whoever they were, they seemed to approach this

very apartment, advancing now along the corridor,

more rapidly and more tumultuously.
Suddenly the promiscuous sounds ceased, and Lion-

ardo heard only the footsteps of one drawing nigh and
nigher to the place where he continued to stand in stern

immobility, his drawn sword still in his right hand.
“ Open !” exclaimed a voice tremulous either with

passion or anxiety.

“Who seeks to enter this chamber,” answered the

sentry, “ rushes upon his destiny. Let him prepare to

leave his life upon this threshold.”
“ Villain !”

Was not this the voice of his brother ?

By a tremenduous effort, the door was burst from its

fastenings ; the sword of Lionardo unsteadied already
by that recognition, was stricken downward, and that

of his brother, guided by a blind passion, entered his

body. He fell to the floor.

In as few words as will serve, we will relate the
proceedings of the robbers during the past hour.
They entered the greater number of the apartments,

and encountered nowhere the least resistance. Two
or three female servants, who were alone in the house,
they terrified to silence, and shut up in one of the
rooms : all the remainder had obeyed the requisition

of Count Filippo, made through the vintner, and gone
with a litter to remove him from the place where he
lay.

Uninterruptedly and leisurely the burglars dismantled
the house of its treasures, easiliest moveable, and re-
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tracing their steps, found their way once more to the
chamber of Messer Rossi.

Wondering at the strange, wayward conduct of his

deliverers, and the unaccountable protraction of their

stay, he had long remained on his bed, obedient to the
explicit command of their chief : but at length mas-
tered by his impatience, he had arisen and attired him-
self, and was on the point ol descending to the hu-
miliating act of delivering himself, instead of being
liberated by a band of armed auxiliaries, when they
re-entered the room, and, quite regardless of him, pro-

ceeded to pass their treasures and themselves through
the window.

Little doubt now remained on his mind respecting the

purposes which had instigated the visit, though he could
neither understand the appearance of Lionardo in their

number, nor the cause of his present absence. He was
discreet enough not to refer to this; but not prudent
enough to refrain from expressing some doubt regarding
the propriety of their conduct. The kind of answer he
received, disinclined him to further converse. But as they

offered no molestation, he descended after them, and fol-

lowed them through the garden.

The robbers were under the fixed conviction that

Lionardo had deserted them, and made his escape from
the house. They thought it unkind on his part, and
much regretted to have lost him.
As they were getting into the vault, Rossi addressed

them, and withan eloquent appeal to their better feelings,

besought them, in the most moving terms, to do him one
trifling kindness : to assist him in getting his Minerva
through the subterrane.

Many laughed. One proposed that they should carry

him off with them. Bnt another scoffed at the idea ;
for

who would ever be crazy enough to pay them a ransom
for him.
The captain, however, leveling an arquebuse at him,

warned the old man to hold his peace, and not stir from
the spot till they were far away.
To this discomfiture he must need resign himself; and
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only after a considerable lapse of time did he re-emerge

from the detested villa, and taste again the joys of free-

dom.
They were marred, however, by his anxiety for the fate

of Lionardo, and he continued in the vicinity till day-
break, when he witnessed the arrival of the Count and
his retinue.

14
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CHAPTER XV.

A moment o’er his face
A tablet of unutterable thoughts
Was traced, and then it faded, as it came.

The
Part ?

Have not all past human beings parted
And must not all the present one day part ?

Dream.

Byron.

Was he dreaming ? Lionardo saw, ascending into the

vault of heaven, radiating auroral light through the deep
azure, the spiritual form of Olympia; her beauty not

divinized, but divine as in life, as though not even the

higher nature could surpass this effort of the subject

nature; even in that serene, pensive, hopeful glance,

seemed to subsist the power which lifted her to the realms
that she contemplated; bright-winged spirits hovered
around, followed, descended towards her, and from the

halo of their angelhood, did not shed more glory, than was
visibly imparted to them from the transfigured child of

earth.

Higher, less and less distinguishable, ascended the vir-

gin, and, seated in a tiny cloud of gold and chrysoberyl,

far, far aloft, a choir of infantine seraphim, with harp and
lyre and unimagined paeans greeted the returned.

Higher, dim and more dim. The youth would have
called upon her by her earthly name, that her glance

might fall once more to him, and haply lift his own en-

franchised spirit to that blessed companionship. He had
no longer a voice ; the glory faded from his eyes : a black'

opaque swept like unbelief before the celestial gates
;
and

the dull chaotic gloom of despair reigned within him.
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After the lapse ofmany minutes he recovered, suddenly

from this horrible, but temporary death of the faculties,

a species of catalepsy ; his eyes were re-opened, and he
beheld on the vaulted ceiling above him—for he was no
longer in the chamber of the maiden—he beheld the

assumption of the virgin, painted by Peruzzi, in fresco;

the features being, indeed, those of Olympia.
Some servants were busied in applying styptics to his

wound. With his ensanguined sword still in his hand,
the Count stood leaning against a pilaster, gazing before

him with a fearful, fate-defying expression, as though
within him all thoughts were mastered save one. It is

surprising what moral energy can effect in vanquishing
one’s physical weakness ; and Filippo, some hours since

a helpless invalid, chained to his bed, now exhibiting the

strength ajid muscular vigor and complexion of health,

was a remarkable illustration of it.

He motioned the domestics from the apartment.

“Thou hast not slain her ?” said the younger.
“ You are mad to suppose it. Think you I would

survive her? Henceforth and forever we are 'foes,

and—

”

“ So be it !” said Lionardo. “Forever! the forever

of humanity is oft but the fraction of an hour.”
“Oh! your wound is nothing. But mine ? With

no sword of frangible metal, Lionardo, could I have
been thus smitten, tortured to such agony ; by no cunning
racks could my frame have been so shattered, as by
this your treachery. F ool ! Wherefore was I fore-

warned ?”

“ Blear !” said Lionardo, and detailed to his brother
the events of the night. Filippo listened with unal-
terable countenance ; remained long silent, and finally

made answer

:

“ I believe you ; she still slept, and murmured, in

her beautiful sleep, undistinguishable accents. Even
that diabolical tumult did' not awake her, blending,
doubtless, with her dreams. She knows not, nor must
she ever know, that we stood in presence, in her cham-
ber, or that any eye profaned her slumbers. Now, lis-

ten to me. I have a proposal to make. If you will
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agree to abide by it, our differences may so be settled,

without recurring to a more fearful alternative.”

“Not yet. Let me first know the history of Olym-
pia,” said Lionardo.
The elder meditated for a few moments, and then

replied

:

“ It is right that you should know it, before you hear
that proposition.

“ I was returning with a small troop from the wars
that had been waged in the Venetian provinces, and
the roads between Bologna and Tuscany being obstruct-

ed, we were compelled to pass further south in the

Roman territory. Quartered one evening at a farm-
house, in the hilly environs of Cortona, my companions
prepared for a carousal in the large hall ; but fatigued

and disinclined to revelry, I resolved to retire. As I

was about going out, my attention was fixed by a child

who supplied the noisy troops with wine. Something
there was in her physiognomy at once pleasing and
saddening, and for some time I stood and followed her
with my eyes. I then left the room, and went up to

that which had been allotted me ;
but I was scarcely

there before I was recalled by loud cries. I found the

master ef the house inflicting, with the full force of
his clenched hand, blows upon those features that had
so interested me. I interfered, and dashed the brutal

old man to the ground. She had let fall a flagon of

his best wine, and merited this punishment, he cried.

But I took her on my knee, dried her tears, and tran-

quillized her spirits. Her fine eyes beamed with grati-

tude, and when her young frame had ceased to trem-
ble, and she had recovered her speech, she implored
me, in a whisper, not to desert her, or she would un-
dergo a chastisement yet more severe. I 'ordered that

a couch should be spread for her in my room ; then
took her by the hand, in spite of the remonstrances of

the host, and withdrew. When we were alone, I

bade her tell me her story. But she could say no more,
than that she had always lived in that house, had
never known mother or father, and it was evident that

her life had been but a succession of sufferings, priva-

tions and cruel inflictions.
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“ After the lapse of several hours, I was awakened
from an agitated slumber, by a hand that shook me
hastily, and the voice of a child calling loudly upon me
to awake. The house was in flames. The little girl

stood beside me. She had already, while I was yet in

the stupor of sleep, ascertained that the communica-
tions below were cut off, and had brought a table,

which she now bade me place upon the bed, and then,

with an instrument that she held in her hand, force

an opening through the roof. At every window the

flames were entering, and I saw that her advice was
good, and proceeded to obey it. The rotten timbers

offered no great resistance, but the fire approached ra-

pidly. It had almost attained the bed, when I suc-

ceeded in forcing myself through the aperture, for so

she insisted, regarding my safety before her own ; I

then aided her through it, and we accomplished, in

entire safety, the descent from the housetop, with the

assistance of the peasantry. I resolved, then, never to

desert Olympia.”
Filippo paused.
“ But this,” said Lionardo, “ is not her history. It

is but an account of the manner in which you came to

be interested in her. Or do you mean thus to show
me that you are as ignorant of her place of birth and
parentage as myself?”
The door opened before he could answer, and Olym-

pia entered ; entered with elastic step and cheerful

mien, to greet her guardian, of whose return she had
been informed.
But with surprise she stood riveted to the ground,

when she saw the two : him with that stern, despair-

ful look; Lionardo lying half inanimate, his face over-

spread by a mortal pallor.

She approached the couch.
“You are wounded! dying!” she said, in a low

tone. “Who hath done this? Do I need to ask?
Hast thou not done it ?” she said, turning to Filippo,

with a look of irresistible upbraiding.
“ The wound is slight,” interposed Lionardo, “ and

was undesigned. I blame myself for it, and chance.”
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“The wound is insignificant,” said Filippo, con-
temptuously. “ Hearken to me, Olympia, and weigh
well your answer : upon a monosyllable depends our
triple fate. We are brothers, and each is your suitor.

Whose love dost thou accept? His? Litters are at the
door, and will bear you whithersoever you list. The
freedom of the wide world is yours. To be sure, my
imprecations will follow you, but what will you reck
of that ? Say, mine. Then for him, the Rejected, is

that freedom, and our prayers for the happiness which,
no doubt, a hopeful Future hath in store. Choose, or

rather, declare your choice ;
the voice of your heart

cannot certainly be ambiguous.”
“ Thine, my guardian, my preserver, to whom I owe

all.”

She said no more, but placed one hand in his, and
with the other shaded her eyes. Filippo gave a signal,

servants entered, and lifting Lionardo, bare him forth.

As they were placing him in the litter, Messer Rossi
drew nigh, his aspect beaming with irrepressible con-

tent, and whispered

:

“I have her ; the Minerva is mine
; the Count leaves

his villa, and has ordered the disposal of all that those

rude bandits left. She is mine. Ci rivedremo, at

Rome.”
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CHAPTER I.

An der seligen Ewigkeit selber ist keine andere Handhibe als

der Augenblick. Jean Paul.

Get a good hold of the moment; it is your only grip of eter-

nity. Paraphrase
Give a genius anything like fair play, and he will gain glory ;

nay, bread. Wilson.

Qui ne sait etre pauvre est ne pour lesclavage.

Andri Chenier.

In an unfrequented street on the Quirinal, in a house
of mean and uninviting aspect, in a small dingy cham-
ber whose rotting casement looked upon the eaves of

this edifice, and upon the chimney-tops and gables of

the neighboring, but likewise looked upon the blue sky
above—an evergreen, ever-gladdening pine too in the

gardens of the Colonna, was visible from it,—in such
Isolation lived Lionardo.

Not less than one, but many years you would have
thought had passed heavily, crushingly over him, since

the events transpired, of- which we have spoken. His
vitality seemed to be all on the surface, in the thin,

rapid flush that flitted and fled along his emaciate face,

in the salient veins of his hands, which their attenuated
skin looked as it had pain to imprison, above all in the

eye that appeared surcharged and worn with unnatural
light.

His costume was of that mode which has never been
altogether antiquated since the deluge; threadbare, rus-

ty, tattered, forlorn enough.
A small, ignoble chamber, as we said it was; if in-

deed may ever be ignoble the dwelling place of a genu-
ine spirit, striving to enounce itself, or, as Jean Paul
has it, to get some hold of eternity. It was crowded

14*
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with paintings
;

to speak more aptly, with a good deal of
painted canvas, for here nothing stands completed un-
less it he that closely-veiled picture on the wall, and, it

may be, one or two of those in the corner ; of linear

designs and ebauches a multiplicity. On the table the
broken loaf of bread and an earthen cruise containing
water, stand among a medley of detached sheets, cover-

ed with writings and with drawings.
Of all material luxuries, even the meanest, here is

total poverty
; but of the intellectual opulence that dis-

dains the ministration of such, enough even to confusion

and self-hinderance.

Long he paced the narrow chamber. Thought be-

came less and less vivid in his eye
;
his brow became

less tense and rigid; his eyelids slowly drooped; and
an expression of life-weariness, not to be conveyed—the

not infrequent mood of those who are animated by the

spiritual greed of a higher life—passed over his ash-pale

countenance, and he sank into a chair.

It was then that steps were audible from without,
and directly a knock at the door. Lionardo enquired

:

“Who?” but in a voice too feeble to be distinguished,

and the visiter without further attent, opened and en-

tered.

It was none other than Raphael.
The contrast was striking that his appearance offer-

ed with that of Lionardo.
Raphael’s genius could have had no more fitting type

than his own face.

In him intellectual greatness was in striking harmo-
ny with moral excellence. His mind was not as those

of many of earth’s greatest, a mere medium that

transmitted inspirations, without being itself acted upon
by their influence. The world has too often had exam-
ples of an exalted intellect allied with an evil or

with a narrow heart. But in Raphael’s nature was
no similar opposition. His feelings and his thoughts
seemed to flow from one source. His conceptions

seemed to spring from the same impulses that prompt-
ed his actions. In him the Love and the Power
were one.
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This general character of his genius, we were saying,

was visible in his features and the expression which
animated them. It was a face that won you at first

by its beauty, and afterwards you discovered that this

very beauty consisted in high intellectual expression.

What made the strong contrast between his aspect

and that of the desponding artist before whom he now
stood, was the untortured, serene and placid look that

he wore; the cheerful health in his cheeks and in his

graceful limbs; and his costume, tasteful and of rich

materials, though in general conformity with the adop-

ted mode of his- guild.

Some words were exchanged before he recognized

Lionardo, although in by-gone days a particular inti-

macy had subsisted between them. The recognition

caused him great surprise.

He had been a week in search of the painter of a
small fancy-piece purchased by him from a picture dea-

ler in the via Giulia. There was something which
distinguished it from the known works of any painter

then in Rome, and he had resolved to discover the artist.

He rejoiced to have been at length successful ; as, that

he was, the paintings around him, by their similitude

of style, convinced him.
A slight discontent visible on the face of Lionardo,

had induced these explanations and a request that the
intrusion might be excused.
The young artist answered with courtesy, and

Raphael now ventured to give expression to the aston-
ishment which filled him at seeing Lionardo in such
an apparent state of destitution ; with the frankness of
genuine feeling spoke out his astonishment and his

sympathy
; and demanded the confidence of the other

with such honest yet delicate kindliness that Li-
onardo could not but respond to it in some degree.
For many long months he had lived here in entire

isolation
; shunning the world and firmly minded to

give no indication of his existence to any he had
formerly known. At another moment the fortuitous visit

of Raphael would have been perhaps deprecated ; but
the present was one in which, oppressed by a despon-
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dency that he could not alleviate with any self-suggest-

ing arguments, he felt that a friendly ear and friendly

counsel were necessary.

Conceding the master the only chair in the room, he
proceeded while pacing up and down, to relate suc-

cinctly his life in this chamber.
“It is about ten months since I re-entered Rome

after a short absence in the environs, with the resolu-

tion to give myself wholly and without any dereliction

to Art. Believing that isolation were the only and
true means to develop what I fancied to exist within
me, as more or less in every man, and that I could at-

tain the higher knowledge of Art, and the desired

mastery over it, more surely by the success or non-
success of my own creations, I avoided the schools,

and resolutely resisted every temptation to behold and
scrutinize the works of our great masters.

“ One of my earliest resolutions was to owe my
subsistence, the very life with which I was to work, to

my unbefriended efforts; I put away from me the for-

tune which had been mine in another sphere, and by
seclusion rendered myself inaccessible to those who
would have forced it upon me. I foresaw that much
time would elapse before my labors could bring me in

the modicum whereby life is to be sustained, and, my
purse being light enough, condemned myself at once
to the most rigid economy. See, here is bread and
water; on these alone have I lived. But spare your
sympathies; these are no evils to him whose faculties

are bent upon creating; and there is a spiritual ambro-
sia ever at his beck, who can rightly contemn the

choice of material pabulum.
“You see about you at least the evidences of dili-

gence.”
“ Unexampled,” replied his visitor. “ In ten months ?

Unaided ? I had need to see this ; could not have
credited this. I see likewise the tokens of a progress

which is of the happiest omen.”
“ Let me tell you now of some of the real miseries

that I have undergone. Look at this, among the first

of my efforts. I sent it to several dealers who one
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and all refused to purchase it at any price. Now at

this, on which I bestowed six weeks of my time, and
all the mental energy of which I was then capable.

During six weeks I labored at the utterance of an idea,

the embodiment of an Ideal which filled unceasingly

my mind ; and haply you may have observed to what
degree the fancy of an artist can sometimes delude him,
insomuch that, continuing to look with his inner eye
alone, he beholds on the canvas before him the actual

and perfect embodiment of that conception, when per-

chance, nothing can be more remote from it . I deemed
this then—-think of my infatuation—-a complete, a glo-

rious work of art that would not dishonor an artist of
any renown, and in my height of hope and fullness of
confidence, I went forth early one morning and carried

it to an individual well known as an eager purchaser of
such works. He refused to purchase it

; detected a
hundred faults and discovered no merit

;
in fact declined

it as a gift.

“ With what feelings I retraced my steps you can
conceive. I did not, however, immediately lose faith

in myself, but passed the day in idle, puerile execra-

tions of the world for which I had so energetically

striven, only to descry in it my sternest enemy.
“ But next day the scales fell from my eyes, and I

saw within them all the imperfections, the gross er-

rors of my picture, and fell into that brooding despair

which summons death, and then, fortunately into a de-

lirious fever which carried me to death’s door, that I

might return to life with new hopes and new vigor.

“I struggled onward; too impatient to estimate the

real worth of my conceptions, or to weigh the effi-

ciency of my means ; I attempted much as you see,

perfecting nothing; and in those which I really com-
pleted, working too often from compulsion, which,
whether from without, or from one’s own resolution,

will render a performance of little worth compared
with another that is done con amore. And I am now
aware that it depends as much upon the disposition of
a man’s mind as upon the worth of his conception
whether he labor lovingly at its realization; that that
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disposition may be cultivated
; that too great fastidious-

ness will render all striving useless, in the end distaste-

ful.”
“ You have become aware of an important truth,’

said Raphael. “ It is easy to distinguish in all work
s

of art such as did interest the feelings and were labor
s

of love, from those whose performance was not a

source of delight, but a self-imposed, irksome task'

I think you are right in supposing that that disposition

may be cultivated. Nothing is more blamable than
these desultory habits into which you have fallen. A
design presents itself to you; with the greatest enthu-

siasm and precipitation you begin to embody it
;
almost

immediately you cool in your ardor, and abandon it for

another. To be sure, a thing must be rightly begun ;

but only in the last touches does talent leave its im-
press. Between the never-finished works of genius
and the completed, exists something such a difference

between the men of Daedalus and those of Prometheus,
as the first could move, but the second only had life.”

“ In fine, I perceived,” resumed Lionardo, “that

without discipline I could never do justice to tvhat ca-

pacities I might have ; and the sense of the difficulty

of tnis to one accustomed to follow waywardly his mo-
mentary impulses, affected me with the melancholy,
the dejection to which you found me subjected on your
entrance.”

A silence of some minutes ensued.

“Would you know,” continued Lionardo, “by what
means I have maintained myself in such life as you
see? By painting, in occasional hours, sign-boards for

artisans of the neighborhood.” And, laughing heart-

ily, he showed one that he had finished that morning;
laughing, not in sad mockery, but with cordial enjoy-

ment,
Raphael smiled, though his heart was sorrowful.

He addressed the care-worn' youth:
“You are disheartened, mio caro, by the inevitable

truth which has forced itself upon you; this namely,
that you must recede far, far from that arduous limit

which you have attained, and start anew in your ca-
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reer, and proceed slowly, controlling altogether the

impetuosity which has characterized your past. You
have won dearly the experience that every mortal
must get, early or late, (happily, if the first) that the

highest characteristic of strength is Patience; that the

evidence of the highest intellect is calmness. Pa-
tience, not of lassitude but energy

;
founded on the

conciousness that we must first know what kind of

powers we have, and how best to educe and exercise

them, aud in what order, before we enter upon our life

of nobler actions. Fix your aspirations as high as

you list, but seek not to attain them by a single flight.

Shall I tell you your great error? You seek to enounce
yourself by singleness of effort

;
all that you feel

within, you would express and embody, not successive-

ly by ascending labor, but by a momentaneous jacula-

tion, to which all the faculties shall at once contribute.

Such power is in Nature, who does not first erect

the trunk, then add branch to branch, leaf to leaf and
fruit to fruit, but endows the germ with vtrtues that

all co-operate at once, and the nascent tree is the type
of the perfected—Otherwise is it with man who can
only labor successively at the parts of a creation, and
with no instantaneous and individual act realize his

master-thought. Unity of conception, unity of result,

yes; but continuity of effort. With industry and time
and will, an individual may build a pyramid

;
but not

erect an obelisk.”
“ I know this, or rather, am knowing it.”

“ The fine arts have attained in our generation a de-

gree of perfection that since the age of Pericles, was
unknown. What is the characteristic of this perfec-

tion ? Recall to mind all the most renowned works of

our great contemporaries, and all that you have seen,

is not their chief and almost universal distinction an
aspect of calmness, Harmony, Ease ?

* In a right

* This is ever remarkable in the Art of the cinque cento pe"
riod, and the notable absence of that aspect in existing Art,

constitutes one of the strongest points of contrast between the
two epochas. I think it may be conceded that Catholicism, in

the fixity of belief, and the avoidance of metaphysical specula-
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mind, even the highest J deal will not overpower its

faculties; in a mind that hath not its equipoise, most
assuredly it will, effecting those exaggerations in Art,
which are beneath and not above nature.

“ But you must beware to think,” he continued,
“ that you have utterly lost the labor of this year.

You have acquired much that no instruction could give
;

much that it can give; and have now to acquire what
it can alone give. Did you show me your last

design 1”

“ No, it is this.”

The Master looked long at the esquisse, spoke laud-

ingly of the conception as well as of the composition ;

but warn d him from undertaking, yet awhile, the exe-

cution of it.

“ Codie with me,” said he, “ You must quit this

prison—this life, of which I think not six months re-

main to you, if you continue thus to pursue it, or rath-

er to contqmn it. We must make provision for you.

You must look upon the world, and there see yourself

reflected; not into yourself to see there the world’s

reflection.”

To any alleviation of his physical wants, Lionardo
absolutely opposed himself. He was still resolved to

owe solely to his endeavors, if nothing else, at least

his bread. He feared the lurking weakness of his na-

ture, which required some such positive incentive to

tion that it exacted or that it recommended, w as a main help to

the serenity with which the great artists of that age seem to

have wrought. The religious substratum solidly and inalterably

established, and generally, inasmuch as uniformly, influencing

the other faculties of the mind, these could move in the elected

sphere of action free from discordance and in healthful co-oper-

ation. Not only in the fine arts, but moreover in literature does

the present offer, with that period, a strange contrast. Doubtless

these pyschologieal conflicts of our limes, whose corrupt fruits

we so often see to be melancholy, madness, despair, suicide,

are not altogether new in the world ;
not perhaps since man

emerged first from barbarism ;
but it is indisputable that no gen-

erations have been harassed by them, as the present and the

last- gone. Goethe remarked of these conflicts, that they be-

longed eminently to an age as indolent, cultivated and unbe-
lieving as our own. May the sad distinction soon pass from it.
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exertion. But he consented to go abroad with his

visiter ; he would thankfully be advised by him in his

studies
;
yet declared, insistingly, that he would owe

nothing further to his friendship, and never anything

to patronage.
As they were about quitting the room, there entered

a hoy of thirteen or fourteen years, a swarthy-com-
plexioned fellow, but very handsome, with curly, un-

combed locks ; his graceful, delicate form sufficiently

visible through the loops of his raggedness. He had
hut one hand, the left.

Lionardo, whom he greeted affectionately, spoke to

him in a kindly tone, gave him some directions regard-

ing the economy of his room, and bidding good bye,

departed with Raphael.
Some months before, on occasion of a procession of

the Colonna troops through the streets of Rome, one
of the cuirassiers mounted on an unmanageable horse,

was borne into the midst of a group of juvenile spec-

tators, not without knocking down and injuring some
of them. His indignation naturally found vent in exe-

crating and chastising, with the flat of his sword, the

impertinence of these children in thus obstructing his

way. But one of the urchins, outraged by this de-

meanor; and obeying only his injured sense of justice,

seized the horse by the bridle, and essayed with his

puny strength, to make him retreat from the group.
The horseman lifted his sword, and severed the boy’s
right hand ; then went his way. The youth, infuriated,

was rushing*headlong after him among the cavalry,

regardless of the loss of blood, when Lionardo, who
was thereby passing, and had seen the latter part of

this affray, seized him, and carried him to his room
which was in the neighborhood.

It appeared, subsequently, that he was an orphan;
had known

,

no home more comfortable, sheltered or

confined than the streets and squares of Rome
;
and

had subsisted, Heaven knows how, by charity, indus-
try, at least by pilfering, to which he ingenuously con-
fessed. Lionardo took a fancy to him, healed him, won
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his affection, implanted in him that sense of neighbor’s

rights, which Nature appeared to have forgotten, and
thenceforth shared with the helpless boy his bread and
chamber.
He thus learned that there is scarce a pittance so

miserable, but the division of it would make the hap-
piness of another.
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CHAPTER II.

Sometimes fate wills that the spirit shall never find its resting-

place ; that it shall weary itself in struggles after the better ; that

it shall wrestle alternately with conceit and with despondency ;

and, in chill disappointment and diseased susceptibility, under-
stand neither itself nor others. The hypochondriacal spirit,

allured by art and science, like Tantalus, thirsts at the well-head
of life. Tieck.

Elle semblait ouir des celestes accords.
. Victor Hugo, Lea Orientates.

It is wonderful what unexpected gleams of light

broke upon the mind of the young artist as he follow-

ed Raphael from church to church, palace to palace,

through the magnificent halls of the Vatican, and
finally to the master’s own studio : listening, half in

despair, when he pointed out the effects, and confi-

dently, when he indicated the sure means.
On the whole, it was a day of great consolation and

hopefulness.

Yet Lionardo almost dreaded to return to his solitude,

and when Raphael proposed that he should accompany
him to the room of a young poet, who had invited

several intimates to visit him that evening, he cheer-

fully assented.

It was a spacious high apartment. The furniture

was good enough, but from confusion and neglect, had
rather a mean look. Around a large table, on which
were lights, fruits and wine, was a company of five or

six only, who arose on the entrance of the two, and
welcomed them with loud and hearty greeting.

Between most of the company, including the host,

and Lionardo, some acquaintanceship had formerly ex-

isted ; and it was some time before their surprise at
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his changed appearance could be allayed, or their ques-

tions concerning his absence answered.
The host was a youth of about two and twenty ;

tall and gaunt
;
pale and careworn of aspect ; of irre-

gular features, lighted at moments by a fine expression,

but for the most part overcast by one of bitter self-

mocking melancholy : the look of one who would fain

escape from the present, but in the past can find no
refuge, and hath began to doubt of the future.

He was called among his associates the Poet, though
of his poetry no one could give any information. But
until he have damned himself by flagrant non-success,

any man may be called a poet, and there is yet hope
tor him.
Something there was peculiar and unusual in the

appearance and in the demeanor of Guido de’

this night, though it escaped the observation of the

guests, with the exception of Raphael, who watched
him long and repeatedly, and seemed to entertain a
strange surmise or presentiment.

After some desultory conversation on topics of the

day, Guido, arousing himself from a revery into which
he had fallen, motioned them to fill, and addressed

them in this tenor

:

“ Often you have asked, my friends, to be told the

story of my life, believing, and perhaps rightly, that it

merited to be told. Though often promised, it has
never yet been given. I could hot conquer the unwill-

ingness to remember much that it would recal. I feel

that to-night, if ever, my experience should be com-
municated ; it may, perchance, be of some advantage
in exemplifying the ills that disproportioned strength

and weakness beget in the mind of man.”
“We will hear it with attention and with interest,”

said Raphael. “ But why, I beg of you, do you say
this night if ever ?”

“Because to-morrow I begin a new life.”

And without more ceremony or delay, he thus com-
menced :
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I.

“ My father, a native of Rome, in his travels through
northern Europe, met with a German damsel, whose
attractions were such that he sought to obtain her in

marriage. He was successful, subscribing the single

condition that he should renounce liis country, and fix

his residence in her native city.

“ There was I born. Being the only child, I en-

grossed the affections of my parents. My father taught
me his language, and it was the only one I cared to

speak
;
he discoursed to me of Italy, and it was the

only subject on which my thoughts loved to dwell. I

conceived a distaste for the scenes around me, and as I

grew up, constantly expressed no other wish than that

of going to my father’s native land.

“One of those singular jealousies, to which the fe-

male heart is accessible, tormented my mother when
she heard us thus commune of the sunny South, and
heard me testify my great desire to journey thither ;

this treasured desire she violently and pertinaciously

opposed.
“ I was at the age of sixteen when my father died,

leaving me, for a time, hopeless, and a prey to gnaw-
ing discontent. A taste for poetry had early disclosed

itself in me ; after his death, the ambition to live in

the cultivation of that art, blending with my strong

yearning for the paternal land, controlled my mind. It

seemed as though in Italy alone could I really develop
and manifest my faculties, and it became my single

thought how I should realize these equally passionate
desires.

“Always dormant when not dominant within me,
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these nothing could extinguish : not time, uninterrnitted

revels and evil company.
“ Meanwhile, years passed over me, and my hopes

remained unforwarded, but also my resolution unfail-

ing. My mother had obtained a decree, annulling my
right to inherit in case I left my native land ; and con-

stantly protested that her death, and my undying re-

morse, would be caused by such departure. Maternal
love assumes, at times, such strange forms.

“On my nineteenth birthday, I emancipated my
mind from the influence of all extrinsic considerations,

and made secret preparations for immediate flight.

“ Among my many acquaintances I had one friend ;

him for years I had made the confident of my aspira-

tions. A gentle, kind-hearted youth, who, though he
did not rightly understand the ideas by which I was
governed, yet, nevertheless, respected as something
sacred, feelings so profound, and so unchangeable.

“ On the evening of that birthday, we were walking
in the environs of our town, discoursing of those feel-

ings and the hopes, their offspring : not even to him
would I impart my secret resolution. In course of the

conversation, he mentioned, as a rather singular coin-

cidence, the existence of the same desire by which I

was so strongly actuated, in another, an orphan maiden
whom an equal yearning for the land of art, estranged
from all society, filling her with a dreaming melan-
choly, pleasing, because hopeful. He increased my
surprise by adding, that in her, as in myself, another
passion engendered and cherished this : in her it was
the love of painting.

“ I expressed a wish to see her, and he conducted me
immediately to her habitation.

“We found her engaged in drawing; some small
unfinished pictures, on which she had been employed
during the day, were around her.

“ What first impressed me, was her manner ; indi-

cative, for the most part of a singular degree of ab-

stractedness ; and often it seemed as though a certain

effort was necessary to remember that others might be
present, and have a claim upon her thoughts. The
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imperfectness of her language, the difficulty, and, at

the same time, the indifference, with which she ex-

pressed half-meanings of her thought, next fixed my
attention : at times, noticing this singularity, and the
enthusiasm of her eye, and the divine smile that came
and went along her face, I could half fancy that in

some secret and unspoken tongue she was conversing
with unseen spirits, and that it must repugn her to

utter the common rvords with which men communi-
cate. This singularity had for me eventually an inex-

pressible charm.- I dwell upon it, and in vain seek to

convey an idea of it, because I would have you under-
stand that it was something else than beauty that so

interested me in that person. Her figure was not
pleasing, and wanted grace; not the grace of move-
ment and posture, for when the mind is occupied by
elevated thoughts, the deficiency cannot be ; but the

grace of form. Her features were irregular; but a
deep, blue eye contrasted finely with her profuse, au-
burn hair. Few would deem her beautiful ; but those
few would choose no other ideal of beauty.

“ Not discontinuing her employment, she listened, m
apparent unconsciousness td our remarks, until I im-
parted the motives which had urged me to seek her
acquaintance, namely, an identity of aspiration. She
began then to hearken, and to answer with more in-

terest ; but the same quietness of tone and hesitancy

of manner distinguished all she uttered, even when her
language denoted a remarkable elevation and earnest-

ness of thought.

“As I became animated, she listened with longer
spells of silence, during which that air of dreaming
abstraction would awake in me a suspicion that her
thoughts were far away from the matter of my dis-

course, until her slow reply would come to attest a
perfect appreciation of it, and even to throw a quite

novel light thereupon.
“ As the glance of her eyes seemed intercepted and

tempered by long, dark lashes, so her manner appear-
ed to obstruct the fervent expression of her thoughts

;
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but to me this fervency was the more salient from the
very obstruction.

“ I was interested as I had never before been. I ex-
erted myself unremittingly to win from her those rare
and brief remarks that more and more delighted me
by their originality ; revealing to me that, living in this

extreme isolation, parentless, unfriended, companion-
less, she had created to herself an ideal world of
beauty, wherein her genial thoughts, elevated through
the media of Music, Painting, Poetry might move
serene.

“ Of Italy, her hopes and my own, during this long
interview we did not cease to discourse, and when I

departed with my friend, I believe that already the
reciprocity of our most secret thoughts was effected

;

already that we had ceased to judge each other ; and
that already our interests, joys and hopes were mutual.

“ The day which I had fixed for my departure
passed by unheeded ; engrossed by the love of Cecilia,

the only project that assumed any distinctness in my
mind was one of flight with her. I will not pause to

describe the inconceivable charm which I found in

watching the growth of" a passionate, earthly love
in this pure spirit. She consented to be mine, and to

fly with me to the land of my hopes.
“ To forestall any opposition that might be raised

by my relations, it was determined that I should de-

part alone, and wait for her in a more southern city of

Germany, whither my friend would subsequently con-
duct her.

“ I bade her adieu, never, alas ! to see her again,

and repaired to the place designed for our nuptials.

t
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II.

During one week I awaited her coming with un-

allayed anxiety. At the end of this time I received

tidings that their departure had been temporarily hin-

dered, and that I must not look for them during yet

ten days.
“ The half of this term had elapsed. I stood in a

venerable cathedral. It was a day of festival. On
every side noble works of art met the eye ;

I witnessed
the solemn ceremonies, and listened to the musical
service which was admirably performed. All that

addressed my senses, however, rather than distract me
from the recollection of Cecilia, favored and blended
itself with this recollection.

“ At length, the music modulating suddenly from its

mournful character, burst into a glad, inspiriting Te
Deum, and by some inexplicable sympathy, a chain of

thought, which I had long neglected, was grappled in

the same moment. I heard again the dictates of am-
bition, and again those aspirations which, during ^so

many years had been my trust by night and by day,
and to realise which I had so often devoted my future

years, came thronging to me. How completely had
they been forgotten since my acquaintance with Cecilia.

I had descended to the common walk of life. I had
accepted of happiness. Of happiness ! when I had
already vowed myself to action, performance, suffering,

or whatever else were the price of glory. In her
vicinity would I ever have strength to forget the pre-

sent, and bend my energies to the furtherance of those
elder hopes? Would I have the incentive? I well
knew the contrary.

15
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“ My original design in quitting home was to escape
a hated contentment

; and now that my long-cherished
resolution was effected, why should I fetter my life,

my faculties, with a chain, the more enduring for being
of gold ? Once I had flatteringly attributed to her the
destined power of encouraging and developing these
faculties, of aiding me to accomplish my master-task ;

had represented her as a guardian genius, without
whose succour I were nothing, by means of it, all.

But even in uttering, my judgment belied these dic-

tates of my affection.
“ I felt now the inalterable conviction forced upon

me by all my experience, that the most perfect freedom
could alone avail me in the strife to which I had Vowed
myself, and that with my ambitious schemes, the hap-
piness I would taste in her arms would inevitably con-

flict.

“ I left the cathedral, and hied me to my chamber.
Tormented by these new-awakened reflections, incapa-

ble to still them, wavering betwixt two resolutions, I

passed the day and night, and several that succeeded.
“ I determined to abandon Cecilia.

“ Leaving for my friend a letter, in which I recorded

my change, and hinted at the motives which guided me
to it, I took my departure on the very morning of the

day in which my betrothed should arrive.
“ I will not suggest any palliation of the heinous-

ness of that conduct. It is one of the selfishnesses of

youth to believe that when we make all sacrifices, even

that of our own happiness, we may make the sacrifice-

of another’s with impunity, and with hope of pardon.
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III.

“ I came to Rome, be it confest, in profoundest grief.
“ What is more despicable in lmmanity than the in-

nate buoyancy of the spirit that tolerates no sorro w
long, not the most sacred ; but slips off the burthen of

it at the first opportunity with inconceivable facility ;

often, indeed, seeming as though it could only rightly

manifest itself, after having borne that burthen ? Or
is, perhaps, my constitution less perfect than that of

another’s ?

“ Be this as it may, I was hardly in Rome, before my
mind began to open itself to agreeable influences, and
my days to pass with all the once anticipated gladness.

“Many months sped cheerfully in observation and in

composition, and I did but congratulate myself on the

step I had taken.
“ At length, I had an hour of despondency ; then an-

other ; they became frequent. For my efforts were
answered by disappointment ; and from those downcast
moods, I found that I had not the inward strength to

re-arise more energetic, on which I had always relied.

The gloomy doubt must now suggest itself, if the beau-
tiful presence of Cecilia would not haply have imparted
the energy, which I had foolishly feared it would sub-

due.
“ Still this was but egotism. The passion of remorse

first awoke in me about a year after my arrival, when
I received a letter from that friend in whose trust I had
left Cecilia. Its tone was not reproachful, sufficiently so

being its strange purport, which was this :

—

“He himself had loved Cecilia, passionately though
silently. His intention had been to confide the
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knowledge to me, but unfortunately he had first con-
ducted me to her presence, and directly perceiving
the tendency of the interview, he had shut up his se-

cret and sought to stifle his love as he did the expres-
sion of it. Having brought himself to renounce all

hope forever, he found a certain luxury, as he express-

ed it, in carrying the sacrifice to the very utmost, and
at my earnest entreaties, had consented, accordingly, to

escort Cecilia to Innspruck. There he found my letter.

Upon hearing its contents, Cecilia fell into a lethargic,

trance-like state of being, in which she remained
plunged for several days, without speaking or appear-
ing sensible of environing objects. He attempted
every means to re-awaken her to life ; the chief was to

offer her his own hand and a true heart. Not insensi-

ble to the deserts of such an affection, she nevertheless
rejected his suit. In answer to his enquiries regarding
her future movements, she besought him to leave her
for a few days to her reflections ; at the expiration of

that time she would inform him of her purpose.

When he returned, she was gone
;
whither, he vainly,

during some weeks endeavored to ascertain. One day,

a Tyrolese goat-herd communicated to him the account

of a suicide to which he had been an involuntary wit-

ness. A maiden whose description though imperfect,

was, alas ! sufficiently recognizable, had thrown herself

one evening into a mountain torrent and been dashed
to pieces against the rocks. Such were all the con-

tents of the letter ; save a line in which he gave me
to know that my mother had not died of grief at my
absence, but, sequestering my property had married a

certain youth once numbered among my most inti-

mate associates.
“ As I said, remorse was now first awakened in me,

engendering distaste and lassitude, and constraining

me to let pass, unprofited, the years that have since in-

tervened. I will not detail the manner in which cir-

cumstances constantly arrayed themselves against my
endeavors to attain distinction or to merit it, and

made all-powerful the sway of that indolence beneath

which I languished. Belief in the all-surmounting
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might of Will, in the plenitude of my powers, now
became less fixed. Well I remember with what in-

tensity I cherished in earlier life this belief, how fer-

vently and tenaciously I persisted in clinging to it.

How inexpressible and gloomy has been my life since I

doubted of its truth ! A life of bitterness, made more
bitter by unwillingness to yield altogether to this doubt,

to surrender myself to the force of circumstances, and
to acknowledge the entire fallacy of my youthful creed.

“ The proof, however, that I never utterly resigned

faith in the power of a constant Will, is in the continu-

ance, the periodical return of inward strife and self-

inflicted torment. The material, individual constitution

of man may itself be even more hostile to successful

endeavor, than external circumstances; yet Will, that

is worth the name, should triumph over this obstacle.
“ Surely, it is not the ordinary, describable evils of

Want, Losses, Disappointment, which weary perse-

verance and cripple or right energies. They only,

and truly, generate a certain fate-defying sentiment
which strengthens and which forwards us in the cho-
sen path. It is rather the invisible enemies, Lassitude,
Indifference, sneering Resignation, that assumes the
garb of philosophy, and a hypocritical acknowledge-
ment of the mutability of human affairs

;
trust in the

contingency of outward helps ;
in fine the cowardly

conclusion to keep within the walls, and let circum-
stances wear themselves out, and, haply, raise the
blockade.

“ But the very ununiformity of life and its environ-

ments, should teach us not to count too surely on any
change except that the mind itself may effect.

“ You may think that the perception of these mental
ills includes the ability to banish them ; but it is not
so, and I am now—or will be soon—resolved

; in

what way matters not.
“ You asked for an outline of my history, and I have

given it willingly. It is the story of one, who, hav-
ing in his hand an unlimited felicity that promised to

shed a truly enviable light upon his entire life, dashed
it from him, and immolated by that act the being
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whose existence should have been to him the holiest

upon earth: and then discovered that the ambition
for whicli he renounced this bliss and wrought this

misery, not only answered those sacrifices with no re-

wards, but reviled him for his folly.”

Having ended, he took several deep draughts of a
potent wine. To break the silence that ensued, and
to prevent any return to the subject on which he had
been speaking, he opened, in a livelier tone, a new
current of conversation.

END OF FIRST VOLUME.
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